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Introduction
Hello, and welcome to a complete guide on how to use and configure VitalPBX, completely
from scratch.

Throughout this set of lessons, you will be able to understand and configure VitalPBX from the
ground up and become a VitalPBX expert.

We will go over every module that VitalPBX has to offer. We will also cover our different add-
ons, troubleshooting scenarios, and many tools that will help you with your VitalPBX
installation.

By the end, you will have a fully functioning PBX system full of capabilities for your business
and your customers.

So, without any further ado, let’s begin.

SECTION 1 - INSTALLATION

Introduction
VitalPBX can be installed in many different environments. Here, we will cover every one of
them, and you will see that the process is very straightforward.

With Version 4, we have transitioned to using Debian as our base operating system. So, if you
are familiar with this environment, it will be even easier for you.

You can install VitalPBX on dedicated hardware, virtual machines, or VPS service providers.
Like Amazon AWS, Google Cloud, and Digital Ocean, among others.

We have an ISO image available for easy installation, or you can begin with a minimal
installation of Debian and use our installation script.

Let’s take a look at the first installation environment.

System Specifications
VitalPBX is very scalable in terms of the specifications required for installation. Depending on
the number of concurrent calls you wish to have, you can determine the specifications for your
server. We will go more in-depth on this subject in a later lesson. For now, the minimum server
specifications are

• 2 Core CPU at 2.4 GHz.
• 4GB of Memory
• 50GB of Storage.

This will allow you to have up to 50 extensions with 12 concurrent calls.

An internet connection is required to install VitalPBX fully and with its latest version.
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Section 1, Lesson 1 - Virtual Machine Installations
Installing VitalPBX in a virtual environment is simple. You will need the following:

• A Virtual Machine capable computer.
• Virtualization Software. This can be VM Ware, Oracle Virtual Box, ProxMox, or any

other KVM-based virtualizer.
• VitalPBX’s official ISO image or a Debian minimal installation ISO image.
• An internet connection.

This installation process is the basis for hardware or a Debian minimal installation. So, you can
refer to these steps if you are installing these other types.

Concerning system specifications, this will depend on the number of concurrent calls you wish
to have. Again, we will go through how you can determine this in a later lesson. For now, use
the minimum server specifications detailed in the previous section.

The Virtual Machine creation process will vary based on the virtualizer of your choice. In this
lesson, we will be using Oracle’s Virtual Box. It is free to use and accessible for most systems.
We will cover some special occasions at the end of this section.

First, we will need to download the ISO from VitalPBX’s official website at https://
www.vitalpbx.com. This can be found under the Download section and by scrolling down.

There, you will also find written guides on how to install VitalPBX in different environments.
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Next, we will create a new virtual machine. For this, we will start Oracle’s Virtual Box. Then,
click on the New button.

Here, enter a name for your virtual machine. Then, select the type of virtual machine as Linux
and the version as Debian 64-bit. Set the Memory Size as 4096 MB. For Hard Disk, select
Create a virtual hard disk now. Afterward, click on Create.
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Image 1.1.2 - Virtual Box new virtual machine.

Image 1.1.3 - Virtual Box, create virtual machine.



Next, you will be presented with the “Create Virtual Hard Disk” window. Here, enter the hard
disk size of your choice. For Hard disk file type, select Virtual Hard Disk. For “Storage on
physical hard disk,” choose Dynamically Allocated. Finally, click on Create. By dynamically
allocating the storage, we don’t use the full size we entered immediately.

You will now have a virtual machine created. Next, we will need to configure this virtual
machine to proceed with the installation. Right-click on the new virtual machine and select
settings.
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Image 1.1.4 - Virtual Box, create virtual hard disk.

Image 1.1.5 - Virtual Box, settings option for the virtual machine.



Click on System and then on Processor. Here, we will set the number of processors to 2. You
can choose more “Processors” depending on the number of cores your host machine has.

Next, click on Storage. Here, click on the empty storage, then the disk icon next to Optical
Drive, and choose the ISO image we downloaded from VitalPBX’s Website.
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Image 1.1.6 - Virtual Box, virtual machine settings.

Image 1.1.7 - Virtual Box, storage settings.



Finally, we will go to Network and change “Attached to” to Bridged Adapter. You can then
select a network adapter on your host machine. This will allow this virtual machine to connect
to your local network. Finally, click on OK.

Now that we have set up our virtual machine, we can turn it on. You can double-click on your
virtual machine or click on the green arrow start button.
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Image 1.1.8 - Virtual Box, virtual machine network settings.

Image 1.1.9 - Virtual Box, starting a virtual machine.



Once you have initiated the virtual machine, you will be shown the installation process for
Debian with VitalPBX pre-selected options. To proceed, press enter. Just be sure you are in the
virtual machine by clicking on the window screen.

Afterward, select your preferred language. Press enter.
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Image 1.1.10 - VitalPBX Installation first screen.

Image 1.1.11 - Language selection screen.



Next, you will need to choose your location. You can use the arrow keys and spacebar to pick.
Once you have your location selected, you can press enter.

Then, pick your keyboard layout and press enter.

With all these options selected, the installation process will begin.
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Image 1.1.12 - Locations selection screen.

Image 1.1.13 - Keyboard layout selection screen.



Afterward, you will be prompted to enter your root password. Enter a root password you won’t
forget and is difficult to decipher. You can choose to view the password. Moving using the
arrow keys to “Show Password in Clear” and pressing the space bar.

Then, navigate with the arrow keys to Continue and press enter. You will then need to re-enter
the root password. Afterward, navigate to the Continue button and press enter.

You will then be prompted to enter a name for a new Debian user. Your full name is
recommended.
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Image 1.1.14 - Root password selection screen.

Image 1.1.15 - Root password re-enter screen.

Image 1.1.16 - New Debian user creation screen.



Next, you will be asked to create a username for the new user. We recommend using all
lowercase letters and no spaces. Once entered, navigate to the Continue button and press
enter.

Then, enter a new password for the Debian user. You will then be prompted to re-enter the
password. On both screens, navigate to the Continue button and hit enter to move forward.

Once again, we recommend you use a strong password that you can remember easily.
Preferably, this password is different from the root password.

Next, you will be presented with the time zone selection screen. Navigate to your time zone
and then press enter.

You will then be prompted to partition your disk. Here, we select the “Guided - use entire
disk” option.
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Image 1.1.17 - New Debian username creation screen.

Image 1.1.18 - New Debian username password screen.

Image 1.1.19 - Debian clock configuration screen.



You will then see your disk partitions. We should only have one in this case. Press enter.

Afterward, you will need to select your partitioning scheme. Here we choose “All files in one
partition.” Press enter.
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Image 1.1.20 - Debian partition disks screen.

Image 1.1.21 - Debian partition disks selection screen.

Image 1.1.22 - Debian partition disks screen, scheme selection screen.



We then verify our screen partitioning, navigate to “Finish partitioning and write changes to
disk,” and press enter.

A warning will appear with the changes to occur. Navigate to Yes using the arrow keys, and
press enter.

Your disk partitioning will start processing, and the operating system will begin the installation.
This process will take a couple of minutes.
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Image 1.1.23 - Debian partition disks verification screen.

Image 1.1.24 - Debian partition disks changes confirmation screen.

Image 1.1.25 - Debian installation process.



Next, you will need to select your package manager location. This will ensure that you get the
closest mirrors to your area. This will assure faster download speeds and reliability. Navigate to
your preferred location with the arrow keys and press enter.

Select your preferred mirror. By default, the selection is deb.debian.org. If you don’t have a
preference, you can leave it as default and press enter.
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Image 1.1.26 - Debian package manager selection screen.

Image 1.1.27 - Debian mirror selection screen.



Afterward, you will be prompted to enter an internet proxy. If you don’t use one, you can leave
it blank. We navigate to the Continue button using the arrow keys and press enter.

The installation of the operating system will continue.

Once the installation is done, your virtual machine will reboot.
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Image 1.1.28 - Debian internet proxy selection screen.

Image 1.1.29 - Debian apt configuration.

Image 1.1.30 - Virtual Machine reboot.



After the virtual machine reboots, you will be prompted to log in. Log in using the root user
with the password you created. Press enter.

You will then be prompted to install VitalPBX. Enter yes in the prompt, and press enter.

This will then update Debian and download and install the latest version of VitalPBX. After the
installation is done, your system will reboot.

Once the system reboots, you can log in with the root username and password again. After you
log in, you will see a nice banner with the VitalPBX Logo and your system information. You can
copy the IP address and enter it into your web browser.
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Image 1.1.31 - VitalPBX installation prompt

Image 1.1.32 - VitalPBX installation complete.



When you enter the IP Address in your browser, you will be greeted with VitalPBX’s initial login
screen. Here, you can enter the admin username and password. By default, the admin user is
just “admin,” but you can choose any username of your liking.
The password you use can differ from the one you used for the root and Debian usernames.
This is a separate user from the ones you created during installation. And with that, you have
successfully installed VitalPBX. Congratulations!

Section 1, Lesson 2 - Dedicated Hardware Installation.
The installation process of VitalPBX in dedicated hardware is similar to how you do a virtual
machine installation. So, we will show only some of the same steps again. Here, we’ll only
cover the preparation steps of getting you ready to install VitalPBX in dedicated hardware. You
can refer to the Virtual Machine installation process for the rest of the steps.

When we say dedicated hardware, we mean that we will install the software on a computer or
server that will only work as our VitalPBX installation. It is important to note that the computer
or server you are installing VitalPBX on needs a dedicated monitor and keyboard to proceed
with the installation.
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Image 1.1.33 - VitalPBX, initial login screen.

Image 1.2.1 - VitalPBX download section.



So, we first need to download the ISO image from VitalPBX’s official website at https://
www.vitalpbx.com, just as we did in the previous lesson. This can be found under the
Download section and by scrolling down. There, you will also find written guides on how to
install VitalPBX in different environments.

Next, we’ll need to flash the ISO image to a USB flash drive to install VitalPBX on dedicated
hardware. To do this, we can download Balena Etcher at https://www.balena.io/etcher/.
Balena Etcher is a free storage drive flashing tool that works in Windows or macOS.

Once you have installed Balena Etcher and run it, choose the ISO image you have
downloaded. Then, select any USB flash drive you have available.

The USB flash drive has to be at least 2GB in storage size.
Finally, click on the blue “Flash!” Button. This will start the flashing process, which can take a
few minutes.
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Image 1.2.2 - Preparing Balena Etcher to flash a USB flash drive.

Image 1.2.3 - Balena Etcher flashing USB flash
drive.



Once it’s done, you can eject the drive safely.

Once you have securely ejected the USB flash drive, you can insert it into a USB port in your
dedicated hardware. Proceed to turn on the server and press the boot drive options key while
the system starts.

The boot drive option key varies depending on the motherboard manufacturer. Usually, it is the
Delete key, F2, F11, or F12.
In the boot drive options, select the USB flash drive you flashed. Reboot your server or
computer. The system will boot from the USB flash drive, and you can begin VitalPBX’s
installation process. To proceed, press enter.

You can follow the same procedure in the Virtual Machine installation lesson, where we
installed VitalPBX in a virtual machine.

Once you have followed these steps, you have successfully installed VitalPBX. Congratulations!
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Image 1.2.5 - VitalPBX Installation first screen.

Image 1.2.4 - Balena Etcher done flashing.



Section 1, Lesson 3 - Installing VitalPBX in a Debian and VPS
Installation.
The process to install VitalPBX in an existing minimal installation of Debian is simple. You don't
need to have the Desktop or Gnome environment for Debian to install VitalPBX.

This will be the same process to install VitalPBX in any VPS service provider like Google
Cloud, Digital Ocean, and Vultr, among others. You will need to create a new minimal Debian
64-bit-based system.

Once you have Debian installed, you can run a couple of commands.

You will need to log in as the root user, as root permissions are required to run the script. You
can also use the “sudo su” command.

If your Debian user is not in the sudoers list, you need to add it to be able to run the “sudo su”
command. We will take a look into this later on.

First, download the VitalPBX installation script using the following command.

root@debian:~# wget https://repo.vitalpbx.com/vitalpbx/v4/apt/install_vpbx4.sh

Next, we will give the script execution permissions.

root@debian:~# chmod +x install_vpbx4.sh

Finally, we execute the script.

root@debian:~# ./install_vpbx4.sh

Once you execute the script, you will be prompted to enter “yes” to proceed. Enter the word
yes in the prompt and press enter.

This will update the system and begin the VitalPBX installation process. When it ends, the
system will reboot.

Once the system reboots, you can log in again using the root user. You are now greeted with a
VitalPBX Logo and system information.

You can copy the IP address into your web browser and configure the admin username and
password. This username and password differ from the root username and password or any
other user you may have created within Debian.

And with this, you have successfully installed VitalPBX in a Debian-based installation.
Congratulations!
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Section 1, Lesson 5 - Installing VitalPBX on ARM-based
systems.
With VitalPBX being based on Debian with version 4, you can now install VitalPBX in an ARM-
based environment.

There is no ISO image based on ARM for VitalPBX, so you must start with a minimal Debian
64-bit installation. You can download the ARM64 ISO Network Install image from Debian’s
website at https://www.debian.org/CD/netinst.

This also means a Raspberry Pi system can be your VitalPBX server. For this, you’ll flash a
microSD card with a Debian or Raspberry Pi OS image.

In this lesson, I am installing VitalPBX on an M1-Max MacBook Pro. You can choose any
virtualizer like Parallels or UTM. The process is mostly the same.
The installation process is a regular Debian Installation. Refer to our Virtual Machine installation
lesson and check the troubleshooting tips we will share later.

Once the system reboots with ARM Debian installed, log in as root and run the following
commands.

root@debian:~# wget https://repo.vitalpbx.com/vitalpbx/v4/apt/install_vpbx4.sh

Then give it execution permissions.

root@debian:~# chmod +x install_vpbx4.sh

Finally, we execute the script.

root@debian:~# ./install_vpbx4.sh

You will then be prompted to continue with the installation, so enter “yes” in the prompt and
press enter.

Section 1, Lesson 6 - Troubleshoot Debian Installation.
You might find some questions during your installation, especially if you are unfamiliar with a
Debian installation.

Here are some tips and recommendations concerning a Debian installation. If you use
VitalPBX’s ISO image, these options won’t appear, and default values will be chosen.

But, if you make a custom Debian installation or an ARM installation, you might find some
additional configuration options during installation.
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1. Hostname and Domain Name
In these fields, you can enter any information. For the hostname, if you use an
FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name), use it here—for example, sip.mydomain.com.
In the Domain Name option, you can enter your domain name. Like,
mydomain.com.

2. Scanning extra installation media
You may be prompted to “Scan extra installation media” when configuring the
package manager. This option can be ignored, and respond “no.”

3. The “wget” command is not available.
You might get an error when trying to download the installation script. The error is
saying that the “wget” command does not exist. You can download and install the
“wget” command with the following.

root@debian:~# apt-get install wget -y

4. Software Selection.
By the end of the Debian installation, you will be asked which software you wish to
include. We recommend you leave the list with everything unselected, as you will
install all dependencies with the VitalPBX installation script.

These are the main differences between a custom Debian installation and installing from the
VitalPBX ISO image.

Section 1, Lesson 7 - Post-Installation Options.
With your VitalPBX installation done, there are some things you can do for ease of
configuration.

1. Remote access using the root user.
You cannot remotely access the server using the root user by default. This can be
changed by modifying the “sshd_config” file. First, log in as root directly on the
terminal. Then, edit the following file using Nano.

root@debian~:# nano /etc/ssh/sshd_config

Change the line.

#PermitRootLogin prohibit-password

With.

#PermitRootLogIn yes

Save the document and exit.
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Optionally, if you want to keep the root user from remotely accessing the server, you
can add a Debian user to the “sudoers group.” Enter the following command.

root@debian:~# usermod -aG sudo username

2. Change to a Static IP address.
By default, your system will pull an IP address using DHCP. It is recommended that
your server use a static IP address instead. To change it, we will modify the
interfaces file. Run the following command.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/network/interfaces

Change this block of text.

#The primary network interface
allow-hotplug eth0
iface eth0 inet dchp

To this.

#The primary network interface
allow-hotplug eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.1.200
netmask 255.255.255.0
gateway 192.168.1.1

Finally, enable the interface and reboot your system.

root@debian:~# ifup eth0
root@debian:~# reboot

Conclusion
And with this, we have now explored every way to install VitalPBX. This helps you understand
the different environments in which to install VitalPBX. Now, you can have your VitalPBX
installation done!

Let’s now proceed to the next section, so we can start configuring VitalPBX.
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SECTION 2 - INITIAL CONFIGURATIONS

Introduction
With VitalPBX now installed, we can proceed with our configurations. But before we go through
every module, let’s go through various recommendations we have whenever you make your
initial deployment.

With these recommendations, you can reduce issues or have various conveniences when
configuring your VitalPBX system.

Section 2, Lesson 1 - System Registration and Interface
Overview.
Whenever you first install VitalPBX, you will see the Register the Installation prompt. Here,
you can enter your information to open an account for your system installations.

This is separate from a vitalpbx.com account. This is so we can record the number of VitalPBX
installs worldwide for internal use and is not shared with any third party.

If you have installed VitalPBX previously, you can click the Already Have An Account button
and enter your email address. Afterward, click on Register.

This step is necessary for you to update your VitalPBX installation.
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Image 2.1.1 - VitalPBX installation registration prompt.

Image 2.1.2 - VitalPBX installation registration with existing email address.



Before we continue, let’s get familiar with the web interface. We have worked on making
VitalPBX as intuitive as possible, so learning these core aspects will have you navigating the
system in no time.

To the left, you have the main navigation menu. Here, you will find the main categories, sub-
categories, and modules.

On top, you will find the general search bar. Here, you can search for any module or
configuration from VitalPBX. For example, let’s search for Extensions and press enter.

You will see every item related to extensions in the results. Let’s click on Extensions.
Whenever you are in a module where you can create multiple items, you will see this list icon in
the top-right corner.
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Image 2.1.3 - VitalPBX navigation menu.

Image 2.1.4 - Search results.

Image 2.1.5 - VitalPBX module list icon.



In this list, you can open and edit items you previously created. There is also a Search Bar to
search the items based on their name, number, or description.

When configuring a new item, you will have a Save button in the bottom right-hand corner. If
you edit an existing item, you will see an Update, Delete, and Cancel button. The Update
button will update your configurations with the new ones, Delete will delete the item you are
editing, and Cancel will not save any changes and will present you with a blank canvas.

This will be the same with many of our different modules. More options may appear depending
on the module in the lower left-hand corner.

A red arrow icon will appear when you save or update most configurations. This will Apply
Changes from the database to the system’s configuration files.

Remember, Saving your configurations and Applying changes are two separate actions.
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Image 2.1.6 - VitalPBX list search.

Image 2.1.7 - Save button. Image 2.1.8 - Update, Delete, and Cancel Buttons.

Image 2.1.9 - Apply Changes button.



Right next to it, you will have the User Menu. This will display various other settings you can
access. We will see these later on.

While moving through multiple modules, you will notice that tabs start to appear. This Multi-
Tab system comes turned on by default with VitalPBX, allowing you to navigate opened
modules easily. You can close Tabs individually or close many by right-clicking on one. It is also
possible to refresh a single tab in case you recently made a change in a different module.

Finally, rest assured that you don’t need to remember what every field in VitalPBX configures.
Whenever you hover your mouse over a field title, you get a Tool Tip. This allows you to see a
brief description of the field; most of them contain sample data for your understanding.
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Image 2.1.10 - User menu.

Image 2.1.11 - VitalPBX’s tab system.

Image 2.1.12 - Extension field tool tip.



Section 2, Lesson 2 - WhiteList IP Addresses.
Next, we need to add our IP addresses to the White List. This way, we won’t get banned from
the system. We can get blocked by the Intrusion Detection system if we enter the wrong
password too many times in the web UI, phone device, or SSH connection.

We will go to Admin > Firewall > Access Control to do this. On the Whitelist IP Addresses
tab, we click the + Whitelist an IP button.

Then, you can add any IP address you want to add to the list. This way, during your
configuration, you don’t get banned by the intrusion detection system by mistake.

For the IP/Domain field, you can add individual IP addresses or network segments using
CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Routing) format. For example, 192.168.1.0/24.

Once you have added the IP address or network segment, click Save.

Section 2, Lesson 3 - Users and User Profiles.
Next, we will look into how you can create new VitalPBX users and limit which modules they
can access. This way, other users can log into VitalPBX, but you can restrict which options they
can or can’t configure.
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Image 2.2.1 - VitalPBX Firewall Access Control screen.

Image 2.2.2 - Adding a network segment to the firewall whitelist.



Let’s begin by creating a new User Profile. For example, let’s create a profile that can only see
the CDR (Call Detail Reporting). To do this, we will go to Admin > Admin > User Profiles.

You can create a new User Profile by entering any name you desire under Profile Name. For
this example, we can name it CDR.

Then, on the lower part under Module Access, you can select the modules you wish to have
access to with this User Profile. You can expand and select/deselect all the items with the
buttons on top of this section. Here we can choose only the CDR modules for our sample
profile.

You can then head to the Permissions tab. Here, you can choose whether or not a user can
update their profile, change their web UI language, or be able to update the system.

We will leave this with the default values for this example. Click Save.
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Image 2.3.1 - User Profiles, General Tab.

Image 2.3.2 - User Profiles, Permissions Tab.

Image 2.3.2 - User Profiles, module access
selection.



You will see your newly created profile listed with the default user profiles: Administrator,
Portal, and if you use our Multi-Tenant add-on, Tenant Administrator.

With the User Profile created, we can create a new user. For this, we will go to Admin > Admin
> Users.

To make our user, we can configure the following.

• Username - This must not contain spaces or special characters.
• Email - This is an email address to identify this user.
• Password - The user’s password to log in.
• Profile - We can select any User Profile we have created.
• Startup Dialog - This is the first screen the user sees when logging in.
• Department - This is used to identify the user further and is optional.
• Tenants - The tenant this user belongs to.
• Enable 2FA - This allows you to add Two-Factor Authentication to this user.
• Profile Picture - This is used to identify the user further with an image.

You can then click on Save.
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Image 2.3.3 - User Profile list.

Image 2.3.4 - Users module.



Afterward, we go back to the user we just created, and in the bottom left-hand corner, we can
see the option to add a 2FA (Two-Factor Authentication) application. We recommend
Google Authenticator.

When you click on it, you can scan a QR code or use a Setup Key to configure the 2FA with
your authenticator application.
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Image 2.3.5 - Add Authenticator App button.

Image 2.3.6 - Add authenticator app QR code prompt.



Once you have processed the QR code with your authenticator app, you can close the prompt,
and when logging in with the user, you will be asked for a 2FA code to enter.

After you enter the code, you will successfully log in with the user. And you can see the effect
of the User Profile you assigned to the user. In the case of this example, the user only has
access to the CDR features.

Section 2, Lesson 4 - User Menu
Every user has access to the user menu located in the upper right-hand corner of the web UI
for VitalPBX. Here, users can perform various actions concerning their profile and the system.

As we saw in the previous lesson, you can control the features you can see here. You can see
every option available in this menu when logged in as the system administrator.
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Image 2.3.7 - VitalPBX Login screen with 2FA active.

Image 2.3.8 - Logged in with a new user with CDR access only.



On a fresh installation, you have access to the following features.

When you click on Profile, you will see various options you can configure concerning your
profile.

You can change your username, email, password, startup dialog, full name, and
department and enable or disable 2FA. You can also change your profile picture if you
desire.

When you move over to the Settings tab, you can first change your web UI language, which
only affects your user.

If you are in a different timezone to the system, you can change it here whether or not your
user is visible.

This is important if you don’t want other users who can update user information to be able to
modify your account. However, system administrators can see every user independently if this
feature is used.
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Image 2.4.1 - User menu.

Image 2.4.2 - My profile module.

Image 2.4.3 - My Profile’s settings tab.



You can also enable or disable the Multi-tab feature.

And finally, you can enable Dark Mode if you enjoy a dark color palette for the interface. Keep
in mind that if you enable Dark Mode, you must save the changes for the change to be
persistent.
You can then save any changes in the bottom right-hand corner.

The next option in the User Menu is Language. This will change the web UI language. You can
select from multiple options that VitalPBX has to offer. This, however, will not affect the voice
prompts in the system. We will go over how you can influence this later on.

Afterward, we have the Check for Updates option. This is how you can update VitalPBX to the
latest version. This way, updating the system through the Linux CLI (Command Line) is not
obligatory.

Register License is how you register any of our Licensing Plans or the Starter License. We will
go more in-depth on this in a later lesson.

The About option will give you information on your VitalPBX installation. This reflects the
version you are running and the licensing type.

And Finally, you can log out.

Additionally, quick links will appear here if you have any Sonata Application or VitXi installed.

Section 2, Lesson 5 - Time Zones and Email
Now, we will look into configuring the Time Zone for our system. This will be the base clock
the system will use for any time-sensitive information like call dates and times in the CDR.

If you installed VitalPBX from the ISO on our website or made a Debian installation from
scratch, the timezone was set at installation. However, you might need to change your
timezone if you have used a VPS system that uses images to create your systems.

We will go to Admin > System Settings > System Misc to do this. From here, we will go to
the Time tab. We will look into the other Tabs later.
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Image 2.5.1 - Time tab in the system miscellaneous module.



Here, you can change the time and date to your liking. You can also add NTP servers if you
want specific servers for your system clock. In the bottom section, you can check the system’s
Clock Status. This will tell you the exact time for your system.

Next, let’s look into configuring the email client for VitalPBX. We will go to Admin > System
Settings > Email Settings.

In this module, you can configure the external email client or built-in server to send email
messages from your VitalPBX installation. This is important so you can send notifications and
emails concerning various configurations from your PBX.

This will be useful for sending welcome emails from templates we will look into later. This can
also help with Voicemail to Email, Fax to Email, System Notifications, and more.

You can pick between using the built-in server or an external mail server. Additionally, you can
use a Gmail account with the External Mail Server option. If you go with this option, make
sure you create an application password for your Gmail account, or else email sending might
fail.

Once you have entered your configurations, click Save.

You can test your configurations by entering an email address in the Test Saved Email
Settings field and clicking the envelope button to its right.

In the Email Log section, if you click on Refresh, you will see the email log output, and you
can use this to troubleshoot if there is an issue with receiving the test email.

Section 2, Lesson 6 - Notifications and Monitoring.
With our email settings in place, we will now configure various notifications available for
VitalPBX.

For this, we will go to Admin > System Settings > Monitoring. You will find the Notifications
and Storage tabs here.

In the Notifications tab, you can define a From Address from which the emails will be sent.
This can be a different “From” address than the email you configured in the email settings.
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Image 2.5.2 - Email settings module.



Make sure you use the same domain as the one configured in your email settings and that your
email server permits this.

You can also enter the emails to which Storage and Intrusion Notifications will be sent.

You can then click on Save.

Next, we can move to the Storage tab.

You can configure the threshold to send you the storage notification email and enable/disable
this notification.

Once you set your setting, click on Save.
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Image 2.6.1 - System Miscellaneous’s notifications tab.

Image 2.6.2 - System Miscellaneous’s storage tab.



Section 2, Lesson 7 - Email Templates
VitalPBX has various Email Templates available for different types of notifications. These
templates can be customized to fit your standards and branding. To customize the email
templates, we will need to go to Admin > System Settings > Email Templates.

Here, you can customize 5 email templates.

• New Voicemail Email - This is an email sent to an extension’s email address(es)
when an incoming call is sent to voicemail.

• Extension Welcome Email - This is an email notification sent to a user when their
extension is created.

• Emergency Notification Email - This is an email notification sent when an
Emergency Number is dialed.

• Tenant Welcome Email - This is an email notification sent to a new Tenant
Administrator user when a tenant is created for them.

• Missed Call - This is an email sent to an extension user when a call is missed.

For these templates, you have two options under the Action column. You can edit the
template, or you can send a test email to test how the email looks. Let’s take a look at the New
Voicemail Email template first. Click on the green Edit button in the Action column next to it.
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Image 2.7.1 - Email templates module.

Image 2.7.2 - Voicemail Email template.



Here, you can edit the From Email and Name, as well as the Subject and Body. To the right,
we have a list of variables we can use to have dynamic information in our template. For now,
we will leave these with the default values. If you make any changes, you can click on the
green Update button in the bottom-right corner. To return to the email templates list, click on
the blue Return button.

Now, let’s look at the Extension Welcome Email. Similarly, click on the green Edit button
under the Actions column for this template.

As you can see, this one looks a bit different than the Voicemail Email template. This is how the
Extension Welcome, Emergency Notification, and New Tenant email templates look when
you edit them.

You can still change the From Name, From Email, and Subject in the section above where we
find the Email Body. The body uses a complete WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get)
editor. This supports different font styling, links, and a full HTML editor. This way, you can make
these welcome and notification emails as attractive and on-brand as you want.

By default, these come will a default template, but you can edit this to anything you like.

You will see that we still use variables to make the email contents dynamic. These can be
found in the Variables dropdown menu. You can place these variables anywhere in the email
body or subject line.

For now, we can leave these with their default content. If you make any changes, you can
press the Update button in the lower right-hand corner.

As mentioned before, the Emergency Notification and New Tenant email templates work the
same way as the Extension Welcome. Feel free to work on the different designs you can
create incorporating the available variables to customize the emails sent.
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Image 2.7.3 - Extension Welcome Email template.



Section 2, Lesson 8 - DHCP Configurations
Sometimes, you must work in an isolated network for your phone system. In these cases, you
might be working solely with a network switch. Fortunately, VitalPBX has a built-in DHCP
Server to give your devices an IP address.

To configure the DHCP settings, we must go to Admin > Network > DHCP Server.

You can set up a complete DHCP pool with an IP address range, Lease Time, Gateway, DNS
Servers, and NTP Server. Additionally, you have Option 66, which defines the “Phone
Provisioning URL,” so your phone devices pull provisioning information and a WINS server.
Under Static Leases, you can define static IP addresses for specific devices using their MAC
address.

You can prevent the DHCP server from serving IP addresses to specific interfaces if you are
connected with multiple network interfaces.

Ensure there is no other DHCP server in the network to avoid conflicts. Then, click “Save.”

Section 2, Lesson 9 - Installing Add-Ons.
One of the significant advantages of VitalPBX is the ability to expand the features with our add-
ons.

To install add-ons, we will first go to Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons.
Here, we will see the list of the add-ons that are currently available for installation. The first time
you open this module, the list will be empty. Click the Check Online button to refresh the list
with the latest add-ons.
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Image 2.7.1 - DHCP Server module.



To install the add-on, click the green Download button next to the add-on you wish to install. If
an update is available, you will see an Update button. The blue arrow button allows you to
reinstall an add-on. Clicking the blue Information button will show you information about the
add-on. Once an add-on is installed, you will see a red Uninstall button.

Section 2, Lesson 10 - Licensing.
Many of our add-ons require a commercial license. These licenses can be purchased
individually, or you can license multiple add-ons with a Licensing Plan Subscription.

You can purchase individual licenses through the store on our website at https://
www.vitalpbx.com/vitalpbx-store/.

To apply the license to the add-on, we will go to Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Here, you will
see the add-ons available. Be sure that you have installed the add-on first. Next to your
installed add-on, you will see a red Buy License button.

When you click the Buy License button, you will see a form to enter the licensing information.
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Image 2.9.1 - Add-Ons module.

Image 2.10.1 - Add-on with a Buy License button.



You must enter the License Key sent to your email when you purchased the license. As well as
your name, email, and company name. Then, click on Activate.

You can then refresh your browser and have the add-on registered.

If you subscribe to one of our licensing plans at https://www.vitalpbx.com/pbx-system-plans-
and-pricing/, you must do the following.

Log in as the system administrator, and go to the User Menu in the upper right-hand corner.
Click on Register License.

You will then see a form to register your purchased plan.
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Image 2.10.2 - Add-on license registration form.

Image 2.10.3 - User Menu’s Register License option.

Image 2.10.4 - License registration form.



Here, you will enter the License Key sent to your email when you subscribed to a Licensing
Plan. As well as your name, email, and company name. Finally, click on Activate.

This process will be the same if you have purchased a Starter License.

Remember that all of our commercial add-ons can be installed even if you don’t have a license.
You get access to all of their features for an unlimited time. The only limitation without an add-
on or plan license is the number of items you can create within an add-on.

This way, you can test out all of our add-ons without worrying about features or time limits.

Conclusion
With this, we conclude with our initial configurations and overview of VitalPBX. We recommend
that you go through this process whenever you do a new installation of VitalPBX.

This will ensure that you work in a proper environment and run into fewer issues down the line
when configuring your PBX.

Now, let’s continue with the rest of our VitalPBX configuration.
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SECTION 3 - EXTENSIONS

Introduction
Let’s begin with the essential feature and the bulk of the work for every PBX, the extensions.
Configuring extensions in VitalPBX is a straightforward task.

Extensions are full of features that give you a rich experience when using a VitalPBX system.
We will go through every option that you can configure so you understand the full capabilities
of VitalPBX extensions.

Throughout this section, you will learn everything about how to configure, manipulate, register,
and customize your extensions and the different modules around them.

Section 3, Lesson 1 - General Configurations
To start configuring your extensions, we will go to PBX > Extensions > Extensions.

We will see the general configurations for our extensions on the General tab. Here we can
create the extension number and its devices.

With VitalPBX, we use a multi-device technology so you can have multiple devices for the
same extension number.
This is why the extensions module general tab is divided into the extension number and the
devices section.
Let’s begin by adding an Extension Number in the Extension Number Section. This number
can be any set of numbers of the length you desire.

Then, add a Name to identify this extension and select a Class of Service. We will go more
into classes of service in a later section.
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Image 2.3.1 - Extensions module.



Next, you can add an Email Address. This email address is used to notify the extension user
or users, send them a Welcome Email, and use the Voicemail to Email feature. We will see
later how to modify the welcome email.

You then have the Internal, External, and Emergency caller IDs. You can leave these blank.
The Internal CID will populate with the extension name and number. You can customize the
External and Emergency CIDs for outgoing calls through a Trunk. Later on, we will go more into
how Emergency CIDs work. Finally, you can set the Language for the voice prompts for this
extension.
Now, we can move over to the Device Section. Here we can create the user and password to
register to our PBX. This device will be associated with the extension number above. So,
whenever the extension number is dialed, this device will ring.

The first option we see is the technology for the device. Here you can choose between PJSIP,
IAX2, Virtual, or None.
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Image 2.3.2 - Extension number section.

Image 2.3.3 - Devices section.



Note…

With VitalPBX 4 and onward, we have moved entirely into a PJSIP
environment instead of SIP. This is due to SIP being deprecated from the
latest Asterisk versions and no longer supported.

This means that PJSIP uses port 5060 with every VitalPBX 4 installation by
default.

Every SIP-based device or trunk will work with a PJSIP device or trunk created in
VitalPBX. So there is no need to worry about compatibility with your existing or
newer devices.

IAX2 is another classic device type for Asterisk. Virtual devices can be any destination
number, i.e., a cellphone number, that will be dialed when the extension number is called.
None is when you want to create an extension with no device. This is useful when you want to
make a Virtual Extension that is used as a common Voicemail destination, for example.

Once we have selected our preferred technology, we can enter our User Device and
Password. This is the username and password we will use to register our device. By default, a
random password is generated. We can then add a Description to identify the device.

Next, we can select a Device Profile. We will go more into what this is later on.

We can also choose the number of Max Contacts that can register using the same user device
and password we created previously. With PJSIP, you can have multiple registrations for the
same user device.

You can then choose specific Codecs for your device. All available codecs will be used if you
leave this blank.

Then, you can change the DTMF Mode on the right side if necessary.

It is possible to assign a device-specific Emergency CID and a Dispatchable Location. We
will go further into these options in the Emergency Calls section.

Next, we have the Deny and Permit fields. Here, you can enter specific IP addresses or
network segments where you can or cannot register to this User Device.

And finally, we can enable or disable Ring Device. This is a Multi-Device PBX system, so you
might have multiple devices with the same extension number. So, you can choose which ones
can ring.

With everything entered, click Save, and don’t forget to Apply Changes.

You don’t need to complete every single field to create an extension. By simply entering an
extension number and name, the rest of the areas are populated and can be left by default.

You can return to the extension from the list in the top right-hand corner with the extension and
device created.
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While editing the extension, you will see that there is now a device drop-down menu.

Click on New to add another device to the same extension number.

You will also see a Remove Device button in the lower left-hand corner. This will remove a
device from the extension. The device will now appear on the Hot Desking module, but we will
see more about Hot Desking later.

Now that you have an extension number, whenever you create a new extension, you will see
that the Extension field is populated with the following sequential number based on the
extension number you have used.

If you enter an existing extension number, you will be taken to the edit page for that extension.

With this, you have created your first extension. Congratulations! We can configure some other
features to make them more complex.
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Image 2.3.4 - Device drop-down menu.

Image 2.3.5 - Sequential extension numbers.



Section 3, Lesson 2 - Voicemail
Voicemail is a neat feature that comes with VitalPBX out of the box. Let’s configure it for our
extensions so we can receive a message whenever we are unavailable.

To do so, let’s return to our extensions under PBX > Extensions > Extensions. Select an
extension we have already created or create a new one.

Go to the Voicemail tab next to General.

The first option is to Enable or Disable voicemail for this extension. By default, this comes on
for all extensions. Later on, we will see how we can turn this off by default.

Next, there’s the voicemail password. If this is set to the same number as the extension
number, the user must follow the initial setup process when entering their voicemail box. This is
useful if you wish to reset the voicemail box for a user.

It is possible to choose a Zone Message; this will dictate how the voicemail envelope is read
with the time format. Later on, we will see how you can create a zone message.

You can change the alias for the Dial by Name feature and have custom Busy and Unavailable
voicemail prompts.

You can then Enable or Disable the Attach Voicemail and Delete options, which are part of
the Voicemail to Email feature. So you can attach a .wav file to the email and delete it from the
system once it is sent.
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Image 3.2.1 - Voicemail tab for an extension



Then, you have multiple permissions to
• Allow to Call Back the voicemail sender.
• Ask for the Password when entering this extension’s voicemail box.
• Skip Instructions, so the caller won’t hear the instructions for leaving a message.
• Say CID before the voicemail message.
• Say the Duration of the voicemail message.
• Enable or disable the Envelope playback before a message.
• Hide from the Directory so the extension cannot be found with the Dial by Name

feature.
• Allow to Dial Out from the voicemail box.
• Generate a Hint so other users can monitor this extension’s voicemail box.

Ultimately, you have the Operator Destination, the destination when the caller dials “0” after
leaving a message.

Remember to Save/Update and then Apply Changes.

Section 3, Lesson 3 - Extension Call Recording
Call recording is an essential feature that comes with VitalPBX out of the box. This feature can
be enabled at many parts of the call process.

Let’s look at how we can do this at the extension level. We will go back to PBX > Extensions >
Extensions. Select an existing extension or create a new one, then go to the Recording tab.

Here, you can enable and disable call recordings for this extension. Outgoing and Incoming
recordings are for calls coming in and out of the PBX through a trunk. Internal is for an
extension to an extension call. On-Demand Recording allows you to use the *3 feature code
to record calls on demand.

The Dictation section concerns the dictation feature, *93. This is a voice note reminder feature
in VitalPBX. This allows you to record an audio file in the Format you choose here and Auto-
Send it to your Email. This is the perfect tool to create quick notes directly from your registered
device.

Once you have enabled the call recording types you want, you can click Save/Update and
Apply Changes.

We will look into how you can listen to these recordings later.
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Image 3.3.1 - Recording tab in an extension.



Section 3, Lesson 4 - Advanced Extension Settings
Extensions have additional parameters you can configure to manage them more granularly.
These options are available under PBX > Extensions > Extensions, and click on Advanced.

In this section, you can modify the following options.
• Change the Ring Time, so you can select how long the extension rings before going

to voicemail or hanging up.
• Change the Call Limit of the extension's number of calls at once.
• Do an Internal Auto Answer to answer internal calls in the speaker automatically.
• Change the Dial Profile for transfer and ringback properties.
• Change the Music on Hold Class that plays when the user places a call on hold.
• Assign the Secretary Extension. We will see more about this feature later.
• You can also select the Caller ID sent on Diversions. This allows you to choose

whether you send the caller’s CID or the extension number when you have a call
forward active.

• Notify Missed Calls using the Missed Calls email template. You can choose to send
External, Internal, Queue, and/or Ring Group calls.

• Enable Diversion Hints if you need to monitor the diversion status from another
extension. This comes set to No by default, as it adds a load to the system.

• You can Block Spy Me if you don’t want anyone to use the Spy feature with this
extension. This is useful for administrative extensions in a Call Center environment.

• Enable or Disable Send Caller ID if you wish to keep your extension anonymous
within the company.

• Enable or Disable Call Waiting if you want to send an incoming call while the
extension is busy to voicemail or hangup.

• Pinless will allow you to use various features with a PIN without entering any PIN.
• The Dynamic Routing feature allows you to automatically route calls with callers you

were conversing with. For example, if you are on a call with a client and the call ends,
the next time the caller calls, they will be routed back to the extension instead of
going to a predefined destination, like an IVR or an operator.

• Lastly, you can enable or disable a Dynamic External ID. This is useful when you use
the extension as a trunk from a third-party system—using the incoming call’s CID as
the Caller ID.
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Image 3.4.1 - Advanced tab in an extension.



Next, you have Call Center Settings. This allows you to easily add the extension to multiple
queues as a Dynamic or Static agent.

Finally, there’s the User Portal section. Here you can define a username, password, and
profile picture so the user can access the User Portal and manage their extension options. We
will be taking a look into this User Portal later. You can enable and disable this feature at any
time.

Section 3, Lesson 5 - Follow Me
Follow Me is a very nice feature if you or your users have a lot of mobility. With Follow Me, you
can establish a thread of numbers that will be dialed if you are unavailable on your usual
extension.

To configure the Follow Me options for an extension, we must go to PBX > Extensions >
Extensions, and in the extension, go to the Follow Me tab at the top.

Here, you can establish your Follow Me List, which is the list of numbers to which the
incoming call will be forwarded. When you are entering a number here, be sure to press the
Enter key to add it to the list.

Then, you can set up the Ring Time, which is the amount of time in seconds the call will ring
the extension before going through the Follow Me List.

You can also change the Ring Strategy, which is how the application will ring the Follow Me
List. This can be done One by One or Ring All.

It is possible to set the Music on Hold Class that will play to the Caller while they wait for the
call to connect with any number in the Follow Me List.

Next, you can change the audio prompts that will play back to the Caller and the Callee
throughout the Follow Me operations.
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Image 3.5.1 - Follow Me tab in an extension.



• Call-From Prompt - This prompt will play back to the Callee before announcing the
Caller’s name if they have recorded it.

• No Recording Prompt - This prompt will play back to the Callee with a generic
message announcing an incoming call.

• Please Hold Prompt - This prompt will play back to the Caller, asking them to hold
while the application tries to connect them with the Callee.

• Status Prompt - This prompt will play back to the Caller, informing them that the
Callee is not within reach of their extension. So, the application will try to reach them
through the Follow Me List.

• Sorry Prompt - This prompt will play back to the Caller if the Callee is not reachable
on any number from the Follow Me List.

Finally, you can Enable or Disable Follow Me for this extension. This can also be done through
Feature Codes, which we will see later.

Now, underneath these configurations, we have more Follow Me options. Here, you can enable
or disable the ability to Record the Caller’s Name. As well as to enable or disable the ability to
prompt Internal or External Callees to accept the incoming call. When you allow the Callees
to be prompted, they can take or reject the incoming call.

With this, you will have a complete system to guide a call to multiple destinations in case
where the user is unavailable to answer their extension. Remember to click on Save and then
apply changes.

Section 3, Lesson 6 - Incoming Routes
It is pretty common for users to have a dedicated DID for incoming calls through your PSTN or
VoIP Provider. We will see later how to route incoming calls with VitalPBX, but we can easily
configure incoming routes directly from the Extensions module for extensions.

To do this, we will go to PBX > Extensions > Extensions, and then in the extension, go to the
Incoming Routes tab.

The configuration of the incoming route is straightforward. You must add a Description to
identify this route and enter the DID and CID Pattern. The DID pattern is the number assigned
to this user, and the CID pattern is used so that only specific Caller IDs are routed through this
incoming route. We will go deeper into incoming routes later. Once you Save or Update, you
will see the assigned Incoming Routes in the table below. Here you can see the information and
also have an Action button. This will take you to the Inbound Routes module so you can make
any changes to the route.
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Image 3.6.1 - Incoming Routes tab in an extension.



Section 3, Lesson 7 - Boss/Secretary Feature
As mentioned before, you can assign a Secretary Extension to an Extension. This is a feature
that we call Boss/Secretary. This comes from environments where the Boss has a personal
assistant that aids in filtering calls for them. So by declaring a Secretary Extension, you can
route incoming calls to the Boss extension to the Secretary Extension.

To use this feature, you must have at least two extensions created. Next, in the Boss
Extension, go to the Advanced Tab. There, under Secretary Extension select an extension to
fulfill this function.

Then, remember to Update and Apply Changes. Next, from the Boss Extension, use the
feature code, *36. This toggle code allows you to turn the feature on and off.

When the feature is on, you will notice that the Boss Extension cannot receive calls directly
from any extension, but the Secretary Extension. Instead, all calls will go to the Secretary
Extension. The Secretary Extension can then filter the calls and transfer them to the Boss
Extension.

The Boss user can also create a Whitelist of numbers that can surpass the Secretary
Extension and reach them directly. We will see more of this when we reach the User Portal
lesson.
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Image 3.7.1 - Secretary Extension setting in the Extension’s Advanced tab.



Section 3, Lesson 8 - Configuring a Hot Desking Device
Sometimes you may find yourself having more staff than devices. This is common in
businesses like Call Centers that manage multiple shifts using the same offices or cubicles for
employees. Here, Hot Desking devices are the perfect solution for this situation.

To create a Hot Desking device you must first go to PBX > Extensions > Hot Desking.

You will see that this is very similar to the Devices section for Extensions. Similarly to how you
can create an extension without a device, a Hot Desking device is a device without a defined
extension number. So by mixing these two features, you can dynamically exchange the
extension associated with this device.

Creating a Hot Desking device is simple. You can just add a User Device, and a Description,
and use the auto-generated Password. This is what you need to register a device. Remember
to Save and Apply Changes. We have more settings you can configure, but you can refer to
the Extension’s General section for more information on the rest of the settings. For now, we
will leave the rest blank and use the defaults.

Remember that the User Device cannot have spaces or special characters.
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Image 3.8.1 - Hot Desking module.



Section 3, Lesson 9 - Using Hot Desking
To use your new Hot Desking device, you must first register the device. This can be any
hardware that uses SIP, a softphone, or a mobile application. Once the device has registered
using the User Device and Password, you will notice that you can’t place any calls. This is due
to no extension being associated with this device.

There is only one exception when it comes to Emergency calls, but we will see more about this
later.

To be able to call other extensions, we must associate an extension number with it. For this,
create an extension where the device is set to NONE.

Once you have the extension with the device set to NONE, use the feature code *80 in your
Hot Desking device. You can then follow the prompts to enter the extension you wish to use,
which is the extension with the device set to NONE. Afterward, it will ask you for a password.
This password is the Features Password you set up in your extension. In the case of the
example above, this is *64345, but this can be anything of your liking or another generated
Features Password.

After the prompts, you will have an extension associated with the device and you can now
place calls.

To remove the extension, you can use the code *80 again and follow the prompts to remove
the extension.

You also have the option to use the feature code, *90. This will allow you Hot Desk an
extension and log them into the queues they belong to. As mentioned before, this is a popular
feature for Call Centers, so this code streamlines the login process.

Section 3, Lesson 10 - Import Extensions
Now that you can create extensions, you might find creating multiple extensions a bit tedious if
you have tens or hundreds. Or, you might want to move multiple extensions from a VitalPBX
server to another.
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Image 3.9.1 - Extension with device technology set to NONE.



For this, we have our Import and Export extensions modules. These modules allow you to
create and move multiple extensions at once.

To import multiple extensions at once is simple. For this, you must head over to PBX >
Extensions > Import Extensions.

This module allows you to upload a CSV file that contains the configurations for multiple
extensions. For this, you can Download the Import Format by clicking on the button in the
lower right-hand corner. You can open this in any number processor like Excel, Open Office, or
Numbers. The file itself has all the columns for the same configurations we saw when creating
an extension. On the first row, you will see text explaining each field as well.

It is important to note that you can add or remove extensions in mass with the import
extensions feature. So the first column you will need to specify if you want to add or delete the
extension number or device.

You can also add multiple extensions without a device if you leave the technology and
device_user fields blank. Likewise, you can create Hot Desking devices by not specifying the
extension number and ext_name.

It is possible to add multiple devices to a single extension number using the same extension
number in the extension field, and using the add_device operation instead of add. There is no
need to specify the ext_name field in this case.
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Image 3.10.1 - Import Extensions module.

Image 3.10.2 - Extension’s Import Format template.



You can leave most of the fields you don’t want to specify blank, as they will use default values
when nothing is implied. In the case of the device_password and feature_password, they are
randomly generated.

Save the CSV file in UTF-8 format and be separated by commas.

Once you have your filled CSV file, you can go back to the Import Extensions module, and
open the file you just created by clicking on the blank field next to CSV File. Then, click on the
green Import Extensions button in the lower right-hand corner.

You will then be presented with an Import Log with the extensions that were created. If any
errors occur, you will see them in this log. You can then correct the CSV file and import it again.

Using the add or add_device operations for existing extensions or devices will modify the
existing extensions and devices.

Remember to Apply Changes after you Import the extensions.
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Image 3.10.3 - Extensions imported from the CSV file.



Section 3, Lesson 11 - Export Extensions
With many extensions now added to your system you may want to back them up or move
them to another VitalPBX installation. For this, you can export the extensions using our Export
Extensions module. Let’s go to PBX > Extensions > Export Extensions.

This is one of our most simple modules. The only option here is the green Export Extensions
button in the lower right-hand corner. When you click on this button a CSV file is generated
with all the configurations for all the extensions in the system.

This CSV file has the same format as the one we saw for importing extensions. You can use
this file with the Import Extensions module in another VitalPBX Installation.

Another popular use of this feature is for doing mass modifications for various extensions at
once. You can export the extensions, then modify multiple configurations in multiple
extensions, save the file, and then import it back to your VitalPBX installation. Remember,
when using the add or add_device operations when importing extensions or devices, this
modifies the existing extensions and devices in your VitalPBX installation.
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Image 3.11.1 - Export Extensions module.

Image 3.11.2 - Exported extensions CSV file.



Section 3, Lesson 12 - Bulk Extensions
Another way to add multiple extensions is using our Bulk Extensions add-on module. This is a
free add-on module you can install that will allow you to generate multiple extensions directly
from the VitalPBX Web UI.

To use the Bulk Extensions module, you need to install the add-on first from Admin > Add-Ons
> Add-Ons. Once the add-on is installed, refresh the browser, and you will now see a new
option under PBX > Extensions > Bulk Extensions.

To use the module, you need to define an Extension Range, this is the extensions and the
numbers you will use for these extensions. The rest of the fields are the same as you find when
creating the device for an extension. Additionally, you can define the types of Call Recording
you will use, and whether or not you are enabling Voicemail for the extensions.

For the different types of Passwords, you have variables you can use to standardize them with
content based on the extension.

• {EXTENSION} - This will add the extension number to the field. You can combine it
with plain text. E.g. secure_password{EXTENSION}.

• {RANDOM} - This will generate a random string of characters to make the password
more secure. You can combine this with plain text as well. E.g. password{RANDOM}.

If you leave password fields blank, a random password will be generated for each extension
created.

When you Save and Apply Changes, all of the extensions will be created.

Using the Bulk Extensions module can save you a lot of time by generating multiple extensions
at once. You can even combine it with the Import and Export Extensions modules so you can
generate the extensions with the Bulk Extensions module, export them, make any
modifications to the CSV file, and import it again to modify the extensions with any changes
you made.
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Image 3.12.1 - Bulk Extensions add-on module.



Section 3, Lesson 13 - Bulk Modification
There are some cases where you need to make a quick modification to multiple extensions. For
this, we have created the Bulk Modification module. Here, you can modify the same
configuration to multiple extensions at once.

For us to start doing Bulk Modifications we must go to PBX > Extensions > Bulk
Modification.

In this module, you will first need to select the extensions you wish to modify. For this, click on
the field next to Extensions List.

This is a very common modal in VitalPBX, where you have two list columns. Everything on the
left is what can be selected, and everything on the right is what is selected. You can use the
text box above the column to filter for specific terms, and use the add all or remove all
options to move all the items in the column. In this example, we have selected the extensions
we imported in the previous lesson. Click on Accept.
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Image 3.13.1 - Bulk Modification module.

Image 3.13.2 - Extensions List in the Bulk Modification module.



Next, we have the Field option. Here we choose the field we wish to modify for the selected
extensions. These are various options we have already seen when creating an extension. You
can go back to the initial lessons in this section to review each option.

For now, we will select the Call Recordings option. This will display a new section at the
bottom. Each field we select will show you different options for that field. In the case of Call
Recordings, you will get the call recording options.

When you click on the field next to Recording Calls you will be shown a modal to choose the
call recording options.

In this example, we will choose Outgoing, Incoming, and Internal. Then click Accept, and click
on the green Save button in the bottom right-hand corner. Remember to Apply Changes. Go
back to any of the extensions you modified, and you will see that the modifications have been
applied.
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Image 3.13.3 - Field to change section.

Image 3.13.4 - Call Recording options.

3.13.5 - Extension with the modifications applied.



Section 3, Lesson 14 - Extension Status
With various extensions now deployed, you need to easily monitor them. You can monitor their
registration status and active diversions with the Extension Status module. The module also
allows you to modify the status and configure the diversions.

To access the Extension Status Module, you must go to PBX > Extensions > Extension
Status. The module will show you a list of all the extensions in the system with their Call
Diversions status and actions you can do to these extensions.

With this module, you cannot only monitor the status of diversions, but you can manage them
as needed. By clicking the radial button under any Diversion next to an Extension, you can
enable and disable them immediately. We can Enable and Disable the Boss/Secretary,
Personal Assistant, Follow-Me, and Do Not Disturb (DND)—as well as various call-forward
diversions and Call Completion.

These features can be activated by the end-users using feature codes, which we will see more
about later, or BLF keys that have these codes configured. With this module, you can monitor if
they have been activated by mistake and disable them.

Additionally, we have the Devices column. This option will show you the registration status of
an extension for all their devices. This includes useful information such as the registration IP
Address and the User Agent.

You can click on the Host link and this will take you to the device’s web portal if available.
Keep in mind this won’t work if your server and devices are not on a LAN. To close the modal
click on Close.
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Image 3.14.1 - Extensions Status module.

Image 3.14.2 - Device Info for the Boss extension.



Lastly, we have the Actions Column. By clicking on the edit button next to an extension, you
can configure the different diversions for this extension.

Here you can configure the Personal Assistant for this extension. The Personal Assistant is a
dedicated IVR for the extension which, when activated, will playback and allow calling parties
to select up to any of 4 options to go to a defined destination.

You can also define the status of other diversions like Boss/Secretary, Follow-Me, Do Not
Disturb, and Call Completion, instead of using their feature codes from the extension. You will
notice that you can also assign a Time Group to automate when they are enabled or disabled.
We will see more about Time Groups later.

Call Completion is a type of diversion we have not seen yet. This feature allows
you to automatically dial someone back as soon as you are available. When this
feature is enabled on your extension, and you are busy or unavailable, callers will
be able to request a Call Completion. Therefore, when you become available
again, VitalPBX will generate the call automatically, between the Caller and your
Extension.

Lastly, you have four Call Forward options: Immediate, on Busy, on No Answer, and
Unavailable. You can choose the destination for all of them, and establish a Time Group to
automate when to enable or disable the Call Forwards.
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Image 3.14.3 - Extension diversions in the Diversion Status module.



Section 3, Lesson 15 - Phonebooks
With VitalPBX, you can install our free Phonebooks add-on module. This allows you to
centralize your contacts in a single location. Once you have installed the Phonebooks add-on,
you can find it under PBX > Tools > Phonebooks.

There are two types of phonebooks, Internal and External. Internal Phonebooks can have a
list of Extensions, Speed Dials, Feature Codes, Ring Groups, Conferences, and Queues.
Meanwhile, External Phonebooks can have a list of contacts with numbers external to the
VitalPBX.

Let’s make an internal phonebook first.

To create the phonebook, you will first need to enter a description. Next, you will need to
select the type. By default, an internal phonebook is created.

Afterward, you can add any of the different options available. In this case, we will include the
extensions we have created so far. For this, I click on the list icon on the Extensions field.
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Image 3.15.1 - Phonebooks module with an Internal Phonebook selected.

Image 3.15.2 - Extensions Selection in the Phonebooks module.



You are presented with the list of extensions. Remember, in this type of selection, everything
you can select will appear in the left column, and everything that has been selected will appear
in the right column. We press the Add All option to include all the extensions and then click on
Accept.

Once you have selected everything you wish to add to this phonebook, click on the Save
button in the bottom right-hand corner. The phonebook is created, and you can find it in the list
in the upper right-hand corner of the module.

With the phonebook created you will now have a Phonebook URL. You can add this URL to
any device that supports centralized phonebook URLs for remote directories. Additionally, you
will now find a Contact Info tab in your extensions. This is to add additional information to be
displayed with centralized phonebooks.

Now, let’s create an external phonebook.
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Image 3.15.3 - An Internal Phonebook created.

Image 3.15.4 - External phonebook selected in the Phonebooks module.



External phonebooks work a little differently, as you need a CSV file to import the contacts.
A CSV format template is available with a button in the bottom left-hand corner of the
module.

The CSV file is quite simple, storing the contact’s First and Last Name, Three Phone
Numbers, Organization, Job Title, and Email. Once you have entered the contacts’
information, save the CSV file, and in the Phonebooks module, upload with the CSV File field.
Then, click the Save button in the lower right-hand corner.

Now, you will see the external phonebook contacts listed in a table, similar to how they were
listed in the CSV file.

You will also notice that external phonebooks have a Prefix field. The Prefix field in an external
phonebook, allows you to add any prefix number needed to route the calls correctly. We will
see more about outbound routes later, but sometimes you need additional numbers before a
phone number so the call goes through the correct route. The prefix field allows you to add
numbers that will be added automatically to the beginning of the contacts’ phone numbers.
This way when selecting a contact from a device using an external directory with an external
phonebook, the call will be placed correctly.

You will now find the ability to Export Contacts as well, by clicking on the button in the lower
left-hand corner. So if the contacts are modified, you can download the current listing of
contacts. You can modify contacts by uploading a new CSV file.
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Image 3.15.5 - External Phonebooks CSV import file.

Image 3.15.6 - An External Phonebook created.



Additionally, if you have a Starter License or any of our Licensing Plans, you get access to the
Add Contact extended feature. This extended feature allows you to create a new contact
directly from the Phonebooks module.

Note: Extended Features are additional configurations you can make when you
have a Starter License or a Licensing Plan registered with your VitalPBX
installation. We will go through these extended features as we progress with this
guide.

Now you have centralized phonebooks you can use with multiple devices. The devices will
have the contacts updated automatically as you update the phonebook contacts.
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Image 3.15.8 - External Phonebooks Add Contact form.

Image 3.15.7 - Add Contacts button in the Phonebooks Module.



Section 3, Lesson 16 - VitalPBX Connect
With VitalPBX we offer an application for iOS and Android called VitalPBX Connect. This is an
application that will allow you to have your extension on your mobile device. This way, you will
never miss a call again.

First here are some requirements for this application.

• Your VitalPBX server must have an FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) pointing to it.
Or have a Public IP Address so the application can register even when you are
outside your network.

• The VitalPBX server must have access to the internet so the devices register using the
registration server, and push notifications work properly.

• To use VitalPBX Connect, you will need to have the appropriate licensing. With our
Licensing Plans, you get 2 included VitalPBX Connect devices. You will need to
purchase additional licensing for more devices.

• Licensing for VitalPBX Connect is offered in bundles of 10 devices for USD
12.00 MSRP. You can increment in intervals of 10 devices and the pricing
adjusts accordingly.

With these requirements met, we can start by downloading the application. As mentioned
earlier, VitalPBX Connect can be downloaded directly through the App Store for iOS or Google
Play for Android. You can search for VitalPBX Connect by VitalPBX LLC.

You will notice that you need to scan a QR code to register the device. You will need to make
some configurations in your VitalPBX installation to register your VitalPBX Connect device.

First, go to Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons and install the Connect add-on. If you don’t see the
add-on listed, click on the green Check Online button in the lower right-hand corner.

Once you have installed the add-on, refresh your browser. A new option will appear under
the PBX menu.
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Image 3.16.1 - VitalPBX Connect Menu Section.



Now, let’s go to PBX > VitalPBX Connect > Settings. Here, we will configure our Provisioning
Domain. This is the FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) or Public IP Address of your VitalPBX
installation. Click on Save and Apply Changes.

This will tell the VitalPBX Connect application where to get the provisioning information for the
application. The data is provisioned directly by your VitalPBX installation to register your
device.

You can use a different Registration Domain if you use a separate server for your registration.
Usually, this server is the same one used for provisioning. So, you can leave it blank to use the
same domain used before.

In this module, you can also see how many licenses you use for the VitalPBX Connect
application and how many you have left.

Next, we can create the provisioning information for the devices in several ways. The first one
is used mainly if you already have a device made for an extension, and you can easily create a
new VitalPBX QR code.

For this option, go to PBX > VitalPBX Connect > Devices. Here you will see the list of devices
tagged as Mobile Clients, and a provisioning QR code has been created for them.

You can click on + Add New Device to add a new device. When adding a new device, you can
choose a specific tenant. This will show you the list of available devices.
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Image 3.16.2 - VitalPBX Connect Settings module.

Image 3.16.3 - VitalPBX Connect Devices Module.



Keep in mind that the devices listed are those in that tenant. So if an extension has multiple
devices, all will be listed. You can also Enable/Disable the device. Then click on Save and
Apply Changes.

When you have multiple devices created, you will see various options in the Actions column.
These allow you to Edit a device, View the QR code, and Delete a device. When you click on
the blue QR code button, the QR code is displayed, and you will have the option to send it via
email for the user to scan using the Welcome Email template.

The other way you can create a VitalPBX Connect device is when making a new extension.
This will be the most common way you will create the VitalPBX Connect provisioning devices.

When creating a new extension, enable the Mobile Client option under the device section.
When you save and apply changes, this will automatically generate the VitalPBX Connect
device.

For new extensions, if you have configured the email client, and entered an email address on
the email field for the extension, the extension welcome email can have the QR code so the
end users can easily scan the code.
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Image 3.16.4 - Adding a new VitalPBX Connect Device.

Image 3.16.5 - VitalPBX Connect Device QR code.



You can review the QR code by going back to the extension and clicking on the mobile phone
icon next to the Device. This will show you the QR code as we saw previously and you will
have the option of sending the extension welcome email again.

With the add-on module configured and the QR code generated, we can now go back to the
application on our mobile devices and register our extensions.

The process is the same between iOS and Android. This article will use an iPhone as an
example, but you can use an Android device.

First, open the VitalPBX Connect application on your device.

The first time you open the application, you will be greeted by the login screen. Here you will
sign in with your provisioning information. For security purposes, VitalPBX generated a long
random username and password. This is why using the QR code is much easier to provision
your device.

Click on the Scan QR button. This will ask for camera permissions. Once you scan the QR
code, the application will be provisioned, and your extension will register.
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Image 3.16.6 - Mobile Client option enabled on an extension.



Once the device is provisioned, you will see the following screen.

The main screen for the application is the Keypad screen. Here you can initiate calls and check
your voicemail.

On the top side, you will see your extension’s name and the settings menu, represented by
three dots.

If you tap on your extension’s name, you will see the Do Not Disturb option, which can be
enabled or disabled. As well as information about your extension and voicemail.
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Image 3.16.7 - VitalPBX Connect Login
Screen.

3.16.8 - VitalPBX Connect Logged in
User.

Image 3.16.9 - Upper section of Keypad Screen in VitalPBX Connect.



You can tap the Close button at the bottom to close this screen.

If you tap on the Settings option, represented by the three dots, you will see various settings
for the application. Here, you will mostly access the VitalPBX Phonebook and
Preferences options.
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Image 3.16.10 - Do not disturb feature in VitalPBX Connect.

Image 3.16.11 - VitalPBX Connect
Settings.



Under VitalPBX Phonebook, you can enter a phonebook URL generated by the Phonebooks
add-on in your VitalPBX installation. This allows you to share a centralized phonebook with
your end users, so they don’t have to enter a contact list manually.

You can tap on Done after you have added the Phonebook URL.

Back in the Settings page, if you tap on Preferences, you will see various options you can
configure to change the application’s behavior.
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Image 3.16.12 - VitalPBX Phonebook option in VitalPBX Connect.

Image 3.16.13 - VitalPBX Connect
Preferences.



Here you can change Ringtones, Call Recording options, Call Forward, add Do Not
Disturb rules, and much more. We encourage you to check out all available options to
customize your VitalPBX Connect experience.

You can save any changes by tapping on Done.

Back on the application’s main screen, you can see other pages you can access at the bottom.

The first one from the right is the Quickdial page. Here, you can add contacts for quick access
to call them. To add a quick-dial contact, tap on Edit and then the green + (plus) button.
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Image 3.16.14 - VitalPBX Connect Pages Navigation.

Image 3.16.15 - VitalPBX Connect
Quick Dial contact.



When adding a new quick-dial contact, you can enable the BLF (Busy Lamp Field) option to
monitor their presence. This has to be a local extension number to use the BLF feature. You
can also add a profile picture for this quick-dial contact.

Next is the History page. Here you can see your complete call history.

You can edit the list, remove items, and export the list using the share button in the upper
right-hand corner.
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Image 3.16.16 - VitalPBX Connect
Quickdial page.

Image 3.16.17 - VitalPBX Connect Call
History page.



In the middle, we have our Keypad, as we saw before. Here you can initiate calls. If you tap the
green call button without dialing any number, you will recall the last number you dialed.

During a call, you will see the following screen.

While on a call, you can mute/unmute, turn on speaker mode, and initiate your video. You
can also show a keypad to perform DTMF actions, place the call on hold, record the call
locally on your device, do attended or direct transfer, and add calls to create a 3-way
conference. At the bottom, you can End the Call.
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Image 3.16.18 - VitalPBX Connect call
screen.



Next, we have the Contacts page. Here you will see the contacts stored in your mobile device
and another tab for the central phonebook we added through the application’s settings.

You can refresh the VitalPBX phonebook tab whenever you open this page or by sliding the
contact list down.

This way, your phonebook is always up-to-date with the contacts added on VitalPBX’s
Phonebook add-on.

Finally, there is the Messages page. Here you can send and receive SIP-based messages with
other users in the server that have devices that support SIP-based messaging, such as other
VitalPBX Connect devices, VitXi, or select desktop phones. We will see later with the SMS add-
on module, you can also send and receive SMS messages through this page, giving your end
clients a complete experience of placing and receiving calls, as well as SMS messages. All
from a single application. The messaging feature supports regular text and emojis.

You can edit and remove conversations or start a new one with the button in the upper right-
hand corner.

With this, you have a complete mobile client that is feature-rich and allows you to have mobility
with your extension.
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Image 3.16.19 - VitalPBX Connect
Contacts page.

Image 3.16.20 - VitalPBX Connect
Message list.

Image 3.16.21 - VitalPBX Connect
Message conversation.



Section 3, Lesson 17 - Phone Provisioning
With VitalPBX you can configure end-client devices from the Web UI by using the Phone
Provisioning module. This add-on module supports most of the most popular brands and their
supported models. Once you have the Phone Provisioning add-on module installed, we will
begin by going to PBX > Provisioning > HTTP Settings. Here, you can assign an Auth User
and Password that is used by the devices to have access to the provisioning files. This is
optional, so this setting can be skipped. You can also select the tenant this Auth User and
Password works for. We will see more about Multi-Tenancy later. With the Auth User and
Password set, you can press the Save button in the bottom right-hand corner.

Next, we will go to PBX > Provisioning > Server Settings. Here, you will enter the Server and
Port Information to be used by multiple devices during provisioning.

The Shared option allows you to share these server settings with other tenants. For the time
being, we will leave everything by default, and simply add a Description and the Server
Domain, which can be the VitalPBX server’s IP address or a valid FQDN ( Fully-Qualified
Domain Name), and then click on the Save button in the bottom-right corner.
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Image 3.17.1 - Phone provisioning HTTP settings.

Image 3.17.2 - Phone provisioning server settings.



Next, we can go to PBX > Provisioning > Firmwares. Here, you can upload any firmware
binaries for different phone models. You can choose the Brand and Phone Model and upload
the Firmware binaries. You can then click on the Save button in the bottom right-hand corner.
For now, we are not going to upload any binaries.

We can now start creating templates that we can use with multiple devices. For this, we will go
to PBX > Provisioning > Templates.

Here, you will create the templates for the global configurations to be used by the different
devices. To create a template, you will need to add a Template Name, and then select the
Brand and Phone Model. For this example, we will be creating a template for a Yealink T58V.

With the brand and phone model selected, you will be presented with an image of the device
you are creating a template for. Then, if possible, you can choose the Timezone and Interface
Language information.

Next, you can select the Server Settings we have created previously. Since we only have one,
then this is the default server settings that are used. Then, you can click on Share toggle, to
share the template with other tenants.
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Image 3.17.3 - Phone provisioning firmwares module.

Image 3.17.4 - Phone provisioning templates module.



Now, below these settings, you will find additional options you can configure for devices.
These options will vary based on the phone model.

The DSS Keys page will have the number of DSS keys the phone models support. The options
available will vary to match the options the phone model supports through the provisioning file.

If the device supports it, you can add Phonebook URLs for remote directories.

In the GUI Settings page, if the device supports it, you can change the Admin Password,
Time, and Date Format. Additionally, you can upload a Wallpaper Image if the device allows
it. Just make sure that you upload an image in the format supported by the device. To know
the format, please refer to the device’s documentation.
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Image 3.17.5 - Phone provisioning template for a T58V. DSS Keys page.

Image 3.17.6 - Phonebooks page for a provisioning template.

Image 3.17.7 - GUI Settings for a phone provisioning template.



Finally, you have the Custom page. The custom page is available for every phone model. This
is the full configuration file displayed in case you want to enter any custom configuration that is
not presented in the module’s UI.

With the template set up, you can go ahead and click the Save button in the bottom right-hand
corner.

Now, we can go to the final section for the Phone Provisioning module, the provisioning itself.
For this, we go to PBX > Provisioning > Provisioning.

Here is where you will add the information for the devices to be provisioned. You will see at the
top where you can select the Tenant to view their devices, as well as the Provisioning URL.
We will talk more about this URL in just a moment. To add a device you can click the Add
Device button.

When adding a device, you will need to enter its MAC address and a Description. The MAC
address can have not the colons. Then, select the Brand and Phone Model. This will show
you the list of templates available for this phone model. In this case, I chose the Yealink T58V
and the template we created previously. You can then select the Tenant to which this device
belongs.

Beneath these options and the image of the device, you will see three pages. The first one
pertains to the Accounts to add to the device. The number of accounts will vary depending on
the phone model.
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Image 3.17.8 - Custom page for a phone provisioning template.

Image 3.17.9 - Provisioning section for the Phone Provisioning module.



The Devices listed for the accounts will depend on the selected tenant. What you will see are
devices rather than extension numbers only, as you can have multiple devices for the same
extension number with VitalPBX.

Next in the DSS Keys page, you can add custom DSS keys for this device in specific. You can
see the option to Overwrite the Template’s DSS Key configuration and configure a custom
option for this device.

If you leave this blank, only the template’s configurations will be applied to the device. Finally,
we have the Phonebooks page. Similarly to the DSS keys page, this will add remote
directories to this device specifically if you toggle the Overwrite Template option.

In this case, we will leave these pages blank to use the template’s configuration, and then we
will click on the Save button in the lower right-hand corner. This will add the device to the
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Image 3.17.10 - Adding a device to provision.

Image 3.17.11 - Device specific DSS key configuration.

Image 3.16.12 - Device specific Phonebook URLs configuration.



Phone Devices list, showing us some basic information and a couple of actions we can do
from the Actions column.

From the Actions column, we can perform the following actions.

• View the Provisioning File - This allows you to view the final provisioning file so you
can check that everything is correct.

• Copy the Provisioning URL - This allows you to copy the provisioning URL so you
can apply it to the device or the network using Option 66.

• Edit - This lets you edit the configurations for this device.
• Reboot - This sends a reboot request to the extension numbers associated with this

device. Keep in mind that if multiple devices have the same extension number, they
will be rebooted as well.

• Delete - This deletes the device from the provisioning list.

Additionally, you can import and export multiple devices from the provisioning list. To import
them click on the Import Devices button in the bottom left-hand corner. This will show you a
screen where you can upload a CSV file with the configuration for multiple devices. A template
is available with the Download CSV Template button.

The CSV file is simple with a field for the MAC addresses, Description, Model, Template, and
20 Accounts.

The Model and Template nomenclature can be retrieved from the template itself. Go to PBX >
Provisioning > Templates, and select a template from the list in the upper right-hand corner of
the module.
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Image 3.17.13 - Provisioning section with a device added.

Image 3.17.14 - Phone provisioning device CSV file.



You will see that a Unique Name has been created for this specific template. You can also see
what is the nomenclature used for the Phone Model itself. This needs to match exactly in the
CSV file so the devices are added correctly.

With the CSV file saved, you can upload the file to the module and click the Import button in
the lower right-hand corner. Similarly, you can export the devices by clicking the Export
Devices button. This will generate a CSV file you can use to import in another VitalPBX
installation or use as a backup to import later.

One last way to create devices is by scanning the network. To do this, click on the Scan
Network button in the lower right-hand corner. You will need to specify the reachable
networks, and then click the Scan Now button in the lower right-hand corner. This will scan the
local network in search of devices available. Keep in mind that you need to specify the
network mask for it to scan a network. Also, this feature will only work in LAN environments,
where the server is located in the same network as the devices. This will not work in VPS
environments.
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Image 3.17.15 - Importing devices for the phone provisioning module.

Image 3.17.16 - Phone provisioning network scan.



Once the network is scanned, you can quickly add a description to the devices, and one
account for fast configuration.

After adding the configurations you can click on the Save button in the lower right-hand corner.

With the devices added by any of the means mentioned. You will now be able to provision
these devices. To do so, you will use the Provisioning URL that was created for the tenant.
This provisioning URL can be added directly to the devices. The location of the URL will vary
based on the device model.

Note that if you used an Auth Username and Password, this needs to be added to the
device.
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Image 3.17.17 - Provisioning URL location for a Yealink T58V device.

Image 3.17.18 - Setting the provisioning URL using Option 66.



Optionally, you can add the Provisioning URL to the DHCP options in your network
configuration. The option used is Option 66. This will push the Provisioning URL to the devices
at boot when obtaining an IP address from the DHCP pool. The location of this option will vary
based on your Network configurations.

Now, you can power cycle the devices and they will retrieve their configurations from the
Phone Provisioning module in VitalPBX. You can continue to make changes to these
configurations and reboot the devices from your VitalPBX installation.

Section 3, Lesson 18 - Dial Profiles
You might have noticed that various areas in VitalPBX, especially Extensions, use what is called
Dial Profiles. Dial Profiles are configuration templates you can use to easily configure common
settings among multiple features at once. To configure a Dial Profile, we must go to Settings >
Technology Settings > Dial Profiles.

To create a Dial Profile you must enter a Name to recognize it. Then, we have various options
we can modify for this Dial Profile. We can select who is allowed to Transfer or Park the calls.
Either the Recipient, Caller, or Both. This will allow the selected option to use the feature code
to transfer or park the call.

Note: Be sure that you know why you want to change this option, as stated by
the Warning in the module, “Enabling transfer by the caller may allow an
outside caller to exploit the PBX by transferring their calls to another
external destination when a too permissive Class of Service is defined for
the trunk."

You can also change the Ringback Tone the extensions or features will use. This can playback
the default ringing tone, or any Music on Hold class you have created. You can turn off the
Ringing Tone altogether as well.
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Image 3.18.1 - Dial Profiles module in VitalPBX.



You can then turn on Call Screening and select between having it Disabled, Always Ask, or
Only Once. This will prompt the incoming caller to record their name, which will be played back
when the call is answered. Finally, you can enter Custom Options, which are custom dial
parameters you can run that are not specified in the GUI.

For now, we will continue to use the Default Dial Profile, but if you have made a new one, make
sure to click on the Save button in the lower right-hand corner, and apply changes.

Conclusion
With this, we have now covered everything surrounding extensions. This is where the bulk of
the work for any PBX configuration is situated. As you can see, there is a plethora of options
you can follow to make the most out of your VitalPBX installation. For now, let’s move on to the
next section regarding another key point for your VitalPBX configuration, which is your PBX
connectivity.

SECTION 4 - CONNECTIVITY

Introduction
Now that you have internal communications established, we must begin looking into
connecting our VitalPBX with the outside world, or other PBX systems. In this section, we will
explore everything regarding Trunks, Routing, Basic Permissions, and Emergency
scenarios.

Section 4, Lesson 1 - NAT Settings and Firewall Overview
When you are planning on accessing VitalPBX from remote locations, and your server is
located in a LAN Network you must configure your router to forward the necessary ports for
registration and voice traffic. This means that you will need to be able to translate incoming
data from your Public network with a Public IP address to the VitalPBX LAN IP address. For
this, you can configure the NAT Settings for PJSIP so VitalPBX can translate that
communication. To do this, we will need to go to Settings > Technology Settings > PJSIP
Settings.
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Image 4.1.1 - PJSIP Settings module.



Here, you will see general configurations for PJSIP. Explaining all the features here is out of the
scope of the VitalPBX guide, but we are interested in the bottom section called NAT Settings.

The only two fields we need to configure are External Media Address, External Signal
Address, and Local Net. Both External Media and External Signal Addresses will need your
Public IP Address. The Local Net field will require the Local Network where your VitalPBX
installation is located.

The format for the Local Net field uses the dot cero for the whole network followed by a slash
and the Netmask in CIDR or dotted format. E.g. 192.168.0.0/24 or
192.168.168.0.0/255.255.255.0.

With this, you can place calls normally when registered remotely.

As mentioned previously, NAT configurations are mostly necessary when you have your
VitalPBX in a local environment and want to publish it with a Public IP Address/FQDN. And as
we said, you will need to port forward ports on your router to be able to do this.

The necessary ports are as follows.

• 5060,5061 - These are used for PJSIP registration.
• 10,000-20,000 - These are ports used for RTP traffic (Voice).

Additional ports can be forwarded depending on your use. You can see a full list of ports used
under Admin > Firewall > Services.
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Image 4.1.2 - Firewall Services module.



By default, these are ports used.

All of these ports can be modified with the green Edit button under the Actions column. You
can also control how you treat these ports in VitalPBX under Admin > Firewall > Rules.

Here, you can choose if you are going to ACCEPT, DROP, or REJECT incoming packets
through these ports. We will see in the VitXi Guide, how we manage the configuration of these
ports for additional configurations.

Being able to modify and configure these ports and firewall rules is another way to secure your
VitalPBX installation.

Service Name Port Protocol

PJSIP 5060 - 5061 UDP, TCP

DNS 53 UDP, TCP

NTP 123 UDP

DHCP 67-68 UDP

HTTP 80 TCP

SSH 22 TCP

RTP 10000-20000 UDP

IAX2 4569 UDP

mDNS 5353 UDP

HTTPS 443 TCP

Asterisk HTTP Daemon 8088-8089 UDP, TCP

VPBX API 3500-3501 TCP

VitXi WebRTC 6001 TCP
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Image 4.1.3 - Firewall Rules module.



Section 4, Lesson 2 - Trunks
You now have internal communication between extensions, and with NAT Settings and your
firewall configurations, you can connect from anywhere. Now, we will need to connect with the
outside world. This can be done by configuring Trunks. Trunks are connections between
VitalPBX and VoIP providers or other PBX/VoIP systems.

We must go to PBX > Calls Routing > Trunks to start your trunk configurations.

Here, you can create as many trunks as you need. We will not go through all the fields that the
trunk configurations have, as you can leave most of them by default unless it is required by the
other PBX or VoIP operator.

First, we will go through the most basic requirements to connect with another PBX/VoIP
system.

Note: Remember, with VitalPBX 4 and onward, we have deprecated the SIP
protocol. This is due to SIP no longer being supported. PJSIP is now the main
protocol used. PJSIP is completely backward compatible with SIP trunks. Even if
your VoIP Provider uses a SIP trunk, you can easily connect that SIP trunk with a
PJSIP trunk.

The first step we need to do is to select the technology for this trunk. This can be found in the
first section at the top. With VitalPBX 4, we can choose between PJSIP, IAX2, or Custom.
Most of the trunks you will create will be using PJSIP. IAX2 trunks can be used when
connecting two Asterisk-based systems, and Custom can be used to connect with other
protocols, like H323, for legacy PBX systems. For now, select PJSIP.

Next, you will need to enter a Description. This can be anything to identify the trunk. The other
field you can configure from here is the Caller ID Name and Number used for this trunk, under
Trunk CID. You can use this to Overwrite the External CID from an extension when dialing
out through this trunk. Under Overwrite CID, you can choose between Yes, to overwrite the
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Image 4.2.1 - PJSIP Trunk in the Trunks module.



CID always, No, so the CID is not overwritten, or If Not Provided, when an extension or
module does not have an External CID.

Trunks can also be enabled or disabled at any time. This way if you want to turn off a trunk
without deleting it.

You can leave the rest of the fields for this first section with their default values. For the time
being.
Optionally, some additional options you can configure are as follows.

• Class of Service - We will look more in-depth about this later, but this is used to
control the outgoing calls through this trunk.

• Simultaneous Calls - The number of simultaneous calls that can go through this
trunk.

• Get DID and Get CID From - The header from where you will retrieve the DID or CID
information.

• Dial Prefix - A prefix number that is automatically added if needed at the beginning of
the number you are calling through this trunk.

• Calls Recording - This will record all the calls going through this trunk. Please note
that enabling call recording in multiple stages of the call, i.e. Extensions, Routes, and
Trunks, will generate duplicates of recordings.

Most of these can be left with their default values, and are changed only if the remote system
requires it.

With everything set in the first section, we can go to the General Section. Here, is where all of
our connection configurations will go. From here, we first enter a Local Username. This
username is mostly for identification, but keep in mind that if you are connecting to another
PBX system that requires authentication, this will be the username you need to enter in that
system. If you are using User Authentication in the remote system, you will also need to enter a
Local Secret as well.

Next, we enter the Remote Host. This is the IP Address or FQDN for the system we wish to
connect with. The Remote Port is optional and is used only if the port for the connection is
different in the remote system. When left blank, the default port will be used, i.e. 5060 for
PJSIP.

Then we have Contacts and Match. These are the PJSIP configurations needed to have a
successful connection. Contact is how the remote system connects with your VitalPBX. This
can be set in SIP URI format, sip:REMOTE_IP_ADDR:5060. This setting is not always needed
for the connection. Match allows us to match the connection from a specific FQDN or IP
Address.

With only these configurations you would have a connection with IP Authentication ready. You
can Save and Apply Changes from here. Additionally, you can use Registration Authentication
by entering the Remote Username and Secret. These would be the username and password
created in the remote system. When using this option, you will need to enable the Require
Registration option in the Outbound Registration Settings.

Optionally, and this depends on the remote system, you can modify the From Domain header
and add the remote IP Address or FQDN.
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This is everything you need to create a Trunk with User Authentication. You can now Save
and Apply Changes.

Additional features that exist for the General Configurations and Outbound Registration are
optional and are only modified if required by the remote system.

If you require entering a header that is unavailable via the GUI, you can head over to the
Advanced Tab and enter any custom header with their respective values.
Once again, explaining all the options for PJSIP would go out of scope with this manual and
guide, but they are here if you understand what is required by the remote system you want to
connect with.

Finally, we have the Dialing Manipulation Rules. This is not required for outbound calling but
allows you to manipulate the dialed number depending on the trunk. So you can use this to
manipulate the dialed numbers going through this trunk.
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Image 4.2.2 - Trunks Advanced Tab.

Image 4.2.3 - Trunks Dialing Manipulation Rules



Now you have a fully functioning trunk connecting you with another PBX system or VoIP
Provider.

There is a sleuth of VoIP providers nowadays, so covering them all in a single guide would be
impossible, so we created multiple blogs on our website that cover many VoIP providers we
have worked with. You can check them out at the following URL, https://vitalpbx.com/?
s=PJSIP.

Note: you may have noticed a lack of DAHDI, or telephony interface options for
telephony interface cards. With VitalPBX 3 and onward support for DAHDI has
been deprecated, and is no longer supported. In case you need to connect
VitalPBX with an E1, T1, FXO, or FXS interface, we recommend using a
Telephony Gateway appliance that will accept the telephony connection and
connect with VitalPBX via PJSIP trunk.

To verify the connection status of your newly created trunk, you can head over to Reports >
PBX Reports > PJSIP Endpoints. Here, you can go to the Trunks tab and see the status of
your trunk.
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Image 4.2.4 - Trunk registration in the PJSIP Endpoints report.



Section 4, Lesson 3 - Inbound Routes
Now that you have a trunk created we need to be able to place incoming and outgoing calls
through it, these are called routes. First, let’s deal with incoming calls using Inbound Routes.
For this, we need to go to PBX > Calls Routing > Inbound Routes.

The first thing we need to do is choose our Routing Method. There are two types of routing
methods, Default and DID Range. Let’s begin with the default routing method. Next, we need
to add a Description to identify this inbound route.

The default routing method identifies the DID or phone number the calling party is dialing and
routes it to a destination.

You can enter a specific DID Pattern so whenever someone dials that pattern calls get routed.
Adding a CID (Caller ID) Pattern will make it so only when someone with this specific Caller ID
calls this DID pattern, will get routed with this inbound route. If you leave both the DID and CID
pattern fields empty, this means that anyone calling any DID pattern with any CID pattern will
get routed by this inbound route. This is what we usually call an Any/Any route.

The last thing we need to configure an inbound route is the Inbound Destination. This is an
extension or module that can take an incoming call in VitalPBX. This can be an IVR, a Queue, a
Ring Group, etc. For the example, I set it to the Boss Extension, but you can use anything of
your choosing.

You can now Save and Apply Changes. If you followed the Extension creation section for this
guide, you might remember that we assigned an Incoming Route to the Boss extension. You
can find the list of all incoming routes in the list located in the upper right-hand corner.
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Image 4.3.1 - Inbound Routes module.



We have more tools that you can use for incoming calls. We will see more of them later, but for
now, these are other configurations you can have with inbound routes.

• Language - Voice prompt language will be changed when calling through this
inbound route.

• Music on Hold - You can set the MOH that plays back when calling through this
inbound route.

• Alert Info - This is a header that will be added to calls going through this inbound
route. The Alert-Info header can be used for custom ringtones with endpoint devices.

• Drop Anonymous Calls - Any call without a caller ID is identified as Anonymous.
With this option, you can drop any call that comes without a CID.

• Enable Recording - This will enable call recording of calls going through this inbound
route. Again, remember if you enable call recording in multiple stages of an incoming
call, duplicates of that call recording will be generated.

• Privacy Manager - This feature will prompt the calling party to enter their caller ID
information if they don’t have one.

• Fax Detection - This will detect if the incoming call is a fax message. With this
enabled, you can change the Detection Time in seconds and set a Fax Destination.
Keep in mind this will add a delay to incoming calls as it will need to detect the Fax
tones.

So now, you will have an inbound route. If you connected your VitalPBX installation using a
trunk with your VoIP Provider, you can try calling any number associated with that trunk to test
the incoming call.

If everything matches, the call will now be redirected to the Inbound Destination.

Optionally, you can also create an inbound route with the DID Range routing method. What
this method allows you to do, is to have multiple routes with a range of DIDs.

Let’s say, you have a range of DIDs that goes from 13055601000-13055601100. You want to
associate the last three digits of the DIDs with extensions you have created. So, what we can
do in this case is change the routing method from Default to DID Range. And for the DID
Pattern, we can enter 13055601XXX. The Xs in this case means any number between 0 and 9.
We will see more about how variables work in patterns in the Outbound Routes lesson.
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Image 4.3.2 - Inbound Route with DID Range.



You will notice that instead of a single destination, we now have the Range Parameters. Here
we will establish the Digits to Take. So for our example, we will take the last 3 digits from our
range. Then we have Prepend and Append. Prepend will add digits before the digits we took,
and Append will add them after. Let’s say our extensions go from 2000 to 2100. Since we took
the last three digits from our range which goes from 000 to 100, we can prepend a 2, so the
numbering matches with our extensions.

For Class of Service, we can leave the default All Permissions CoS. We will see more about
Class of Service later.

With these configurations, whenever someone calls any DID from our Range, calls will be
routed to the matching extension. This way, we don’t need to create an incoming route for
every extension. Remember to Save and Apply Changes.

Section 4, Lesson 4 - Outbound Routes
Now that you have the incoming calls dealt with, let’s move on to outgoing calls. For this, we
can go to PBX > Calls Routing > Outbound Routes. Outbound Routes will allow you to
place outgoing calls through a trunk.

To create your outbound route, you must add a Description to identify this outbound route.
Next, we select a trunk. This can be the trunk we have created previously.

Afterward, we have the Dial Patterns. This is the heart of outbound routes. Outbound routes
will identify the number you dial using these patterns, and route them through the trunk. There
are three components for a dial pattern: Prepend, Prefix, Pattern, and CID Pattern.

Prepend adds the value entered to the beginning of the number you dial. So, if we add a 1
here, for example, whenever you dial a number that matches this pattern, 1 is added
automatically at the beginning.
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Image 4.4.1 - Outbound Routes module.



Prefix, is a number that is removed from the beginning of the number you dial. Say you want to
use the number 9 to always use this specific outbound route. You establish 9 as a prefix, and
dial the number with the 9 at the beginning, i.e. 913055605776. The 9 is removed and you will
be sending 13055605776, which is accepted by the PBX or VoIP system the trunk is connected
to.

The Pattern is the base for the Dial Patterns. With this, you establish the numbers that can be
dialed. Patterns become powerful with the available variables. This way, you don’t have to
configure every existing number possibility.
Here is an explanation of the available patterns and some examples of how they work.

• X - This is any number between 0 and 9.
• Z - This is any number between 1 and 9.
• N - This is any number between 2 and 9.
• . - The dot is a Wild Card that matches 1 or more digits immediately. This means that

from the dot onward, you can have as many digits as you need.
• ! - The exclamation mark or bang is a Wild Card that matches 0 or more digits

immediately. This means that from the bang onward, you can have no more digits or
as many as you need.

• [1,2,3-9 ] - Whenever you encapsulate digits in square brackets, you establish the
numbers that can be used in this character space. You can establish individual digits
separated by a comma or a range of digits separated by a dash (-).

• [a-z] - Matches the characters in lowercase. Remember, in telephony, letters are also
valid destinations to dial.

• [A-Z] - Matches the characters in uppercase. Again, in telephony, letters are also valid
destinations to dial.

With these variables, let's say we want to match all numbers that are valid in the USA. For this,
we can type down the following pattern.

NXXNXXXXXX

This pattern can be interpreted as follows. The area code (first three digits), NXX, means that
the first digit can be any number from 1 to 9, and the second and third digits are any number
from 0 to 9. Then, the telephone prefix (middle three digits) acts the same way with NXX.
Finally, the Line Number, XXXX, makes the last four digits any number from 0000 to 9999.

This way, you now support all valid US numbers, with a single dial pattern. Now, sometimes,
you need to add the country code at the beginning and the end-user might dial it or not. For
this, you can support this by adding the 1 at the beginning of the pattern, i.e. 1NXXNXXXXXX.
As well as adding the 1 on the prepend field so it is added automatically to the pattern without
the 1 at the beginning.

Next, let’s tackle international numbers. International numbers may vary in length. So here, wild
cards are of great use. We can create the following pattern to support international dialing from
the USA.

011.
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In the USA we use 011 followed by the international number, including the country code, to dial
internationally. So, we can use the dot wild card to support any phone number of any length.
Whenever an end-user dials 011+International Number, no matter how long the international
number is, the call will be routed correctly.

In the end, the Outbound Route will look like the following image.

These three specific patterns will allow users in the USA to dial Locally and Long Distance, as
well as Internationally. Number patterns will vary depending on your country or where you are
routing the calls, so hopefully these examples help you understand how patterns work so you
can create Dial Patterns that match your numbering patterns. Remember to Save and Apply
Changes.

If you have multiple patterns you can import a CSV file with the patterns. The CSV Format can
be downloaded from the Download CSV Format button in the lower left-hand corner.
Additionally, you can set a CID Name and Number and Overwrite the Caller ID at the
outbound route level. This way, anytime a call goes through this outbound route, the CID is
modified. If you enable the Intra-Company option, your extension’s Internal Caller ID is used
instead of the External Caller ID. This is useful if the connection is with another PBX system,
where you would like to show the Extension Number instead of a long number. Finally, you can
enable Call Recording at the outbound route level. Just remember that if you enable call
recording in multiple stages of a call, duplicate recordings will be created.

Section 4, Lesson 5 - PIN Lists
You may have noticed another option for outbound routes called PIN List. PIN lists add a level
of security and permissions to outgoing calls. Whenever you add a PIN list to an outbound
route, you will be prompted to enter a valid PIN to be able to use the outbound route. To create
a PIN list, we will go to PBX > Applications > PIN Lists.

For a PIN list, we will need to add a Description to identify this list and add the list of PINs
that can be used. PINs can be of any length and are separated by a line break. You can create
as many PINs and PIN lists as you need. You can then Save and Apply Changes.
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Image 4.4.2 - Outbound route created in the outbound routes module.



Afterward, you can go ahead and add the PIN list to your outbound route, so any time a call
goes through the outbound route, users will be prompted to enter a PIN from the list to be able
to complete the call.

Section 4, Lesson 6 - Emergency Numbers
A necessary feature in every PBX is the handling of Emergency Numbers. In VitalPBX we take
safety seriously, so we have created a workflow to consider emergency calls in an intuitive
manner. So first, we will go to PBX > Emergency Calls > Emergency Numbers.

Here, we will first add a Description to identify the Emergency number list. Next, we can add
as many Email Addresses as needed. Whenever we call these numbers, an email is sent to
these addresses with the information of where and who placed the emergency call.
The email is based on the email templates we saw previously in our initial configurations. This
template can be modified at Admin > System Settings > Email Templates.

We can then select the Trunk through which the emergency calls will go through. Emergency
calls do not go through outbound routes.
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Image 4.5.1 - PIN Lists module.

Image 4.6.1 - Emergency Numbers module.



This is so calls are assured to go through no matter if you have a PIN list or the appropriate
permissions for an outbound route. You might also use a separate service for emergency calls,
so you can set that specific trunk here.

Finally, we have the List of Emergency Numbers. Here, we add the Numbers and a Service
Name to identify these numbers. We can add as many numbers as we need. Remember to
Save and Apply Changes.

With this, we have established the Emergency Numbers. Emergency calls can be placed from
any registered device, including Hot Desking devices with no extension assigned. So no matter
what, you can always place an emergency call.

Section 4, Lesson 7 - Dispatchable Locations
The next step for Emergency Calls is to establish the Dispatchable Locations. For this, we go
to PBX > Emergency Calls > Dispatchable Locations.

Dispatchable locations allow us to identify the location from where an emergency call is placed.
This location can be added to the email sent with the Emergency Call Template to the email
addresses we added to the Emergency Numbers.

For the dispatchable locations, we add a Name to identify this location, and enter the Address
and Caller ID information we will use for this location. Usually, when you have an e911 service,
you identify a location using special Caller ID information. So, you can associate that CID
information with your dispatchable location. You can also set this location as default, so even if
you don’t specify a dispatchable location for an extension or hot desking device, the default
location will be used. You can then Save and Apply Changes. You can create as many
dispatchable locations as you need.

Now, you can assign the dispatchable locations to any extension under the device settings,
and to hot desking devices. Extensions and Hot Desking devices have their own Emergency
CID information so the Caller ID information is different from any External Caller ID.

With this, you now have an Emergency Call flow that will ensure that your end-users can place
emergency calls without any hassle and are safe to call at any time.
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Image 4.7.1 - Dispatchable Locations module.



Conclusion
With these configurations, you now have an essential PBX system with the ability to place and
receive calls. You can call internally and externally. This is the basis of any PBX system, so
congratulations, you essentially have a fully working PBX! Now let’s go ahead and make our
system more complex to make the most out of it.

SECTION 5 - CLASS OF SERVICE

Introduction
Now that you are able to place calls to the outside world with the Trunks and Outbound Routes
you have created, you might want to control how the outgoing calls are placed. You might want
to restrict outgoing calls to a schedule, or you might want only certain end-users to be able to
dial certain numbers. For all of this, you can use what we call a Class of Service. Classes of
Service are an essential tool for you to have full control of the outgoing calls from your VitalPBX
installation.

Classes of Service are composed of three main options Feature Categories, Dial Restriction
Rules, and Route Selections. We can configure any of these three features to create our Class
of Service.

Section 5, Lesson 1 - Feature Categories
With the Feature Categories, we can establish which feature codes extensions or modules
can be used with a Class of Service. To create the categories we must go to PBX > Class of
Service > Feature Categories. This is a very simple module, as all you need is a Description,
and select which are the Enabled Features.

Everything in the left column is what you have available, and everything on the right is what is
enabled. You can create as many categories as you need. You can click on Add or Remove All
to move everything in a column to the other side. There is also a search bar to search for
specific features. Then, remember to Save and Apply Changes.
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Image 5.1.1 - Feature Categories module.



Section 5, Lesson 2 - Dialing Restriction Rules
We can now establish Dialing Restriction Rules we can use with a Class of Service. As the
name implies, with these rules we can restrict the numbers that users with these rules applied
with a Class of Service can dial. To configure these rules we must go to PBX > Class of
Service > Dialing Restriction Rules.

Dialing restriction rules can easily become very powerful and specific. First, you must enter a
Description to identify the rule. Next, we have the Outbound Restriction Rules. These are
rules for all calls going through a Trunk. To create the rule you can enter a Pattern and you can
use the same variables as the ones we saw in the Outbound Routes lesson. Then, you can
select if it is Allowed to dial the pattern.
Optionally, you can play back an Announcement when someone dials this pattern. This
announcement is a custom audio you upload. We will see more on how you can do that later.
You can enter a Max Duration in seconds for how long someone can call the dialed pattern,
and whether or not you Play the Max Duration Time.

Finally, you can choose if the extension’s Feature Password is needed to be able to dial the
rule’s pattern. You are able to add as many rules as you need to make the rule as specific as
you need.

At the bottom, you get the Internal Restriction Rules. Here, you can add restrictions to
internal numbering, like extension numbers, custom applications, or any code in the internal
numbering plan. You can play an Announcement whenever someone with this rule in their
Class of Service dials the restricted pattern. You can then Save and Apply Changes.

Additionally, if you understand Asterisk contexts, and have created a custom context that can
help you with advanced dialing restrictions, you can declare the context in the Custom Rules
Context field.

And with this, you now have a set of rules to control where anyone with these rules in the Class
of Service is able to dial. You can restrict international calling or maybe long distance. Maybe
you want to restrict the ability to dial the Boss extension completely. Maybe you have a Hotel
that allows calling the front desk, but not other rooms. Or you might want to separate the Call
Center agent and the management extensions so they cannot call each other. The rules you
create will vary depending on how to wish to control the flow of the calls.
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Section 5, Lesson 3 - Route Selection
Next, let’s take a look at Route Selections. Route selections allow you to prioritize outbound
routes based on time and selection. To create your route selections we must go to PBX >
Class of Service > Route Selections.

This module is a very straightforward one. First, you must enter a Description to identify the
route selection. Next, we have the Route Selection Members. These are the outbound routes
you want to associate with this route selection, by selecting the Outbound Route from the
dropdown menu. Next, you can select a Time Group to establish a schedule of when you are
going to use this route. Finally, if you want to Enable or not this route for the route selection.

You can then click on Save and Apply Changes.

We will see more about Time Groups in the next lesson, but this helps you see how to select
the specific routes for a Class of Service. You can create as many route selections as you
need.

Section 5, Lesson 4 - LCR (Least Cost Routing)
Let’s make a small tangent that is greatly associated with route selections. This is the concept
of Least-Cost routing.

Imagine the following scenario, you have two VoIP Providers. One gives you excellent calling
rates during the daytime, and the other gives you a great deal for calls during the nighttime.
Obviously, as a business, you want to save the most amount of money.

So, you can create a Route Selection that utilizes Time Groups to schedule the time and days
that your calls go through specific trunks.

Here, we are assuming that you have already created your trunks and outbound routes with the
appropriate dial patterns.
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So now, let’s go to PBX > Incoming Call Tools > Time Groups. Here, we are going to create
schedules that will match the time when it is most beneficial for us to go through our outbound
routes.

First, let’s create our daytime time group. This is a simple Time Group, but we will see more
complex ones later. For now, we establish the Time to Start as 06:00 hours and the Time to
Finish as 18:00 hours. What this does is it makes this Time Group TRUE when the time
matches in this timeframe. So, any time of the day between 06:00 in the morning and 18:00 in
the evening will match this Time Group. Remember to Save and Apply Changes.

For the Nighttime Time Group, it is similar.

We make the time group’s Time to Start at 18:00 hours and the Time to Finish at 06:00 hours.
Save and Apply Changes.
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Image 5.4.1 - Daytime Time Group example.

Image 5.4.2 - Nighttime Time Group example.

Image 5.4.3 - Route Selection with Time Groups.



Now, you just need to create a Route Selection with both of your outbound routes and select
the Time Groups accordingly.

Don’t forget to Save and Apply Changes. With this, you now have a route selection you can
use with a Class of Service for a least-cost routing environment. This means that whenever the
time matches, you will be using the outbound route and trunk that gives you the best rate at all
times.

Time Groups can be more complex, as you can specify the days of the week, for example,
during weekdays you will use one of the outbound routes and the other during the weekend.
We will see more complex Time Groups later on, but for now, this example gives you a clear
idea of how to do Least Cost Routing with VitalPBX.

Section 5, Lesson 5 - Class of Service
Now that you have a Feature Category, a Dialing Restriction Rule, and a Route Selection, we
can apply these to a Class of Service to make use of them. To create the Class of Service, you
must go to PBX > Class of Service > Class of Service.

To create a Class of Service, you must first enter a Class of Service name. This name cannot
contain spaces, but dashes and underscores are allowed. Next, enter a Description for easier
search-ability.

Afterward, it is just a matter of selecting the Feature Category, Dial Restriction, and Route
Selection you have created previously. Notice that it is not completely necessary to add the
three of these to a Class of Service, as you also have the option to allow All Feature
Categories, No Dialing Restrictions, and All Routes. In fact, the default All Permissions
Class of Service or CoS has these unrestrictive permissions.

The last thing you can enable in a Class of Service is the Private option. With the Private
option, you can restrict internal communication to only extensions and modules that use this
Class of Service. So only if you have this Class of Service assigned, you will be able to dial
other extensions or modules that use this same Class of Service. You can white-list other
extensions or modules by adding other Classes of Service to the Allowed Calls By field.
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So any extension or module that has a Class of Service declared in the allowed calls by field
will be able to dial extensions or module that has this Class of Service. Remember to Save and
Apply Changes.

You can now use this Class of Service in any extension or module that requires one. If you add
this Class of Service now to a registered extension, you will notice that the rules we have
applied will be effective.

Section 5, Lesson 6 - Authorization Codes
Associated with Classes of Service are Authorization Codes. These codes allow you to
change the Class of Service for a single call. Let’s say that you are a higher-up who usually has
no restrictions on your calls, but you are roaming by general public extensions that have
restrictions.

You can use authorization codes to change the class of service to a more permissive one. To
create the authorization code, go to PBX > Class of Service > Authorization Codes.

First, enter what the Code will be. This can be comprised of numbers and the star (*) symbol.

Next, add an Alias, which can be anything of your liking. The alias is used for security reasons,
where instead of the security code the alias will appear in the CDR (Call Detail Records.)
Afterward, add a Description to easily search for the authorization code, select the Class of
Service this code will use, and Enable it. Save and Apply Changes.

To use the Authorization Code, from an extension that has a restrictive Class of Service applied
dial the code *79. This will prompt you to enter the authorization code. Enter the code we have
created. Now dial the number you wish to call, and you will notice that it will allow you based
on the authorization code’s Class of Service.
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Image 5.6.1 - Authorization Codes module.



Section 5, Lesson 7 - Customer Codes
You might have noticed there is an additional module in the Class of Service section. This is the
Customer Codes module. This is a simple module that is not really related to Classes of
Service but to outbound calling as a whole.

Customer codes can be used to identify outgoing calls in the CDR reports. To create a
customer code, you must go to PBX > Class of Service > Customer Codes.

The module is self-explanatory. You just need to enter the Customer Code you are going to
use, a Description to identify the customer code, and whether or not the code is Enabled.
Save and Apply Changes.

To use the customer code dial from a registered extension the code *78. This will prompt you
to enter the customer code. Enter the customer code you just created. Next, you will be
prompted to dial the number you wish to call. Once the call is finished, this will add the
Customer Code to the CDR so you can easily search for these calls. We will see more about
the CDR later, but for now, this is how you can use Customer codes.

Conclusion
This will cover the Class of Service section. VitalPBX is proud to come from a Telephony
background, so we deemed this to be an essential feature for any PBX system. Classes of
Service allow powerful ways for you to control the flow of outgoing calls from your VitalPBX, so
make use of them to make sure you have full control of your calls.

SECTION 6 - CALL CENTER

Introduction
One of the industries that VitalPBX excels at is the Call Center industry. We possess various
tools that can aid with your Call Center needs, so let’s take a look at some tools that come in
the VitalPBX WebUI and some add-ons that can enhance the experience.
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Section 6, Lesson 1 - Call Center as a Concept
For us to begin talking about the different features VitalPBX has for Call Center environments,
let’s take a look into what Call Centers are and how they usually operate so we all have a clear
idea of how we can use these tools to make the most out of our VitalPBX installation.

First, there are mainly two types of Call Centers, Inbound and Outbound.

Inbound Call Centers have key points for their operation, among these are the following.

• ACD or Automatic Call Distribution - This is a system that automatically assigns
incoming calls to available agents.

• Receive Calls - Inbound Call Centers will only receive calls. Agents do not place
outgoing calls to customers. Customers will be calling the call center.

• Calls are terminal - This means that the reason for the customer calling must be
resolved by the agent or the appropriate party.

In inbound call centers the agents must be able to assess the inquiry the caller or customer
has placed. Be it positively or negatively, when a customer calls into the service, the
assessment must be finished in a single call. Calls that bounce in an inbound call center are
usually seen in a bad view.

Outbound Call Centers, on the other hand, manage these key points.

• Place Calls - Outbound Call Centers will be the ones calling the customers. Usually
through a list of contacts.

• Are Initial Calls - Since the customer is not the one initiating the conversation, it is
possible for the assessment to take multiple calls or re-schedule calls for a later date.

• Use a Dialer - Instead of an ACD, outbound call centers use a Dialer. This can be a
predictive or a progressive dialer that automatically calls the contact list and assigns
the call to an agent.

Outbound call centers will use either a progressive or predictive dialer system. Progressive
dialers are more elegant in our opinion as they will call the customer only when the agent is
available. Predictive dialers are better when you have a massive team of agents assuring that
an agent is available at any time. In predictive dialers, if an agent is not available it can cause
situations where the customer is called and they listen to ambiance noise or music on hold
instead of a person, causing more disconnections.

In this guide, we will be looking into VitalPBX’s inbound call center capabilities. For Outbound,
we have our Sonata Dialer application, but to learn more about this you can refer to the Sonata
Dialer manual.

With this known, let’s dwell more into ACD and how it works, calls are managed with the
following key points.

• ACD assigns the incoming calls by incoming order to the first available agent.
• The system will answer the call immediately and, if needed, keep the calls in queue

until they can be answered by an available agent.
• The balance of the workforce between agents guarantees that each caller receives a

quick response and professional service.
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Here are some general rules of thumb you can consider when developing your Call Center
environment.

• If you have more channels, meaning people calling in, than agents, use a queue.
• If you have more agents than people calling in, use a Ring Group.
• Queues are more efficient than Ring Groups since you can have a call on hold for as

long as you configure it. Queues are unlimited by default in VitalPBX.
• In some rare cases, Ring Groups will work better than Queues for some Call Centers.

Especially if you are not expecting that many calls.
• Callers can receive information about wait time and position in a queue.
• Queues can have static or dynamic agents, while users in a ring group will always be

part of a ring group.
• Multiple Ring Strategies are available.

Regarding Static and Dynamic agents, the difference is straightforward. Static agents a logged
in a queue indefinitely, while dynamic agents can log in or out at any moment. Both types of
agents can pause within a queue at any moment.

With these concepts clear, you might get a clearer idea of how a Call Center operates. As
mentioned previously, VitalPBX has multiple tools that can aid in any of the aspects we went
through. We have even more tools that expand on these concepts, and we will go through
these in this guide.

Section 6, Lesson 2 - Ring Groups
As mentioned in the previous lesson, there are two ways you can distribute calls to a group of
people. This can be with a Queue or a Ring Group. The most simple of these is the Ring
Group. With Ring Groups you can easily call multiple extensions at once. To start creating our
ring group, we must go to PBX > Call Center > Ring Groups.

The first thing you will enter is a Code for the ring group. This is the number you will need to
dial to reach this ring group. Then, add a Description so we can identify the ring group.

Afterward, we must include the Extensions that belong to the ring group. These are the
extensions that will be called when calling the ring group.
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Optionally, members of this ring group can also be an External Number. Keep in mind, when
using external numbers, you need to choose an appropriate Class of Service so the module
can reach the external number.

Next, choose the Ring Strategy that best fits your needs, be it Ring All or One by one.

There are a couple of options that can help the members of a ring group to identify incoming
calls. CID Name Prefix will add anything you enter in this field to the caller’s Caller ID Name.
This way, you get to see that the call is from this ring group. You can also add an
Announcement, which will playback to the ring group member before connecting the
incoming call.

Lastly, let’s add a Last Destination, which is the destination for the call when the Ring Time
runs out and none of the members answers the call. With this, you can Save and Apply
Changes.

Some additional configurations you can perform in this module are as follows.

• Ringback Tone - This is a Music on Hold class to playback while someone is calling
the ring group.

• Allow Diversions - With this feature enabled, the ring group members can enable any
call diversions, i.e. call forwards, which will affect the incoming calls to the ring group.

• Mark Cancelled Calls as Answered - This will mark the calls as Answered if one of
the ring group members answers the calls. With this disabled, calls will appear as
missed in the extensions for the members who did not answer the call.

• Answer Channel - This is the default behavior for a ring group, as the ring group
module will answer the call, and then connect it with any member that answers their
phone. With this feature turned off, calls will not be marked as answered until a
member answers the call. Keep in mind, that if you turn it off, audio (i.e. Music on
Hold) may not playback, as the call is still ringing the system.

• Skip Busy Extensions - If this is turned on, any extension with a busy status will be
skipped.

• No Release - This adds the no-release (/n) flag to the ring group members. This
avoids creating multiple items in the CDR. Nevertheless, some phones may present
issues on transfers when this feature is enabled, therefore it can be disabled.

And with this, you now have a Ring Group created. You can dial the ring group code from any
device that does not belong to the ring group and members will start to ring. As you can see
this is a very straightforward module that easily allows you to dial multiple extensions.
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Section 6, Lesson 3 - Queues
Now, let’s take a look into Queues. Queues are the basis for all inbound Call Centers. These
will allow you to manage multiple calls and automatically assign them to available agents.
queues in VitalPBX possess multiple tools that will allow you to manage incoming calls easily
and effectively. To start creating queues we must go to PBX > Call Center > Queues.

The Queues module is comprised of multiple tabs, the General, Announcement
Settings, and Others tabs.

We will begin with the main configurations in the General tab. This contains the general
configuration for our queues and here is where we add our Members also known as Agents in
a queue.

First, we will add a Code to our queue. This is how we are able to call a queue internally. And
we add a Description so we can identify it easily.

Next, we have our Ring Strategies. We must choose one of the following.

• Ring All - This will ring all the available agents at once. Note: that this is not a
recommended strategy if you want to have accurate statistics for your agent reports.

• Least Recent - This will ring the agent with the least recent assigned call.
• Fewest Calls - This will ring the agent with the fewest calls assigned.
• Random - This strategy will ring any agent at random.
• Round Robin Memory - Calls will be assigned in order of login, and the queue will

remember which was the last agent assigned in the order.
• Linear - This will ring the agents linearly in order of login. This strategy will always

begin with the first agent and only go to the next one if the agent is busy.
• Weight Random - Will randomly ring an agent, based on their penalty.
• Round Robin Ordered - Will ring an agent in order of login. Will continue to the next

agent based on the previous agent rung.

It is very important you choose the ring strategy appropriately. This way calls are distributed as
evenly as possible according to your operations. We recommend using any of the Round Robin
options as these are the most fair among the agents.
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Options like Least Recent and Fewest Calls may overwhelm a single agent with calls until they
reach the number of calls answered by other agents. This is evident especially if you have
mixed shifts where a new agent logs in and does not have the same amount of calls answered
as the other available agents. With Linear, the first agent can get overwhelmed if they complete
calls often, and all new calls will always be assigned to them. Linear is only recommended if
you know that calls will last longer.

Afterward, you can add a CID Name Prefix. This will help the agent identify the queue,
especially if they belong to multiple queues. Similarly, you can add an Agent Announcement,
which will playback to the agent prior to connecting the call with the caller.

A Join Announcement is an audio that will playback to the caller when joining the queue. This
is usually a welcome or disclaimer message that tells the caller the queue they have called into
or that the call will be recorded for quality assurance and training purposes.

Next, we configure the Queue and Member Ring Time. Queue Ring Time is the time in
seconds a caller will stay in the queue before going to the Final Destination, while the Member
Ring Time is the time in seconds the call rings an agent before going to the next available
agent respecting the ring strategy. If the Queue Ring Time is set to zero, the caller will wait
indefinitely in queue until an agent answers the call. In between ringing members, the Retry
time in seconds will be considered.

Then, we have the Wrap-Up Time. This is the time agents will have between getting calls
assigned. During this time, agents will not get calls assigned allowing them some breathing
time, and to wrap up any process from their previous call.

Afterward, we can start adding members to the Queue. Members have four aspects to
configure.

• Extension - This is the user we will add as a member to our queue.
• Penalty - This is how we prioritize agents within a queue. Agents with a lower penalty

will be prioritized when assigning calls. Only when these agents are busy or
unavailable, agents with higher penalty will be considered.

• Member Type - Agents can be either Static or Dynamic members. Static agents will
be permanently logged into a Queue, while Dynamic agents can log in or out of a
Queue. By default, agents will always be Dynamic. We recommend static agents
when you prioritize a device or cubicle assigned to a queue, rather than considering
individual agents. Dynamic agents will give more accurate statistical reports.

• Allow Diversions - This will allow agents to enable call diversions like Do Not Disturb
and Call Forwarding.

You can add as many agents as you need to a queue, and remove them at any time.

Lastly, we have the Final Destination where the call will be sent if the members/agents do not
answer the call in time. And the Destination After the Agent Hangs Up. If the agent hangs up
first, you can send the call to another destination. This can be something like a satisfaction
survey with a specific extension or an IVR tree using our IVR Stats commercial add-on. We will
see more about IVR stats later.

With these configurations, you can Save and Apply Changes, and have a queue ready.
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Additionally, you can configure the following.

• Service Level - This is used for statistic reports. This is the amount of time it takes
the agents to answer a call in the queue.

• Join Empty - Allows the callers to join the queue when there are no agents. The
available options are:

• Yes - If set to yes, this allows the callers to join the queue without agents.
• No - If set to no, callers cannot join the queues without agents.
• Strict - Callers cannot join a queue without agents or only unavailable agents.

Unavailable Agents mean that the agents are paused or busy.
• Loose - Callers can join a queue without agents and the agents are

unavailable.
• No + InUse - Callers cannot join a queue without agents or agents that are

busy on a call.
• Leave Empty - This will kick callers out of the queue when the last agent leaves the

queue and the caller is still waiting in the queue. The available options are:
• Yes - When set to yes, callers will be kicked out of the queue when the last

available agent leaves.
• No - When set to no, callers will not be kicked out of the queue when the last

available agent leaves.
• Strict - This will kick the callers from the queue when the last agent leaves or

becomes unavailable. An unavailable agent means that the agent is on a call
or on pause.

• Loose - This is the same as strict, but paused queue agents will not be
considered as unavailable.

• Yes + InUse - This will kick the caller from the queue when the last available
agent leaves or gets on a call.

• Alert Info - This will add to the alert-info header so agent devices can have a different
ringtone.

• Music on Hold - This is the Music on Hold class that plays back while the caller is in
the queue.

• Ring Busy Agents - If enabled, this will ring agents even if they are on a call.
• Ring Unavailable Agents - If enabled, this will ring agents even if they are not

registered on the PBX.
• Record - If enabled, this will record all the calls in the queue. Remember, if you

enable call recording in multiple stages of a call, be it in a trunk, inbound route, or at
an extension level, for example, multiple instances of the call will be recorded.
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Next, we have the Announcement Settings we can add to our queue.

Here we can configure our Periodic Announcements. This includes a Periodic
Announcement we can playback based on the Periodic Announcement Frequency. This is
an audio that usually tells the caller that they are still in the queue and will be connected to the
next available agent. We will see later how to upload these sound files.

Additionally, we have the following options.

• Announce First User - This option will tell the caller that they are the next in line.
• Relative Periodic Announcement - This option considers the length of the Periodic

Announcement, so the frequency is considered at the end of the periodic
announcement’s length.

• Announce Hold Time - This will estimate the hold time based on previous calls, and
announce the time to the caller.

Then we have the Position Announcements, which include the following options.

• Announce Position - This lets you choose if you want to announce the position to the
caller. The available options are:

• No - If the announce position is set to no, the queue position will not be
announced to the caller.

• Yes - if set to yes, the queue position will be announced to the caller.
• Limit - if set to limit, the Announce Position Limit will be considered. The

position will be limited to the Announce Position Limit value. This means that if
the position of the caller exceeds the Announce Position Limit the queue
position will not be announced to the caller.

• More - if set to more, this means that the position will be announced to the
caller if the Announce Position Limit is exceeded.

• Announce Frequency - This is how often the position and hold time are announced
to the caller. In smaller Call Centers, it is more difficult to estimate the hold time for
callers. So this can be a frustrating feature in these smaller environments. By setting it
to 0 the feature is disabled.

• Minimum Announcement Frequency - This defines the minimum amount of time
that must elapse before announcing the position or holding time again. This is used to
prevent these announcements from playing too often.

• Announce Round Seconds - This is used to round the holding time if the time is non-
zero. You can choose in intervals of 5 seconds between 0 and 50 seconds.

Remember to Save and Apply Changes if you made any changes in this section.

Note: The Announce First User, Hold time, and Position can become a double-
edged sword. We will see in a moment where you can add priority to other calls
based on the queue or caller. So the estimations in holding time and queue
position may change, and a caller can go from the first position to the second or
their hold time may increase. This can frustrate the caller, so we recommend you
use these features at your discretion.
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Finally, we have the Others tab for additional settings.

Here, we find the following Member Settings.

• Auto pause - This will pause the agents automatically in a queue if they do not
answer multiple calls in a row. You can choose between the following options.

• Yes - Will pause the agent in this specific queue.
• No - Will not pause the agent even if they don’t answer incoming calls.
• All - This will pause the agent in all the queues they belong to.

• Penalty Members Limit - This option disregards the consideration of the agents’
penalty if there are too few members logged in the queue. No penalty is considered if
there are X or fewer agents in the queue.

• Member Delay - This is a delay in seconds you can add before connecting the caller
with the agent.

• Timeout Restart - Resets the timeout for an agent to answer if a BUSY or
CONGESTION status is received from the channel. This is useful if the agent is
allowed to reject or cancel a call.

• Mark Cancelled Calls as Answered - This is useful if you are using the Ring All
strategy. This will mark calls that have been answered by one of the ringed members
as answered. Whereas if this is disabled, calls would be marked as missed.

Finally, we have Other Queue Settings that allow us the following.

• Queue Weight - If the agents belong to multiple queues, the queue weight gives
priority to calls from this queue over the others.

• Queue Max Length - This is the number of callers that can be in a queue. A value of
0 means that there can be any number of callers waiting in the queue.

• Reset Stats - For this feature, you need to create a cron job. We will learn more about
cron jobs later. This feature allows you to reset the current statistics for a queue.

• Answer Channel - This feature is enabled by default. This allows the queue to answer
the incoming call. If it is disabled, calls will not be answered until an agent is available.
Notice that if this feature is disabled, no announcement or music on hold will play.

• IVR - This allows you to set an IVR while the caller is waiting in the queue.
• VIP customers - This is a list of customers that have a higher priority over other

callers for this queue.
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• Autofill - With this feature enabled, the queue behaves more like a real queue. If there
are multiple agents available, multiple calls are assigned to those agents at the same
time.

This was the last tab for the Queues module. As you can see this module is very extensive and
allows you to make granular changes to your queues. Queues are the basis for any inbound
call center and with VitalPBX you can create as many queues with as many agents as you
need.

Section 6, Lesson 4 - Queue VIPs
As we saw while creating a queue, we are able to assign VIP Customers to give them a higher
priority over other callers in a queue. To create this list of VIP customers we must go to PBX >
Call Center > Queue VIPs.

This module is very simple to follow. All you need to add is a Description to identify the list and
the list of numbers on the VIP List. The VIP List must have the Caller ID numbers for the
customers just as you expect to get them from your VoIP Provider. Each number must be
separated using a line break.

You can add as many numbers as you need to any number of Queue VIP lists.

Section 6, Lesson 5 - Agent Codes
In this short lesson, we will outline a cheat sheet of feature codes your agents and call center
members need to know for everyday operations.

• *50 - Log in and Log out from a specific queue.
• *51 - Pause and Resume an agent from a specific queue.
• *52 - Log in and Log out the agent from all the queues the agent is a member of.
• *53 - Pause and Resume an agent from all the queues they are a member of.
• *54 - Spy on an extension in Barge Mode. This allows you to listen to listen to a call

an agent is on and participate in the conversation.
• *55 - Spy on an extension. This allows you to listen to a call without the agent or the

callers knowing you are listening.
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• *56 - Spy on an extension in Whisper Mode. This is normally known as coaching. This
feature allows you to listen to a call and be able to speak with your agent without the
caller knowing you are in the conversation.

• *57 - Spy on a random channel. This will allow you to listen to a call from a random
agent.

• *80 - This allows you to Hot Desk into a device.
• *90 - This code allows you to Hot Desk into a device and log into your queues in a

single step. Dial *90#QUEUE_NUMBER#FEATURES_PASSWORD, and this will log
you into the queue using your features password.

These are the most common feature codes you will use in everyday operations in a Call Center.
Every code has a prompt that will guide you through the process of operation.

Section 6, Lesson 6 - Queue Priorities
We have now seen how we can prioritize callers inside a queue with Queue VIPs, and how you
can add weight to a queue so it has higher priority over other queues. You can also add priority
to a queue dynamically to a queue using Queue Priorities. To create a Queue Priority you must
go to PBX > Call Center > Queue Priorities.

The module is simple to use. You must add a Description to identify the priority, followed by
the Priority level and the Destination.

The Priority level establishes its priority, the higher the better. And the destination is always a
queue. You can then set this Queue Priority as a destination in an IVR or inbound route, and the
priority is set.

Section 6, Lesson 7 - Commands for Queues and Agents
As a system administrator, you might want to monitor various queues and agents with their
status. Here are some commands you will find useful when monitoring and troubleshooting
queues and agents. These commands are run from the Asterisk CLI. This is accessed by
initiating an SSH connection to your VitalPBX installation and running the asterisk -rvvvv
command.
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• Queue Show - This command shows you the logged-in agents and their current
status in a queue. If no queue is entered, all queues are shown.

queue show Q<queue_number>

• Queue Add Member - This adds a new member to a queue. Using a dial string (such
as SIP/6001) to a queue with an optional penalty, member name, and a state
interface.

queue add member <dial string> to <queue> [[[penalty <penalty>] as <member name>] state_interface <interface>]

• Queue Remove Member - Remove a specific channel from a queue.

queue remove member <channel> from <queue>

• Queue Reset Stats - Resets the gathered statistics from a queue.

queue reset stats Q<queue>

These commands will help you with troubleshooting and assessment of your queues.

Section 6, Lesson 8 - Queues Callback
We all know that waiting in queue can be a little frustrating, especially if there are long hold
times at any given moment. This can lower customer satisfaction if they have to call into a
business and wait for long times to be tended to. For this, we have created the Queues
Callback add-on module. This module allows calling customers to opt-in for a callback rather
than waiting in a queue. Once their turn is reached and an agent is available, VitalPBX will call
them back automatically.

This is a commercial add-on, so, to use it you need to install it first under Admin > Add-Ons >
Add-Ons. Since it is a commercial add-on without a license you can create one single Queue
Callback with all its features for an unlimited amount of time. Licensing is available individually
for the add-on or with our Call Center and Carrier Plus Licensing plans.
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Once you have the add-on installed, you can go to PBX > Call Center > Queues Callback.
To create a queue callback, we must enter a Description to identify this callback. Next, we can
select the Callback Queue. This is the queue where we are going to send the callback
numbers. By default, it is the same queue, but you can choose any other queue. Remember
that every module that places an outgoing call also requires a Class of Service, so it has the
permissions to reach the numbers to dial.

If we are using a Dial Prefix to use a specific Outbound Route, you can add it as well. We will
then define the Maximum Tries and Ring Time. This is how many times VitalPBX is going to
try to reach the caller, and for how long it’s going to wait for an answer.

The rest can be left with the default values for the time being. The other important part to
configure is the Ask Callback Number option. When this is enabled callers will be able to
enter the number they wish to be called back to. To prevent any misuse of this option, you can
establish the Allowed Number Rules. These are dial pattern rules that need to be followed so
the caller can enter a valid number. You can establish whether a pattern is enabled or not.

With this, you can Save and Apply Changes. The additional configurations you can add are as
follows.

• Caller ID - You can set the Caller ID Name and Number the module will use. This is
helpful so the customer knows who is calling them.

• DTMF Digit - This is the digit the caller will press to opt for a callback while waiting in
a queue. By default it is 1.

• Instructions Message - This is a message that replaces the Periodic Announcement
in a queue.

• Invalid Message - This is a message that will playback when the caller enters a
number that is not allowed in the Allowed Number Rules.

• Number Prompt Message - This is a message that prompts the caller what digit to
press to opt-in for a callback.

• Thanks Prompt - This is a message that plays after a caller opts in for a callback.

With the callback created, to use it, you need to assign it to a queue. For this let’s go back to
PBX > Call Center > Queues. You will now see that there is a new field in the General Tab for
a Queue Callback.

You can add this to any new or existing queue. Here, select the callback you created from the
dropdown menu.
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You can then click on Update or Save and then Apply Changes. Keep in mind that adding a
Queue Callback will replace the Periodic Announcement with the Instruction Message prompt,
and will also disable the ability to associate an IVR with the Queue.

Your users will now be able to opt in for a callback instead of waiting in the queue.

You can monitor the different callbacks from the new Queues Callback Reports under
Reports > Call Center Reports > Queues Callback Reports. Here you will see a table of the
different callers that have opted for a callback.

Here, you can filter the view by Queue Callback, Status, and Start and End Date. The
Scheduled Queue Callbacks table has information on the Date and Time the caller opted for
the callback, the Callback Queue, the Callback Requester Name, the Callback Number, the
number of Tries, the Status of the callback, and Actions such as delete callback.
Using the Queues Callback module will give your callers a higher satisfaction rate as they don’t
have to hold on to a queue, and have more use of their time. This is a great addition to any Call
Center environment.

Conclusion
With this, we conclude with the Call Center tools in VitalPBX’s WebUI. Additionally, we
recommend the Sonata Suite Guides, and VitXi, our browser-based softphone solution with
Call Center features built-in. This joint set of tools will ensure you have a powerful Call Center
environment.

SECTION 7 - INCOMING CALL TOOLS

Introduction
We have now seen ways for us to manage incoming calls with VitalPBX. Now it is time that we
make our configuration more advanced with additional tools to make incoming calls more
effective and efficient. With these tools, you can manage and manipulate the incoming calls.
This way, your callers will always have a great experience calling into your business.
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Section 7, Lesson 1 - Time Groups and Time Conditions
Businesses will tend to incoming calls within certain hours, or some will do a 24x7 service.
Depending on the time of the day, you might tend to incoming calls in different ways. Or even
on holidays, you might divert calls to another destination. With VitalPBX this is very easy using
Time Groups and Time Conditions. This allows us to have incoming calls based on a
schedule.

We have seen Time Groups in previous sections with the Least Cost Routing configurations,
but in this section, we will add more details to the Time Groups.

So, to begin our configurations we must go to PBX > Incoming Call Tools > Time Groups.
For this guide, we will do an example of setting business hours for our Incoming Calls Routing.

First, let’s add a Description to identify this time group. Next, we will add our schedules. In this
example, we will define the Business hours as follows.

• Monday - Friday, from 09:00 to 17:00
• Saturday, from 09:00 to 14:00
• Sundays, closed

To configure this, we will need two defined schedules. The first one will have the Time to Start
at 09:00, Week Day Start as Monday, Time to Finish at 17:00, and Week Day Finish as
Friday. Next, click the green Add button, and set the Time to Start at 09:00, Week Day Start
as Saturday, Time to Finish at 14:00, and Week Day Finish as Saturday.

With these settings, whenever the system clock is within the defined schedules, the time group
will return TRUE, matching our business hours.

Now that we have a Time Group with our Business Hours, we can apply them to a Time
Condition. For this, we go to PBX > Incoming Calls Tools > Time Conditions.
Time conditions allow us to choose a destination based on a time group. First, we will define a
Toggle Code, which will allow us to manually toggle the current status of the time condition.
Next, we set a Description to identify the time condition, and we select the Time Group we
have created.
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Image 7.1.1 - Time Group with business hours example.



Afterward, we have an extended feature only available with the Starter License or any of our
Licensing Plans. This is the Time Zone option. This allows you to define a time zone specific
to this time condition.

Then, you can enter an Authorization PIN for security purposes, so you need to enter this PIN
when changing the status manually using the toggle code. You can also change the Status
from here as well. You can choose one of the following options.

• Temporary Matched - The time condition will redirect calls to the If Time Matches
Destination temporarily, until the next time the Time Group does not match.

• Temporary Unmatched - The time condition will redirect calls to the If Time Does Not
Match Destination temporarily, until the next time the Time Group matches.

• Permanently Matched - The time condition will redirect calls to the If Time Matches
Destination temporarily until this is changed directly.

• Permanently Unmatched - The time condition will redirect calls to the If Time Does
Not Match Destination temporarily until this is changed directly.

Afterward, you can enable or disable the BLF Inverted. By default, when monitoring Time
Conditions with a BLF key, the light is green when the time matches and red when the time
does not match.

Finally, we have the Destination if the time matches and does not match. This is the
principle of how time conditions work. When the Status is set to Default, the time condition will
be based on the time group. When the system time matches the time group you will be taken
to a destination, and when it doesn’t you are taken to the other destination. You can choose
the destination of your liking for these options.
With this configured, you can now Save and Apply Changes.

Now, you have a time condition created with a time group. You can add this time condition to
an IVR or Inbound Route, for example. This way, whenever someone calls into your VitalPBX,
they will taken to the time condition and if the time matches they are taken to destination A,
and if it doesn’t match, they are taken to Destination B.
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Image 7.1.2 - Time Conditions module.



Section 7, Lesson 2 - Recordings Management
In multiple modules, you are able to have custom recordings used for announcements or
prompts. You can upload your own sound files to playback in the different modules. To upload
your own sound files we must go to Settings > Voice Prompts > Recordings Management.

Before we upload a sound file, let’s talk about the sound file format. It does not really matter
the format you use as VitalPBX will automatically convert the sound file to the appropriate
format. But, it helps with volume levels and clarity if you upload a file that is already using the
appropriate format. The format goes as follows.

• 8,000 Hz
• 16-bit PCM
• WAV file
• A-LAW algorithm

You can use any audio processing software to convert this sound file, Audacity™ is a free
open-source software that we have used to create these sound files.

With your sound file created, we can now go back to the Recordings Management module.
Here, we will enter a Name for our recording, select the Sound File we have created, and click
on the green Upload Recording button in the lower right-hand corner. And Apply Changes.

Optionally, you can enter a Recording Code so you can re-record the sound file from any
extension, and add an Authorization PIN, to protect the recording from being re-recorded by
anyone.

You can now use the sound file in various modules as we saw in Queues, Queues Callbacks,
Extensions, and in any other module that uses custom audio files.

In the bottom section, you can see your Recording List. This will display information about the
different recordings and sound files you have, including their Name, Recording Sound File,
Recording Code, and Duration.
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Image 7.2.1 - Recordings Management module.



Additionally, you have some actions you can take over these recordings. You can edit them to
change their Name, Recording code, and Authorization PIN. You can play the recording back
and download the file. With the yellow handset icon, you can prompt an extension to re-record
the sound file. And with the red trash bin icon, you can delete the recording.

Additionally, you can record these files from any extension using the feature code *92. This
feature code will allow you to record sound files directly so you can use them for the various
prompts in VitalPBX. There’s also a blue Refresh button in the lower right-hand corner to
refresh the list. This way you can see the latest recording you have done.

Section 7, Lesson 3 - Announcements
Sometimes you might want to simply playback an audio in your call flow. For this, we have
Announcements. To create an announcement, we must go to PBX > Incoming Call Tools >
Announcement.

Announcements are very simple to configure, you just need to enter a Description to identify
your announcement, select a Custom Recording you uploaded using the Recordings
Management module, and set a Destination after the recording plays.

Afterward, click on Save in the bottom right-hand corner, and Apply Changes. You can now
use these announcements as a destination in IVRs, Time Conditions, Inbound Routes, and
anywhere you want to playback a sound file.
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Image 7.3.1 - Announcements module.



Section 7, Lesson 4 - IVR
One of the most essential features in a PBX system is the automated attendant or IVR
(Interactive Voice Response). With VitalPBX you can easily configure multiple IVRs that will help
you reach any destination of your choosing. To configure an IVR, you must go to PBX >
Incoming Call Tools > IVR.

There are two tabs in the IVR module, the General and the Entries tabs. In the General tab, as
the name implies, we will do general configurations for how the IVR menu will operate. First, we
will add a Description to identify this IVR menu. Next, we will define the number of Invalid
Tries. This is how many times a caller can input invalid responses before being transferred to
the Invalid Destination, which can be any destination of your liking. To the right of this, we
have the Timeout time and the Timeout Tries. This is the time you will give the caller to input
anything, and the tries are the number of times the caller can timeout.

Next, we have a set of messages that will playback to the caller. The Welcome and the
Instructions Messages will playback to the caller when they reach this IVR.

The welcome and instructions messages are separate, as you can playback just the
instructions message after the Timeout and Invalid Retries. The welcome message is only
played back after these retries if you have the Welcome After Timeout and Welcome After
Retry enabled. The Invalid Retry and Timeout Retry Messages are played back after every
Invalid and Timeout retry. The Invalid and Timeout Messages are played back right before the
call goes to the Invalid or Timeout Destinations. These messages are sound files that you have
uploaded using our Recordings Management module, as we saw in a previous lesson.

Finally, you have the Direct Dial feature. When enabled, this will allow callers to dial numbers
directly from the IVR. If this is enabled, we have a default Class of Service called Extensions
Only pre-selected. This is for security purposes, as you need to be careful about the numbers
callers can dial from the IVR. If you have a permissive Class of Service, callers might be able to
dial valid outbound numbers and this can lead to abuse of your trunks. So, if you require callers
to Direct Dial anything else than your local extensions directly, make sure you create an
appropriate Class of Service so they only dial what you expect them to dial.
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Image 7.4.1 - IVR module’s General Tab.



Now, let’s move over to the Entries tab. This is the basis for the IVR to operate. Here, you
define the digits the caller will be able to press and take them to their selected destination.
First, you will enter the Digit the caller can enter, then select the Module/Destination this will
take them, and finally, you can Enable or Disable this option, as well as Delete it. You can add
multiple digits, by clicking the green Add button.

With this, you can now click on Save in the lower right-hand corner, and Apply Changes.

Note: We can indeed create as many entry options as we want with the IVR
module in VitalPBX. As a general recommendation and rule of thumb, we don’t
recommend adding more than 4 entries at a time for an IVR menu. This is for
general customer satisfaction and operation. Customers will start to forget the
options they are given after hearing more than 4 entries and might need to listen
to the instructions message again. If you truly require more than 4 options, the
best solution is to create sub-menus. This means that an IVR entry option will
take you to another IVR menu with the rest of the options.

Now that you have an IVR menu created, you can use this as a destination for your inbound
routes. So whenever a customer calls your business, they will be presented with an elegant
menu and options to direct them to their desired destination.

Section 7, Lesson 5 - IVR Stats and IVR-Based Surveys
If you want to measure which are the most popular options in an IVR menu, the IVR Stats add-
on module is the best way to do this. This is also useful if you want to create surveys your
callers can enter their answers and see how your business is doing.

The IVR Stats module is a commercial add-on, that requires a license. Without a license, you
can only monitor one IVR menu. This module can be licensed individually, or with any of our
licensing plans.

Before we take a look at the module, you must modify your IVR menus. A new option called
Generate Stats will appear once you have the IVR Stats add-on installed. You must enable this
option to see information in the IVR Stats module.
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Image 7.4.2 - IVR module’s Entries Tab.



Afterward, you can go to Reports > IVR Reports > IVR Stats.

The module is simple. You can select the IVR you wish to monitor, as well as a Start and End
Date for a date range. Click on the Search button in the lower right-hand corner, and you will
be shown a Summary and Detailed report for the IVR menu. The summary includes the entries
and the number of times they have been pressed. While the detailed report has the call
information related to the option pressed. Both of the reports can be exported to a CSV file.
With this in mind, one of the most common use cases for the IVR stats is to create surveys
your callers can answer.

To create a survey you must create what we call an IVR Tree. An IVR tree is simply multiple IVR
menus linked together. You have a main IVR menu we call the IVR Trunk, and each entry for
this menu can lead to IVR Branches, which can lead to IVR Leaves.
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Image 7.5.1 - Generate Stats option in an IVR menu.

Image 7.5.2 - IVR Stats module.



An example can look as follows.

• IVR Trunk (Main Menu with the Main Question, e.g. “How was our service?”)

• IVR Branch (Answer 1, e.g. “Good”, This branch has another question, e.g.
“Would you recommend us?”)

• IVR Leaf 1 (Answer 1, e.g. “Yes”)
• IVR Leaf 2 (Answer 2, e.g. “No”)

• IVR Leaf 3 (Answer 2, e.g. “Regular”)

• IVR Leaf 4 (Answer 3, e.g. “Bad”)

The trunk and each branch would be an IVR menu. Leaves would be terminal destinations like
announcements, voicemail boxes, or custom contexts.

You can add other IVR branches to your IVR branches, to expand on questions. You can make
your surveys as simple or as complex as you need them to be.

The example above is a simple survey asking “How was our service?” The caller can answer
“Good” by pressing 1, “Regular” by pressing 2, and “Bad” by pressing 3. The IVR Branch 1
has the additional question “Would you recommend us?” The customer can answer “Yes” by
pressing 1, and “No” by pressing 2. So, to create this survey, you must create 2 IVR menus,
one for the trunk and the other one for the branch.

Note: You will notice that Entries are required to create the IVR menu, but if you
don’t have the IVR menu branches created, you cannot set them as entry
destinations. For this, you can create the branches first with their IVR leaves or
use temporary entries first, and move from end to beginning to create your IVR
tree.

First, we create our IVR Branch. The question will be the Welcome Message, so we also
enable the Welcome After Timeout and Welcome After Retry options. For now, the Invalid
and Timeout Destinations will be set to Hang Up the call. Remember to enable the Generate
Stats option.
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Image 7.5.3 - IVR Branch example.



For our Entries, we add two entries with Digits 1 and 2 respectively. Ideally, these entries will
take you to an Announcement that plays back a sound file thanking the caller for answering
the survey.

You can now Save and Apply Changes.

Afterward, we can create the IVR Trunk. Similarly, the question will be set on the Welcome
Message, and we enable the Welcome After Timeout and Welcome After Retry options. The
Invalid and Timeout Destinations will be set to Hang Up the call. Remember to enable the
Generate Stats option.

For the entries, based on our example layout, we create three entries. The first one will take
you to the IVR Branch we created, and the second and third would ideally take you to an
Announcement that thanks the caller for answering the survey.

With this, you can now add the survey as a destination in your VitalPBX. This can be on a
Queue, for example, set as the Destination if the Agent Hangs Up First. So the caller can
answer the survey, and you can monitor the answers with the IVR Stats module for the IVR
Tree. IVR menus can be much more than just selectors for destinations.
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Image 7.5.4 - IVR Branch example entries.

Image 7.5.5 - IVR Trunk example.

Image 7.5.6 - IVR Trunk example entries.



Section 7, Lesson 6 - Night Mode
You might want to change the destination for incoming calls on command. For this, you make
use of the Night Mode module. This module allows you to toggle between two destinations. To
create our night modes, we must go to PBX > Incoming Call Tools > Night Mode.

All we need to do for our night mode is to enter a Toggle Code to enable and disable it from
any extension, add a Description to identify it, and select the Destinations when it is
Enabled and Disabled. Then we can Save and Apply Changes.

Additionally, you can add an Optional Password, so you need to enter this password to
enable or disable the night mode. You can change the State of the night mode from here,
instead of dialing the Toggle Code. You can also Ignore the Global Mode, so it is not affected
by the feature code *81 for the Global Night Mode Toggle. Lastly, you can enable Generate
Hint so you can use the generated BLF Hint code to monitor the night mode status with a BLF
key.

You can now use this night mode as a destination, and change the destinations with the toggle
code.

Section 7, Lesson 7 - Caller ID Modifier
For standard procedures or verification, you might want to modify the Caller ID of incoming
calls so you can identify them better. For this, you can use the CID Modifiers module. With this
module, you are able to manipulate the Caller ID information for incoming calls so you can
change it to whatever you need.

A common use is to add information to know the inbound route or trunk the call is coming
from, or the DID the caller dialed to reach us. This way we can utilize the appropriate salutation
for the incoming call.

To create your CID modifiers you must go to PBX > Incoming Call Tools > CID Modifiers.
There are three types of Sources for the manipulation of CID information. Static, which is the
standard way, by defining a hard-coded way to manipulate the CID information. MySQL to
perform a MySQL query to modify the CID information based on the MySQL response. And
finally, HTTPS/HTTP Request, so the CID information is based on the response.
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Image 7.6.1 - Night Mode module.



First, we must enter a Description to identify this CID Modifier. For a static CID modifier, we
have CID Number and Name Settings. For the CID Number, you can enter how many
characters to Skip, the total length of characters you are keeping, any characters or digits to
Prepend before the CID Number, and any characters or digits to Append after the CID
Number.

For the CID Name Settings, you can Prepend anything before the CID Name, Append anything
after the CID Name, and outright Replace what the CID Name is.

Below the CID Number and Name settings, you have a Simulation section. This section allows
you to enter sample CID information so you can see how this is modified.

You can then Save and Apply Changes. CID Modifiers can then be added to Inbound Routes
under PBX > Calls Routing > Inbound Routes. This will apply the CID modifier through every
incoming call that goes through this Inbound Route.
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Image 7.7.1 - CID Modifiers module.

Image 7.7.2 - Inbound Route with a Caller ID Modifier.



For MySQL and HTTP/HTTPS requests, you can use the following variables for your queries.

• [CIDNUM] - This will return the Caller ID Number.
• [CIDNAME] - This will return the Caller ID Name.

This type of Source also provides the necessary fields for you to establish your connection.

A sample MySQL query can be as follows.

select cidname, cidnumber from customer where phone = ‘[CIDNUM]’

The response should return the cidname and cidnumber columns for the CID information to be
modified.

Similarly with HTTPS/HTTP requests. A sample query can be as follows.

https://mycrm.com/cid.php?caller=[CIDNUM]&callername=[CIDNAME]

The URL execution must return a result in JSON format containing cidname and cidnumber
attributes in order to modify the CID information.

You will now have the Caller ID information just how you need it, and operate following your
standards and information handled.

Section 7, Lesson 8 - Caller ID Lookup
Many times, the incoming call may not have CID name information. If you are expecting calls
from callers you have already logged or registered in a Database, the CID Lookup will allow
you to look in those tables so you can add the CID name information.

To create the CID Lookups, we must go to PBX > Incoming Call Tools > CID Lookup.

The CID lookup can use any of 4 sources, an HTTP/HTTPS request, a MySQL query,
OpenCNAM, and a VitalPBX Phonebook. You can use the [CIDNUM] variable in your query
to retrieve the CID Name information from your database.
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Image 7.8.1 - CID Lookup module.



Any of these source types will show you the necessary fields to perform your connection and
enter your query.

A sample HTTPS/HTTP request can be as follows.

https://mycrm.com/cid.php?cidnum=[CIDNUM]&customer=vip

For MySQL, the query can look as follows.

select `name` from `customers` where `number` = ‘[CIDNUM]’

The easiest option is to use VitalPBX Phonebooks. Since this allows you to upload a contact
list using a CSV file, any contact in the phonebook can be used for CID lookup. Simply choose
a Phonebook you have created and this is now your database for CID Names.

You can then apply the CID Lookup to your inbound routes, and the CID Name information will
be populated by the CID Lookup response.

Section 7, Lesson 9 - Dynamic Destinations
An even more advanced way to route your incoming calls is using our Dynamic Destinations
add-on module. This is a free add-on module you can install in your VitalPBX installation. Once
the add-on is installed, you can go to PBX > Applications > Dynamic Destinations.

You can create multiple Dynamic Destinations, so you need to enter a Description to identify
this dynamic destination. Dynamic destinations will query either a MySQL database or an
HTTP/HTTPS request with a URL. Depending on the Source Type you choose, the required
fields will appear so you can perform your connection and query.

A sample MySQL query can be as follows.

select ‘VIP_CUSTOMER’ as `response` from `customers` where `number` = ‘[CIDNUM]’
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Image 7.9.1 - Dynamic Destinations module.



You can use the [CIDNUM] variable to add the Caller ID Number to your query. Depending on
the Response, you can choose a Destination.

You can then use the Dynamic Destination as a destination for any module, for example, an
inbound route.

Section 7, Lesson 10 - Dynamic Routing
As we saw in the Extensions section, you can enable a feature called Dynamic Routing. With
dynamic routing, you can create dynamic routes to connect the calling party with the extension
they were speaking with. This way, if you have a caller speaking with an extension, and they
hangup or the call is dropped, the next time the caller calls your business, the Dynamic Routing
module will check their Caller ID information and connect them with the extension,
independently if there is another route for that DID.

To use this feature, you must first enable it on the extensions under the PBX > Extensions >
Extensions > Advanced. Remember to Save/Update and Apply Changes.

Once this is enabled, you can modify how the feature behaves by going to PBX > Calls
Routing > Dynamic Routing.
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Image 7.10.1 - Dynamic Routing enabled for an extension.

Image 7.10.2 - Dynamic Routing module’s General Tab.



In the General Tab, you can change the Expiration Time for how long you will keep the
Dynamic Route. You can then establish the number of Digits to Match for the caller's Caller ID
number. You can then enable the ability to Delete Used Records, which will delete the
dynamic route once it is used. This means that when the callers call again and are routed to the
extension they were talking to the record will be deleted, and the next time they call, they will
go through the normal routing. Finally, you can choose to Only Keep Missed Calls. This
means that only outgoing calls that are missed by the extension will be saved to the Dynamic
Routing List.

Next, we have the Dynamic Routing List. This is a table that will show you all the current
dynamic routes with the caller information. You can also delete records from the Actions
column.

If you made any changes here, you can Save and Apply Changes.

Section 7, Lesson 11 - Languages
Multiple businesses nowadays tend to their customers in multiple languages. It is important we
are able to consider this possibility and our VitalPBX responds with the appropriate voice
prompts. For this, we can intervene with a Language router. This will go in between our
intended destination and our origin point, like an inbound route or IVR. To create this Language
router we must go to PBX > Incoming Call Tools > Languages.

Now, enter a Name and a Description to identify this language router. The name cannot have
any spaces or special characters. Select the Language from the dropdown menu. For more
language options refer to the Asterisk Sounds section and lesson. Finally, set your intended
Destination. Save and Apply Changes.
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With this set, you can place this language router between your origin and intended destination.
This is most commonly an IVR where you have the option to “press 2 for Spanish,” for
example. This entry is set to the language router we created, and the call is then taken to the
Final Destination we set. Remember to Save/Update and Apply Changes.

Now all the voice prompts from here on will have the new language prompts play back.

Conclusion
With this, you have a more advanced experience with your incoming calls, giving all of the
possibilities to your callers. With the use of all these tools, you can ensure that your calls will
always be routed to the appropriate destination no matter the time, destination, or language.

SECTION 8 - APPLICATIONS

Introduction
We have now seen various essential destinations we can use with VitalPBX to tend to calls.
Now, let’s take a look into some additional applications we can use for a more feature-rich
experience with your VitalPBX installation. Everything from Conferences, Speed Dials, Parking,
and much more to come in this section.

Section 8, Lesson 1 - Feature Codes
We have now seen various codes we can use to perform multiple actions in VitalPBX. Here is
the full list of feature codes you can use. You can find the Feature Codes under PBX >
Applications > Feature Codes. Most of these codes can be modified to another code, as long
as it does not clash with the existing numbering plan. Meaning that if the code is not used
anywhere else in the system you can change it to anything. They can also be Enabled or
Disabled from here. This is different from using a Feature Category, since this is a global
setting, meaning that the feature is Enabled or Disabled for the whole system.

• BLACKLIST
• *30 - Blacklist a Number. This feature code is used to enter a number you

wish to blacklist.
• *31 - Remove Number From Blacklist. This feature code is used to remove a

number from the blacklist.
• *32 - Blacklist Last Caller. This feature code is used to block the last caller

from the extension dialing this code.

• BUSINESS SERVICES
• *34 - Wakeup Call. This feature code is used to set up a wakeup call to the

extension dialing this code.
• *35 - Remote Wakeup Call. This feature code is used to set up a wakeup call

to a remote extension. This feature comes disabled by default, so it needs to
be enabled before use.

• *37 - Speak Last Number. This feature code is used to listen to the Last
Number that called the extension dialing this code.
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• *38 - Reminder. This feature code is used to set up a reminder to the
extension dialing this code. The user will record a message and set up the
time when the reminder is played back to them.

• CALL COMPLETION (CCSS)
• *40 - Call Completion (Toggle). This feature code toggles the Call Completion

feature on and off.
• *41 - Cancel Call Completion. This feature code cancels a call completion set.

• CALL CENTER
• *50 - Add/Remove Queue Agent. This feature code will log in or log out an

agent from a specific queue.
• *51 - Pause/Resume Queue Agent. This feature code will Pause or Resume

an agent from a specific queue.
• *52 - Queues Log In/Log Out. This feature code will log in or log out an agent

from all the queues they belong to.
• *53 - Queues Pause/Resume. This feature code will Pause or Resume an

agent from all the queues they belong to.
• *54 - Spy on Extension in Barge Mode. This feature code will spy an

extension’s call in barge mode, meaning that the extension that dials this code
is able to speak with both parties in the call they barged into. This feature is
disabled by default. You need to enable it to use it.

• *55 - Spy on Extension. This feature code will allow the extension that dialed
the code to listen to the call on another extension. This feature is disabled by
default and needs to be enabled to be used.

• *56 - Spy on Extension in Whisper Mode. This feature code allows the
extension that dialed this code to listen to another extension’s call, but can
only speak to the other extension not the third party in the call. This feature is
disabled by default and needs to be enabled to be used.

• *57 - Spy Random Channels. This feature code allows the extension that
dialed this code to listen to a random extension’s call. This feature is disabled
by default and needs to be enabled to be used.

• *80 - Hot Desking. This feature code allows you to assign an extension
number with their device set to NONE to a Hot Desking device with no
extension number.

• *90 - Hot Desking CC. This feature code allows you to assign an extension
number with their device set to NONE to a Hot Desking device with no
extension number, and immediately log them into their queues. You can use
the shortcode of *90#[Extension Number]#[Features Password] to assign
the extension to the hot desking device and log them into their queues with
their feature passwords in a single line.

• CALL FORWARD
• *36 - Boss/Secretary (Toggle). This feature code will toggle the Boss/

Secretary feature on and off for the extension that dialed the code. They need
to have a Secretary extension assigned for this feature to work.

• *58 - Call Forward Immediately (Toggle). This feature code will toggle on and
off call forwarding immediately to a number set.

• *59 - Set Call Forward Immediately Number. This feature code allows you to
set the number to call forward immediately for the extension that dialed this
code.
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• *60 - Call Forward Unavailable (Toggle). This feature code allows you to
toggle on and off call forwarding to a number set when the extension that
dialed this code is unavailable.

• *61 - Set Call Forward Unavailable Number. This feature code allows you to
set the number to call forward when the extension that dialed this code is
unavailable.

• *62 - Call Forward Busy (Toggle). This feature code allows you to toggle on
and off call forwarding to a number set when the extension that dialed this
code is busy.

• *63 - Set Call Forward Busy Number. This feature code allows you to set the
number to call forward when the extension that dialed this code is busy.

• *64 - Call Forward on No Answer (Toggle). This feature code allows you to
toggle on and off call forwarding to a number set when the extension that
dialed this code does not answer the incoming call.

• *65 - Set Call Forward on No Answer Number. This feature code allows you
to set the number to call forward when the extension that dialed this code
does not answer the incoming call.

• *66 - Do Not Disturb (Toggle). This feature code allows you to toggle on and
off the do not disturb feature for the extension that dialed this code.

• *67 - Follow Me (Toggle). This feature code allows you to toggle on and off
the follow me feature for the extension that dialed this code.

• *69 - Clear all Diversions. This feature code allows you to disable any
diversions that are turned on for the extension that dialed this code. This can
be any Call Forward, Boss/Secretary, DND, and Follow Me.

• *96 - Personal Assistant (Toggle). This feature allows you to toggle on and
off the Personal Assistant for the extension that dialed this code.

• ON CALL FEATURES
• *0 - Disconnect Call. This feature code allows you to disconnect your current

call. This code is always enabled and cannot be changed.
• *00 - Pause/Resume Outbound Call Recording. This feature code allows

you to Pause and Resume the recording of your current outbound call. This
code is always enabled and cannot be changed.

• *07 - Direct Pickup. This feature code allows you to pick up a call ringing in
another extension directly. To use this code dial *07+Extension Number that is
ringing.

• *08 - Pickup Group. This feature code allows you to pick up a call ringing
another extension that belongs to your same Pickup Group.

• *1 - Pause/Resume Inbound Call Recording. This feature code allows you to
Pause and Resume call recording on your current inbound call. This code
cannot be disabled or changed.

• *2 - Attended Transfer. This feature code allows you to perform an attended
transfer of your current call. An attended transfer is when the party you wish to
transfer the call to needs to answer your call before you transfer the call to
them. This code cannot be disabled or changed.

• *3 - One Touch Recording. This feature code allows you to perform an on-
demand recording of your current call. You need to have on-demand
recordings enabled on your extension to use this feature. This code cannot be
disabled or changed.

• *4 - Park Call. This feature code allows you to Park calls to an available
parking space in the default parking. This code cannot be changed or
disabled.
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• #1 - Blind Transfer. This feature code allows you to perform a blind transfer of
your current call. A blind transfer means that the call is transferred immediately
to the party you wish to transfer the call to. This code is always enabled and
cannot be changed.

• PHONEBOOK DIRECTORY
• 411 - Dial By Name Directory. This feature code allows you to access the

dial-by-name directory. In this directory, you can partially dial the name of an
extension to find it.

• TEST SERVICES
• *70 - Speak Date and Time. This feature code will playback the current

system Date and time.
• *71 - Speak Your Extension Number. This feature code will playback the

extension number from the extension that dialed this code.
• *72 - Echo Test. This feature code will allow you to perform an echo test. This

is a test to hear the delay between the system and the extension. Whatever
you say will be played back to you. The less delay there is, the better the
connection.

• *73 - Simulate Incoming Call. This feature code will allow you to simulate an
incoming by having the system call you back after you dial the code.

• SPECIAL FEATURES
• *75 - Lock/Unlock Phone. This feature code will allow you to toggle the lock

on the extension that dialed this code.
• *76 - Change Features Password. This feature code will allow you to change

the Features Password from the extension that dialed this code.
• *77 - Remote Substitution. This feature code will allow you to place a call

from any extension as if you did it from another extension number with their
privileges. You will be asked for the other extension’s feature password to
perform this operation.

• *78 - Customer Code. This feature code will allow you to input a customer
code you have created so it appears in the CDR information.

• *79 - Authorization Code. This feature code will allow you to enter an
Authorization Code you have created to change the Class of Service for the
extension that dialed this code for a single call.

• *81 - Night Mode All. This feature code enables all of the Night Modes
created. Unless the Night Mode has the Ignore Global option enabled.

• *82 - Paging. This feature code will allow you to page a specific extension
number. You need to dial *82+Extension Number to use this code.

• *83 - Paging Duplex. This feature code allows you to page an extension and
the other party will be able to talk back. You need to dial *83+Extension
Number to use this code.

• *88 - Anonymous Calling. This feature code allows you to call another
extension without showing your Caller ID.

• RECORDINGS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
• *92 - Custom Recording. This feature code allows you to create a custom

recording. You can then see these recordings in the Recordings Management
module.

• *93 - Dictation. This feature code allows you to create dictation recordings.
The Extension needs to have this feature enabled.
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• *94 - Record Personal Assistant Message. This feature code allows you to
record your Personal Assistant menu message.

• *95 - Send Voicemail Message. This feature code allows you to send a
voicemail message to an extension.

• *97 - Direct Voicemail. This feature code allows you to access the extension
that dialed this code’s voicemail box.

• *98 - Remote Voicemail. This feature code allows you to access a remote
voicemail box. The Features Password is needed to access the voicemail box
remotely.

Section 8, Lesson 2 - Custom Applications and Destinations
You may find the need to be able to dial certain destinations that do not use a code, like IVRs,
for example. Or maybe, you wish to have an external number as a destination for a module.
You can perform these tasks using Custom Applications and Custom Destinations.

Let’s start with Custom Applications by going to PBX > Applications > Custom
Applications.

A custom application allows you to assign a Code to a Destination that does not use one, for
example, IVRs. So with the code and destination, all you need is to add a Name and Enable it.
Then Save and Apply Changes.

You can then dial the code you just created and you will reach the destination assigned to it.

Now, let’s say you wish to add a code or feature external to your VitalPBX installation and use it
as a destination. Like a code in another PBX system, or a cellphone number. For this, we can
create a Custom Destination under PBX > Applications > Custom Destinations.
Here, you just add a Description to identify the destination, and the Number to Dial, add
Caller ID information if needed, and set a Class of Service. Now, you can set this as a
destination in any module, and no matter the Class of Service the extension or module might
have, the Custom Destination’s Class of Service is the one considered. This way, if you have a
restrictive Class of Service, you can use these Custom Destinations to reach external features.
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You can even use a Custom Application that uses a Custom Destination to reach those
features.

Section 8, Lesson 3 - Speed Dialing
If you or multiple people are calling a long number often, using a Speed Dial is the best way to
shorten it. To create a speed dial you must go to PBX > Applications > Speed Dialing.

Simply add a Description to identify this speed dial, set the Speed Dial Code, and enter the
Destination number. The Class of Service can be inherited from the extension or module that
dialed this speed dial or any Class of Service you specify. Then Save and Apply Changes.
Now, whenever you dial the Speed Dial code, you will be calling the longer destination number.

Additionally, you can import and export Speed Dials using the Import/Export Speed Dialing
module. This module is located at PBX > Applications > Import/Export Speed Dialing. You
can upload a CSV file and click on the green Import Speed Dials button in the lower right-
hand corner. To export the Speed Dials you have created, click on the blue Export Speed
Dials button in the lower right-hand corner.
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Section 8, Lesson 4 - Conference Bridges
It is common for multiple people to join in a single conversation. With VitalPBX you can host
audio conference rooms for multiple people in what we call Conference Bridges. To create
one, you must go to PBX > Applications > Conferences.

With a conference, more than 3 people can join in a single call. They can all call into the
conference bridge from either any extension or an incoming call to join the conversation.

First, you must enter the Code used to reach this conference bridge and add a Description to
identify it. We recommend you set a User and a Leader PIN to identify users and leaders for
this conference bridge. All other settings can be left by default and then Save and Apply
Changes. Additionally, you can customize the Conference Bridge with the following settings.

• Max Members - This is used to limit the number of participants in this conference
bridge.
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• Video Mode - You can enable this feature to have video in the conference bridge. It is
important to know that this will only work for extensions that have devices that
support PJSIP/SIP-based video calling. This will not work for external callers doing an
incoming call to the VitalPBX installation. You can choose between these options:

• None - This is used to disable the video mode feature.
• Follow Talker - This is used to show the video of who’s currently talking in the

conference.
• Admin - This will show the video for leaders only at the conference.
• Last Admin - This will show the video for the last leader to join the

conference.
• Selective Forwarding Unit - This sets a multi-stream operation for a multi-

stream video conference so multiple people are shown at once.
• Language - This sets the language for the voice prompts in the conference bridge.
• Record - When enabled, this will record the conference call.
• Join Announcement - This is an announcement that is played back when someone

joins the conference.
• Music on Hold - This is a Music on Hold class that will play when a user is waiting.
• Announce User Count - You can set this to Yes to enable it, No to disable it (this is

the default value), and a positive number to announce the number of users to
everyone when the number of members is above this number.

• Class of Service - You can assign a Class of Service to a conference bridge since
you can enable inviting external numbers. This determines the numbers you can dial
from within the conference.

• Music on Hold When Empty - This determines if MoH will play while there is only one
person in the conference.

• User Count - Announces to new callers the number of participants in the conference.
• Announce Join/Leave - Will announce conference members when someone joins or

leaves the conference. Users will be asked to record their names before joining the
conference.

• Announce Only User - This will announce the last member that they are the only
member left in the conference.

• Wait for Leader - Users will not be able to speak with each other until a Leader joins.
• Start Muted - All users start muted when they join the conference.
• Drop Silence - When a member is not speaking, silence will not be transmitted,

saving bandwidth and improving performance.
• Quiet - This will mute all voice prompts from this conference.
• Kick Users - All users are kicked when the last leader leaves the conference.
• Talk Detection - This determines whether to send event notifications when a user

starts and ends speaking to the Asterisk Management Interface (AMI).
• Allow to Invite - This allows inviting external people once you are in the conference

dialing ** or 0.

Section 8, Lesson 5 - Pickup Groups
It is common for extensions to be located in near physical locations. So, there might be
occasions when a user is not at their desk and their extension starts to ring. Another user can
pick up the call, but instead of moving physically to the other desk, they can pick up the call
from their extension. We already saw that you can use the *07+Extension Number to directly
pick up a call. But if this occurs frequently, you can assign these extensions to a Pickup
Group.
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To create a Pickup Group, you must go to PBX > Applications > Pickup Groups.

First, enter a Description to identify the Pickup Group. Then, we need to add Members. You
can add as many members as you want by clicking the green Add button in the right-hand
corner. And you can remove them by clicking the red Trash button to the right.

Members are comprised of an Extension number, whether or not they are Members, and
whether or not they are Allowed to Pick up. If you are a member, your calls can be picked up,
and if you are allowed to pick up you can pick up the calls from another member. So, you can
combine these options to select who can pick up calls and whose calls can be picked up
within the Pickup Group.

Section 8, Lesson 6 - DISA
Now let’s look into DISAs. DISA stands for Direct Inward System Access. This means that this
is a feature that allows you to use internal features from a PBX from an external call. This way,
you can call your VitalPBX from an external number and start using any internal feature like
Custom Applications, call other extensions directly, or any other feature that uses an internal
code.
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To create a DISA we must first go to PBX > Applications > DISA. A DISA only requires a
Description so you can identify it. A Password is automatically generated and is highly
recommended since this will allow you to dial numbers based on the Class of Service
assigned. You can then establish a Caller ID Name and Number to use since you can place
outgoing calls from the DISA. Keep in mind that whenever you place an incoming call to a DISA
and then make an outgoing call you will have two calls established through your trunk.
Finally, you have the Response and Digit Timeouts. These are the amount of time in seconds
you have to enter a number, and the time in between digits pressed.
You can then Save and Apply Changes. Now you can use the DISA to call into your VitalPBX
and dial internal codes and numbers as if you are an extension in the system.

Section 8, Lesson 7 - Call Back
Next, let’s take a look at the Call Back module. The Call Back module allows you to set an
automatic call from VitalPBX to a phone number and connect it with a destination. Usually, you
will have a callback for each user that utilizes this feature, with their phone numbers set. To
create a callback we must go to PBX > Applications > Call Back.

For a callback, we first set a Description so we can identify it. Next, we have the Number and
Prefix field. These are used to establish a static number to callback when you reach this
callback destination. The prefix is used if it is needed with your outbound routes. If the Number
field is left blank, then the Caller ID Number is used instead. You can add a Delay in seconds
from when the incoming call ends and the system places the callback. You need a Class of
Service since this module places an outbound call, so it needs to have permission to dial the
set number. Finally, set the Destination to where the callback will connect with the outgoing
call. Save and Apply Changes.

This feature is usually used so it is the business that is charged for the calls instead of your
personal phone number. We see this most often used with the DISA module as it will your
external phone number and connect you with a DISA so you can use internal features or place
outgoing calls from the business’s VitalPBX instead of your personal devices.
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Section 8, Lesson 8 - Paging and Intercom
Up next, we have the Paging and Intercom module. This module allows you to create what we
call Paging Groups. Paging groups can be comprised of devices that support auto-answer, or
dedicated devices for Paging and Intercom. These dedicated devices can be SIP-based
paging speakers, for example. To create our paging groups, we must go to PBX >
Applications > Paging and Intercom.

First, you need to enter the Code you will use to reach this paging group, this can use any
digits and the star (*) symbol. Next, add a Description to identify this paging group. Afterward,
include the Extensions you wish to page. Again, if these are regular desktop devices, they
need to support auto-answering with speaker mode. Otherwise, this will not work. If you want
to be able to have a two-way conversation with the paged extensions, you can enable Duplex
Audio, so you can speak both ways. With this, you can Save and Apply Changes. Now you
can dial the code you created and page the extensions assigned to the paging group.

Additionally, you can add the following settings.

• Announcement - this is an announcement that will play on the selected extensions
when you call this paging group.

• Timeout - This is the time in seconds after which the paging group call will timeout.
• Mode - Here you establish the Default mode, which is to speak from the device you

called the paging group, or Announcement, to playback the announcement set to this
paging group.

• Ignore Forward Call - When this is enabled, if the extension in the paging group has
a call forward enabled, this will be ignored, and the extension will ring with auto-
answer anyway.

• Quiet Mode - This will disable the tone that plays when calling this paging group
announcing that the extension is being paged.

• Record Paging - This will record the call whenever the paging group is called.
• Skip Busy - This will ignore the status of the extension if the extension is currently in

a call and ring the device anyway.
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Finally, you can also establish MulticastRTP IP Addresses through a specific Port. If the
devices you wish to page, like a dedicated paging device, use MulticastRTP you can establish
its IP Address and port to cast the RTP packets. You can add as many IP Addresses as you
need by clicking the green Add button in the right-hand corner.

Section 8, Lesson 9 - Paging Pro
Taking advantage of the announcement abilities with the Paging and Intercom module, we have
created a commercial add-on module called Paging Pro. This commercial add-on module
allows you to schedule the announcements to playback in the paging group devices
automatically.

This is useful for environments with constant announcements that need to be played in a
schedule. For example, transportation terminals, schools, warehouses, etc.

To use the Paging Pro add-on, you need to install it under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons.
Once the add-on is installed the feature will expand the Paging and Intercom module. So, we
can go back to PBX > Applications > Paging and Intercom.

You will now see a Schedule tab. Here you can Enable or Disable the scheduling of the
automatic announcement. Then, you will see fields to add dates and times of when the
announcements will be played. The Time is the time of the day it will play the announcement,
Start and End Day is a range of days that the announcements will be scheduled.

Next, you can exclude specific dates where the announcements will not playback. These can
be special holidays or off dates where you don’t want the announcements to page the paging
groups.

This is a great tool to automate processes within your business and offer a greater experience
to your customers.

Section 8, Lesson 10 - Call Parking
Next up we have Call Parking. Call parking is best understood if you think of it as a literal
parking lot, where you can park ongoing calls into spaces within the parking lot. By default, we
have the Default Parking 700 with 10 spaces available. To create a Parking, you must go to
PBX > Applications > Parking.
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The first thing you will need to establish is the Code for this parking. The code works a little bit
differently with parking. The code is used to reach the parking lot as a whole. The parking
spaces start from the next number from your code and are defined by the number of Parking
Positions you establish. For example, if you set the code to 900 and define 10 parking
positions, your parking spaces are from 901 to 910. You can leave the rest of the fields with the
default values and Save and Apply Changes.

Additionally, you can configure the following options.

• Parking Time - This is the amount of time in seconds a call can stay in a parking lot
before returning.

• Comeback Dial Time - This is the amount of time in seconds a parked call will dial
the device that originally parked the call after timing out in the parking space.

• Courtesy Tone - This option will play back a courtesy tone when picking up a parked
call. This can playback to the caller, the callee, or both.

• Music on Hold - This is the Music on Hold class that plays while in a parking space.
• Call Transfer - This is used to specify who can execute a DTMF-based transfer in the

call when picking up a parked call. You can choose between the caller, the callee,
both, or no.

• Call Re-Parking - This is used to specify who can execute DTMF-based parking in
the call when picking up a parked call. You can choose between the caller, the callee,
both, or no.

• Call Hangup - This is used to specify who can execute a DTMF-based hangup in the
call when picking up a parked call. You can choose between the caller, the callee,
both, or no.

• Find Slot - This is the order in which the calls get parked. You can choose to use the
first available position or use the next position based on the last space position used.

• Return to Originator - If this is enabled, after the parked call times out it will return to
the device that parked the call. If it is disabled, the call will be taken to the Timeout
Destination.

• Announce Space Number - If enabled, the system will announce the parking
position in which the call was parked.

• Record - If enabled, this will record the parked call.
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To use the call parking you have a couple of options. If you use the feature code *4 this will
park the call using the Default Parking. The parking position used will be based on the Find
Slot option you chose. If you have Announce Space Number enabled, you will hear the parking
position in which the call was parked. You can then call this parking space position from any
device to retrieve the parked call.

You can also transfer calls to a specific parking position. For example, you can blind transfer a
call to parking position 705. Now, anyone can dial 705 to retrieve the parked call.

Parking positions can be set to BLF keys with devices that support monitoring parking spaces.
This way, you can monitor the parking space from your device and retrieve parked calls in that
space with a single button press. This same BLF key can be used to park calls as well.

Call Parking is a nice way to set an ongoing call aside and retrieve it from any device. This is
similar to how calls were placed on hold in traditional PBX systems, and anyone on the same
server can retrieve the call.

Section 8, Lesson 11 - Voicemail Broadcast Groups
A simple way to leave a message to multiple extensions is using Voicemail Broadcast
Groups. With voicemail broadcast groups you can send a voicemail message to the voicemail
box of multiple extensions. To create a Voicemail Broadcast group you must go to PBX >
Applications > Voicemail Broadcast Groups.

First, you need to establish the Code to reach this Voicemail Broadcast Group. The code can
be any number and star (*) symbol. Next, we add a Description to identify this group. Lastly,
we select the Extensions to include in this group. Only extensions with voicemail enabled are
eligible to be part of Voicemail Broadcast Groups. Additionally, you can set a Password to this
group so you need to enter a password when dialing the code. Finally, you can enable or
disable Skip Instructions, to skip the voice prompts for this feature and leave a voicemail
message immediately when calling this Voicemail Broadcast Group.

Now, you can Save and Apply Changes. Whenever you call the code for this voicemail
broadcast group, you will be able to leave a voicemail message to multiple extensions at once.
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Conclusion
With all of these applications, you can make a more advanced use of your VitalPBX installation.
This adds to the everyday use of VitalPBX, other than placing and receiving calls. You can now
page extensions, leave voicemail messages to multiple extensions, place a call to a DISA to
use internal features from an external call, park your calls, and much more. Making your
experience richer and fully featured.

Now, this is not everything that VitalPBX can do. There are many more features we will continue
to explore throughout this guide, especially with our add-ons.

Let’s Continue exploring everything that VitalPBX can offer.

SECTION 9 - REPORTS

Introduction
VitalPBX offers various reports you can use to monitor your different calls and devices. Let’s
explore the CDR reports for a detailed view of your calls, and how to filter them. As well as
various PBX reports to see the status of your devices and trunks.

Section 9, Lesson 1 - CDR Reports
The CDR or Call Detail Records/Reporting allows you to see the full history of calls in your
VitalPBX installation. This way you can track calls to the time and second they occurred. To go
to the CDR reports we must go to Reports > CDR Reports > CDR.

As mentioned previously, all calls placed and received will be displayed here. In the top
section, you can filter out the calls for a specific search. We will see how to create advanced
filters in the next lesson. You can quickly filter by the Source and Destination, as well as a
Date Range by establishing the From and To date range. You can then click the green
Refresh button in the lower right-hand corner to apply the filters.
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Next, you have the Call Records table. You can choose how many entries to see per page.
This table shows you the Date and Time the call was placed/received, the Caller ID
information, From where the call was placed, To where the call was made, the DID number
called, the Call Type, the Duration of the call from the moment it started ringing, the Talk Time
from when the call was answered, the Account Code if it was used, the Customer Code if it
was used, the Status, and the Call Recording.

If you have a Starter License or are subscribed to any of our Licensing Plans, you will have the
CEL Events extended feature. We will see more about CEL events, and how to enable and
configure them later.

This table of records can be exported in CSV or PDF format. You can then process this
information using a number processing application.

You can listen to a call recording by clicking on the Play icon in the call recording column. This
will open a modal with the call recording and will show a download button to download the call
recording file.

This way you can listen to call recordings directly and download the files. For a more advanced
way to manage and download call recordings, please refer to the Sonata Recordings lessons
and manual.
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When you have the CEL Events extended feature, you can click on the hamburger (three
lines) icon under the CEL Events column for a specific call. CEL Events can show you the
trajectory of a call and allow you to monitor and troubleshoot how a call behaves.
CDR is a useful and powerful tool to monitor the call history for the whole VitalPBX. Now let’s
look at how we can filter the CDR records in a more advanced way.

Section 9, Lesson 2 - CDR Filters
Our CDR records can become massive over time, and we might want to filter our results for a
more specific set of calls. To do this, we can create CDR filters we can use over and over with
our CDR reports. To create our CDR filters we must go to Reports > CDR Reports > CDR
Filters.

First, we will need to enter a Description to identify the CDR filter. Next, we can add Duration
and Talk Time Filters. This will limit the search to calls longer than a certain amount of
seconds, but shorter than a certain amount of seconds. Duration is a call from the moment it
starts ringing, and Talk Time is a call from the moment it is answered.

Afterward, we have Search Conditions. These are the heart and soul of our CDR filters. With
these search conditions, we can make our CDR filters as specific as possible.

Search Conditions are comprised of the following aspects.

• Condition - This is the type of condition you are adding. There are two options, AND
or OR. AND means that the condition has to be met for the filter to apply, and OR
means that this is an optional condition. If you have experience with MySQL-type
searches, these condition types will make more sense as these filters are basically a
MySQL search.

• Search By - This is the field that this condition will consider in the search. You can
choose between the following options.

• Caller ID - This will use the Caller ID information field.
• Source - This will use the source field. The source is who originated the call.
• Destination - This will use the destination field. The destination is the number

dialed.
• DID - This will use the DID field. The DID is the DID number dialed. This is only

for incoming calls.
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• Account Code - This will use the Account Code field. An account code is
created in Extensions and helps filter by group of extensions using the same
account code.

• Customer Code - This will use the Customer Code field. A customer code is
created in the customer code module. This is used to filter by a common
customer type for easier searching.

• Status - This will use the Status field. The status is the outcome status of a
call. This can be Answered, No Answer, Busy, or Failed.

• Call Type - This will use the Call Type field. The call type is the type of call that
was made. This can be Internal, for calls between extensions, Incoming, for
calls received through a trunk, Outgoing, for outgoing calls made through a
trunk, and Transit, for incoming calls that came through a trunk and were
routed to another trunk.

• Value - This is the value used for the Search By option.
• Exclude - This will determine if the condition will be included or excluded in the

search.
• Mode - This is how the value is considered. You can consider the value Exactly as it

is, Beginning with, is Contained within, or Ending with. Status and Call Type can only
have Exact modes.

You can create as many Search Conditions as you need to make the CDR filter as specific as
you want by clicking the green Add button in the right-hand corner. Remove them by clicking
the red Trash button next to the condition. You can then proceed to Save.

For example, we can make a filter that searches for calls made by extension 2000, by setting a
condition that uses the Source of 2000 and is matched exactly. Then we can have another
condition saying that calls from extension 2000 were to other extensions, by setting an AND
condition with the Destination set to Beginning with 20, as our extensions begin with 20.
And we only want to see Answered calls so we add an AND condition with the Status set to
Answered.

We can apply our CDR filter in the CDR reports at Reports > CDR Reports > CDR, and click
Refresh.

As you can see, the CDR report will show calls that match our filter.
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Image 9.2.2 - CDR report with CDR Filter applied.



Section 9, Lesson 3 - PBX Reports
Next, we will see PBX reports. These are a set of reports that will help you monitor the
registration of devices and trunks, as well as active calls in your VitalPBX in real-time. Let’s
start with Active Calls by going to Reports > PBX Reports > Active Calls.

Here you will see all of the active calls in your VitalPBX at that moment in real-time. If you place
a call to another extension or a feature code, you will see the call appear and display
information about that particular code.

Next, we will see modules specific to PJSIP, SIP, and IAX technologies. Within these
modules, you will see information about the extensions, trunks, and outbound registrations
in your VitalPBX.

We will only see the PJSIP module as this is basically the same for SIP and IAX devices. So we
go to Reports > PBX Reports > PJSIP Endpoints.

The module will have three tabs. In the case of PJSIP, we first have the Endpoints tab these
are the devices created for our extensions. You can see the extension number they are
associated with, as well as the registration status for the devices. Since PJSIP can have
multiple registrations for a single device, you may see multiple contacts in the contacts
column. What is important to see here is that contacts have a status indicator. This indicator
will shift from red to green depending on the registration status. All of this is updated in real-
time. This way, you are able to monitor the registration of your devices. So if you turn off or de-
register a device you will see it turn red or disappear from the table in real time.
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Image 9.3.1 - Active Calls module.

Image 9.3.2 - PJSIP Endpoints module’s Endpoints tab.



The next tab is the Trunks tab.

In the trunks tab, you can see your trunks and the registered devices. Similarly to the
extensions, you have a status indicator to see if your trunk is registered successfully. The green
indicator would mean that the trunk is registered successfully.

Trunks can be extended to the Outbound Registrations tab if you are using registration
authentication with your trunks. This means you have a username and secret to register your
trunks. This tab will give you additional information about your registration status.

As mentioned before, this is the same idea for the SIP and IAX devices reports. With these
reports, you can monitor in real-time the registration status of your extensions and trunks.

Conclusion
These are powerful and useful reports you can use to monitor the activity in your VitalPBX and
have a better insight into the different devices and calls your users have. Additional reports are
added when you add the Queues Callback and IVR stats add-on modules. To see these in
action, please refer to the IVR Stats and Queues Callback section and lessons. The different
reports VitalPBX offers make it easy for you to know how your VitalPBX is standing.

For Call Center Queue and Agent reports and for reports based on the call recordings in your
VitalPBX, as well as real-time call monitoring for your different agents, please refer to the
Sonata Stats, Sonata Recording, and Sonata Switchboard manuals, guides, and lessons.
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Image 9.3.3 - PJSIP Endpoints module’s Trunks tab.

Image 9.3.4 - PJSIP Endpoints module’s Outbound Registrations tab.



SECTION 10 - USER PORTAL

Introduction
End users also have the ability to have a User Portal where they can manage their extensions
and use different features on the VitalPBX user interface. This portal is a graphical way for end-
users to monitor and manage their Voicemails, Call History, and different diversions for their
extension.

Section 10, Lesson 1 - User Portal
To use a User Portal, you first need to enable it on the extension for the end-user. This can be
done under PBX > Extensions > Extension > Advanced. Here, you will find the User Portal
section at the bottom of the Advanced tab.

First, you need to set Enable Portal to Yes. Then, add a Portal User and Password.
Optionally, you can add a User Image to identify the user. This image must be a square image
in PNG or JPEG format. Then you can Save/Update and Apply Changes.

By enabling the User Portal and adding a Portal User and Password, the user will also appear
in the Users module under Admin > Admin > Users. They will have the Portal User Profile
assigned.

Here, you can add additional features or modifications by making changes to the User Profile
and changing the settings of the user if needed.

We can now log out as the Administrator and Log back in using the Portal User and Password
we created.
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Image 10.1.1 - User Portal section in an Extension.

Image 10.1.2 - Portal user in the Users module.



Once you log in with the Portal User and Password, you will be greeted with the My Extension
module. This is located under Portal > Configure > My Extension. The My Extension module
is where you can perform various actions over your assigned extension as an end-user portal
user.

First, you have the General Tab. Here you can change the following options.

• Email Address - This is the email address associated with the portal user’s extension
for the different notifications sent by the system.

• Voicemail Password - This is the password used to access the portal user’s
voicemail box using the *97 feature code.

• Language - This is the language used for the different voice prompts for the various
features in VitalPBX.

• Timezone - This is the time zone associated with the voicemails and CDR call history
for this portal user.

• Ring Time - This is the ring time for the portal user’s extension before going to
voicemail or hanging up.

• Enable Voicemail - This feature will enable or disable voicemail for this extension.
• Attach Voicemail - This is whether or not the extension will attach the voicemail

recording file with the voicemail to email feature.
• Delete Voicemail - This will delete the voicemail recording file after the voicemail is

sent using the voicemail-to-email feature.
• Play Envelope - This is whether or not the system will add the voicemail information

at the beginning of the voicemail recording file.
• Say CID - This is whether or not the system will add the Caller ID information to the

voicemail recording file.

After any changes to these configuration options, you can press the green Update button in
the lower right-hand corner.

Next, we have the Dictation Tab. The dictation tab will have a graphical way to view any
dictations recorded by the portal user. Remember, for this to work, you need to enable
dictation to the portal user’s extension. Then, whenever the portal user records a dictation
using the feature code *93 these dictation recordings can be played back from the Dictation
Tab.
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Image 10.1.3 - User Portal’s My Extension module.



The Dictations table will show you the dictation’s number, the date when it was recorded,
and the dictation name. In the Actions column, you can edit the file name, playback the
dictation, and delete the dictation.

Remember, dictations are voice notes you can record, so you can listen back to them at any
time from your User Portal.

Next, we have the Features Tab. Here portal users can see the different feature codes they
can dial from their extensions.

This is a simple cheat sheet they can use to know what a feature code does.
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Image 10.1.4 - My Extension’s Dictation tab.

Image 10.1.5 - My Extension’s Features tab.

Image 10.1.6 - My Extension’s Follow Me tab.



Afterward, we have the Follow Me Tab. Here, the portal user can configure their Follow Me
Settings.

The settings include the following options.

• Initial Ring Time - This is the time in seconds the extension devices will ring before
going to the Follow Me List.

• Ring Time - This is the time in seconds the module will call the numbers in the Follow
Me List.

• Ring Strategy - This is the strategy the module will use to call the numbers in the
Follow Me List. This can be Ring All or One-by-One.

• Follow Me List - This is the list of numbers the module will contact if the extension
does not answer within the Initial Ring Time.

The end-user is able to enable Follow Me using the feature code *67 afterward.

Finally, there’s the Phone Diversions Tab. Here the portal user is able to manage their phone
diversions.

Similar to what we saw in the Extension Status module, here the end-user is able to manage
the different diversions. They can Enable and Disable their Boss/Secretary, Follow Me, Do Not
Disturb, Call Completion, and Multiple Call Forwards.

Portal users can create their own Time Groups by going to Portal > Configure > My Time
Groups. These are created in the same way we did as the super administrator.
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Image 10.1.7 - My Extension’s Phone Diversions tab.

Image 10.1.8 - My Time Groups module.



The portal user can then associate their time groups with their diversions to automate their
activation.

If the portal user is using the Boss/Secretary feature, they are able to add a white list in the
Phone Diversions tab as well. This way, the numbers added to this white list will skip the Boss/
Secretary and be able to reach the extension directly. You can add as many numbers as you
need by clicking the green Add button.

Lastly, you have the Personal Assistant configurations. We will see this in more detail in the
next lesson.

Continuing with the User Portal, the next module is My Voicemail under Portal > Configure >
My Voicemail. This is a visual way for the end-user to see their voicemail box.

The end-user can see detailed information about the voicemail messages, play them back, and
delete multiple records.

Finally, with the User Portal, end-users can see their call history under Portal > Configure >
CDR.

Here, the portal user is able to see their full call history and listen to their call recordings.
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Image 10.1.9 - My Voicemail module.

Image 10.1.10 - User Portal’s CDR module.



Section 10, Lesson 2 - Personal Assistant
End-users have access to a feature called Personal Assistant. The personal assistant feature
allows end-users to have a dedicated IVR menu. This allows them to record a sound file with
their menu options so when this feature is active callers will have options to press to reach
destinations they set.

To use the Personal Assistant, the end user first needs to record the sound file that will
playback, this is called the Personal Assistant Message. They can do this by dialing the *94
feature code. Once they have recorded a personal assistant message, they can head over to
Portal > Configure > My Extension > Phone Diversions.

The portal user can now configure the personal assistant options. The personal assistant
feature can have up to 4 options callers can press. If they don’t enter any option, callers will be
taken to the Default option.

The personal assistant can also have a Time Group assigned to automate the activation. End-
users can also activate the Personal Assistant feature with the *96 feature code.

Once the personal assistant is activated if you call the extension, you will be greeted by the
personal assistant message. You can press any option and be taken to the assigned
destination.

Conclusion
The User Portal is an easy way for end-users to manage their extension and the different
features assigned to it. Remember that additional options can be added to users by making
changes in the Users module and the portal user profile.

End-users can have full control over their extensions and this is a good way for them to
manipulate their diversions. The personal assistant is a nice way for them to give their callers
options to reach popular destinations if the end-user leaves their extension.
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Image 10.2.1 - Personal Assistant in the User Portal.



SECTION 11 - GENERAL PBX CONFIGURATIONS

Introduction
In this next section, we will see some general configurations you can do with your VitalPBX.
These are more advanced configurations and their location so you can add a more personal
aspect to your VitalPBX installation.

Section 11, Lesson 1 - System General
There are various default configurations you can set for your VitalPBX. These are general
system configurations. To set these you must go to Settings > PBX Settings > System
General.

First, we have the General tab. Here we find the default Extension, Dial Plan, GUI, and
Queues Callback Settings.

For Extensions, we can set the following default settings.

• Default Language - This is the voice prompt language used for new extensions.
• Devices Prefix - This is a prefix automatically added to device users.
• Public Domain - This is the FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) used for various

URL settings. This will overwrite the hostname set for this installation.
• Auto-Generated Passwords Length - This is the default length for auto-generated

passwords.
• Enable Voicemail - This is whether or not voicemail is enabled by default for

extensions.
• Enable Portal - This is whether or not the User Portal is enabled by default.
• Create Hints - This is whether or not Hints are generated for new extensions. Keep in

mind that enabling hints for all extensions can take a toll on system performance.
• Email Credentials - If enabled, this will send the extension welcome email to new

extensions.
• Send Diversion Headers - If enabled, additional call diversion headers will be sent

such as the different Call Forwards. Some SBCs might complain if these are enabled.
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Image 11.1.1 - System General module’s General tab.



For the Dial Plan Settings, we can establish the following default settings.

• Default Ring Time - This is the default time in seconds an extension will ring before
going to voicemail or hangup.

• Attended Transfer Timeout - This is the default time in seconds where a call is
placed after the last digit is dialed for an attended transfer.

• Transfer Digit Timeout - This is the default time in seconds between digits pressed
during a call transfer.

• Features Digit Timeout - This is the default time in milliseconds between digits for a
feature during a call.

• Recording Script - This is a custom script that can be run after a call is recorded.
• Drop Attended Transfer Callbacks - When set to No, Asterisk will call the transfer

initiator back after an early hangup if the transferred party does not answer the
attended transfer.

• Play Call Waiting Tone - When set to Yes a tone will play when an extension receives
a new call while on an existing call.

Finally, we have the Show Add-Ons Menu for the GUI Settings, which will hide direct access
to the Sonata Suite and VitXi from the login screen if it is set to No. And if you have the Queues
Callback module installed, you are able to set the Search Frequency which is how often the
Queues Callback will search for queued calls for a callback.

If you make any changes in this module, you can then Save and Apply Changes.

Next, we have the System Prompts tab. Here, you can change the voice prompts used when
you have Do Not Disturb turned on, and the prompt that plays back when a blacklisted
number calls your VitalPBX and you didn’t set a destination for blacklisted calls.

Once you select the sound recordings for these voice prompts, you can Save and Apply
Changes.

Lastly, we have the System Directories tab, which will show you the directories for popular
Asterisk locations.

• Asterisk AGI Directory - /var/lib/asterisk/agi-bin
• Asterisk Directory - /etc/asterisk
• Asterisk Log Directory - /var/log/asterisk
• Asterisk Modules Directory - /usr/lib/asterisk/modules
• Asterisk Sound Directory - /var/lib/asterisk/sounds
• Asterisk Spool Directory - /var/spool/asterisk
• Asterisk Libraries Directory - /var/lib/asterisk
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Image 11.1.2 - System Prompts tab in System General.



Section 11, Lesson 2 - PJSIP Settings
Now let’s take a look into various advanced settings we can configure for the technologies
VitalPBX manages. Note that we are not covering every single option throughout this guide as
these get more specific to the technology and go out of the scope of this guide. This is more
for you to know where you will find these settings should you need to modify them. To learn
more about these settings and what they are used for, we recommend you look into Asterisk’s
official documents about the topic and documentation dedicated to the technologies
themselves. You can also use the tooltips for each option by hovering over a field title. Here
we just make sure that they are available to you. We will first cover PJSIP Settings as this is the
main technology for VitalPBX.

First, let’s go to Settings > Technology Settings > PJSIP Settings. Here you will find general
settings for the PJSIP protocol.

We visited this module when we looked into the NAT Settings. But aside from this, here you
can define default Codecs PJSIP extensions and Trunks will use. You can also change the
general Language that is used for voice prompts used with PJSIP endpoints. Here you can
also change the Bind and TLS Bind ports. If you change these ports, you must also make the
change in the Firewall so your devices can register with the new ports.

Other important aspects you will find here are the Certificate and SSL Method, but we will see
more about this when we take a look into the security features with VitalPBX.

Most of the time, these features will be left with the default value, but if you make any changes
here, you can Save and Apply Changes.

Now, let’s look into PJSIP Transports. These can be created under Settings > Technology
Settings > PJSIP Transports.

PJSIP Transports are usually used when the server in which VitalPBX is installed has multiple
network interfaces and you have SIP/PJSIP Trunks connected through these interfaces.
When you configure the NAT settings, the IP address used for the SDP (Session Description
Protocol) is the one defined in the NAT settings. Thus your Trunk Provider will reject the calls
because you are not sending the IP Address assigned to you for their service.
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Image 11.2.1 - PJSIP Settings module.



Here is where PJSIP Transports come into play so you can create a transport where NAT
settings are not used and can then be assigned to a Trunk. This way, the trunk at the moment
of creating the SDP uses the IP assigned to the interface connected with the Trunk Provider.

This is a very particular case, and it is uncommon with internet-based VoIP providers. Default
Transports for UDP, TCP, WebRTC, and Microsoft© Teams™ trunks are created automatically,
so there is no need to create these and they cannot be modified or deleted. So creating PJSIP
Transports is rare unless you need it for your use case.

Section 11, Lesson 3 - SIP Settings (Legacy)
Next, we have the SIP Settings under Settings > Technology Settings > SIP Settings. As
mentioned previously, SIP is no longer supported officially and has been deprecated by
Asterisk. These settings are here solely to support migrations from VitalPBX 3 to VitalPBX 4.
This is in the case you had SIP extensions or trunks created with your VitalPBX 3 backup and
restored in a VitalPBX 4 installation. This way, your backup can restored, and we recommend
you migrate your extensions and trunks to PJSIP as soon as possible. Our Extensions Import/
Export can help with this process, but Trunks need to be reconfigured from the ground up.

This module is mostly ignored by newer installations that start with VitalPBX 4 and will be
removed in future versions of VitalPBX as this technology will no longer be available. No new
SIP Devices and Trunks can be created. Rest assured that PJSIP is easy to adopt as it is
backward compatible with any SIP device and SIP Trunk.
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Image 11.2.2 - PJSIP Transports module.



Section 11, Lesson 4 - IAX2 Settings
Next, we have the IAX2 Settings under Settings > Technology Settings > IAX2 Settings. Here
we can configure various options for IAX2. Again, most of the time these do not need to be
changed, and in this guide, we explain only the most common to configure.

In the General Tab, you can change the Bind Port, which is the port used to register IAX2
devices and trunks. If you change this port, you also need to change it in the Firewall Services.
You can also change the default Language for the voice prompts that IAX2 devices use.
Additionally, you can set the Bandwidth which will determine the codec to use from the
selected codec list.

Next, we have the Registration Tab. This tab holds settings used for different timings and
counts.

Afterward, there’s the Codecs Tab. This tab allows you to choose who has the Codec Priority.
This can be one of the following options.

• Caller (Default) - This considers the caller's preferred order over the host’s.
• Host - This considers the hosts’s preferred order over the caller’s.
• Disabled - This disables the consideration of codecs altogether. This is the original

behavior prior to the addition of preferences being added.
• Reqonly - This is the same as Disabled. The call is only accepted if the requested

format is available.
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Image 11.4.1 - IAX2 Settings General Tab.

Image 11.4.2 - IAX2 Settings Registration Tab.



Below, you can choose the codecs to be used with IAX2 devices and trunks. In the left column,
you have the Available Codecs, and to the right the Selected Codecs.

Finally, we have the Security Tab for the IAX2 Settings. Here you will find various security
parameters that you can add to IAX2 devices.

Section 11, Lesson 5 - Device Profiles
Next, we have Device Profiles. Device profiles allow you to configure advanced settings for
the different technologies available. Once again, we aren’t going through every single option as
these are specific to each technology and we recommend you reach out to the Asterisk
documentation for the specifics of each option. You will find the description of each field at the
end of this lesson. We will create some device profiles throughout various lessons as well.

The Device Profiles can be created for PJSIP and IAX2 devices and trunks. Default Profiles
for SIP, PJSIP, IAX2, and WebRTC have already been created. These are the ones used by
default for these technologies. You can modify these default profiles if needed, but this is
uncommon.

To create a profile you only need to select the Profile Type, add a Name, and a Description.
You will then find additional configuration parameters to configure the specific profile. If the
option you are looking to configure is not available in the UI options, you can go to the
Advanced Tab to add the specific header parameter with its value. Afterward, you can Save
and then Apply Changes.
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Image 11.4.3 - IAX2 Settings Codecs Tab.

Image 11.4.4 - IAX2 Settings Security Tab.



For PJSIP Device Profiles we find the following options.

Network

• Transport - desired transport configuration.
• Qualify Frequency - the interval between attempts to rate the contact to reach it. If 0

never qualify. Time in seconds.
• Qualify Timeout - If the contact does not respond to the OPTIONS request before the

time out, the contact is marked as unavailable. If the value is 0 there is no timeout.
• Force rport - force use of the return port.
• ICE support - enable the ICE mechanism to help traverse NAT.
• Rewrite Contact - this allows the contact header to be rewritten with the source IP

address port.
• Remove Existing - this allows registration to succeed by displacing any existing

contacts that now exceed the “Max Contacts” count. Any removed contacts are the
next to expire. The behavior is beneficial when “Rewrite Contact” is enabled and “Max
Contacts” is greater than one. The removed contact is likely the old contact created
by “Rewrite Contact” that the device is refreshing.

• Use AVPF - determine if res_pjsip will use and enforce the use of AVPF for this
endpoint.

• RTP Symmetric - enforce that RTP must be symmetric.
• RTCP Mux - with this option enabled, Asterisk will try to negotiate the use of the

rtcp-mux attribute on all media streams. This will result in RTP and RTCP being sent
and received on the same port. This switches the demultiplexing logic to the
application rather than the transport layer. This option is useful when interoperating
with WebRTC endpoints as they enforce the use of this option.

• Asymmetric RTP Codec - allows the send and receive RTP codec to differ.
• Send Diversion Header - send the forward header, transmitting the forwarding

information to the called user agent.
• Send P-Asserted Identity - send the Header P-Asserted Identity.
• Send Remote-Party-ID - send the Header Remote-Party-ID.
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Image 11.5.1 - Device Profiles module.



• WebRTC - when set to Yes, this also enables the following settings required for basic
WebRTC support to work: rtcp_mux, use_avpf, ice_support, and
use_received_transport.

Media

• Media Encryption - this determines if res_pjsip will use and enforce the use of media
encryption for this endpoint.

• Direct Media - this determines if media can flow directly between endpoints.
• Received Media Transport - this determines if res_pjsip will use the media transport

received in the offer SDP in the corresponding response SDP.
• Optimistic Media Encryption - this determines whether encryption should be used if

possible, but does not terminate the session if not achieved.
• Disable NAT Direct Media - direct media session disable is updated when NAT

obstructs the media session.

DTLS

• DTLS certificate - certificate to use with DTLS connections.
• DTLS Setup - if we are willing to accept connections, connect with the other party, or

both. Valid options are:
• Active - we want to connect with the other party.
• Passive - we only want to accept connections.
• Actpass - we will do both. This value will be used in outbound SDP when offered and

for inbound SDP offers when a remote party sends actpass.
• DTLS Verify - verify that the provided peer certificate is valid.
• DTLS Fingerprint Hash - the hash to use for the fingerprint in SDP.
• DTLS Rekey interval - interval in which to renegotiate the TLS session and reactivate

the SRTP session. If this is not configured or the provided value is 0, reordering will be
disabled.

For IAX2 Device Profiles, we have the following options.

Network

• Host - hostname, or device address.
• Type - this defines the type of device.

• User - this option is a device that makes calls, and requires authentication.
• Peer - this option is a trunk device, accompanied by the Host.
• Friend - this option is a combination of “User” and “Peer”.

• Call Token - this uses requirecalltoken for authentication.
• Qualifier Frequency - this defines the interval of qualifying in seconds. A value of

zero will disable this feature.
• Qualifier Timeout - this defines the maximum response time in milliseconds before a

device is considered unreachable. A value of zero will disable this feature.
• Transfer - allow transfers from this device
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Section 11, Lesson 6 - Voicemail Settings
Now let’s take a look into Voicemail Settings. These can be found under Settings > Voicemail
Settings > Voicemail Settings. Voicemail settings are global settings you can configure for
your voicemail management.

Here you will find various settings that affect global settings for voicemail in your system. You
can configure the following settings.

• Max Message Length - This is the maximum voicemail message length in seconds.
• Min Message Length - This is the minimum voicemail message length in seconds.
• Greetings Length - This is the maximum greeting length in seconds. The Greeting is

the recording of the caller’s name.
• Max Silence - This is the maximum silence length in seconds before VitalPBX ends

the voicemail recording.
• Max Login Attempts - This is the maximum number of attempts users have to log

into their voicemail box.
• Backup Deleted - This is the maximum number of deleted messages saved in the

deleted folder.
• Max Messages - The maximum number of messages you can have per voicemail

box. If set to 0, the voicemail box will be greetings only.
• Locale - This is the locale used for dates. For more locales, you will need to install

them directly to the operating system. If you use multiple languages, we recommend
not using letters for the date format.

• MP3 Attachments - This is an extended feature, only available when you have a
Starter License or any of our licensing plans. This will convert the voicemail recordings
to MP3 files when attaching them using the voicemail-to-email feature.

• Move Heard Msg - This will move heard voicemail messages to the OLD voicemail
folder automatically.

• Force Name - This will force the users to record their names for their voicemail box.
• Force Greetings - Similar to Force Name, where callers will be forced to record a

greeting.
• Use Directory - Allows you to find entries for forward/compose from the voicemail

menu.
• Review Msg - This allows the callers to review their message before sending it to the

extension’s voicemail box.
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Image 11.6.1 - Voicemail Settings module.



• Email Date Format - Here you can define the date format for outgoing emails. You
must use standard strftime format string. The most common options are as follows.

• %A - Full day name.
• %a - Abbreviated day name.
• %d or %e - Day of the month in number.
• %B - Full month name.
• %b or %h - Abbreviated month name.
• %m - Month number.
• %Y - Full year with the century.
• %y - Year abbreviation without the century.

Additionally, you will find the Email Settings tab. This is the same as the template found under
the Email Templates module.

Here, you will find the template used for the voicemail-to-email feature. You can see the list of
variables you can use for the email body. If you made any changes, go ahead and Save and
Apply Changes.
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Section 11, Lesson 7 - Voicemail Timezones
Your end-users can be located in different time zones from the VitalPBX installation. This is why
you can create Voicemail Timezones, so each user can have the appropriate time zone for
their voicemail messages’ envelope. For this, we must go to Settings > Voicemail Settings >
Voicemail Timezones.

First, you must enter the Name of the Voicemail Timezone to create, and select the Time Zone
to consider.

Next, we have the Time Definition. This is what will be played back in the envelope for the
voicemail message a caller leaves us. The supported values are as follows.

• ‘filename’ - This is any Asterisk Sound to play. The filename must be placed between
single ticks and in the exact casing of the file without the file extensions.

• ${VAR} - This is a variable substitution. You can use any variable from the Voicemail
Email Template, such as ${VM_CIDNAME}, ${VM_CIDNUM}, etc.

• A or a - Day of the week (Monday, Tuesday, …).
• B, b, or h - Month name (January, February, …).
• d or e - Numeric day of the month (First, Second, Third, …, Thirty-First).
• Y - Year.
• I - Hour in a 12-hour format.
• H - Hour in a 24-hour format (preceded by “oh”).
• K - Hour in a 24-hour format (not preceded by “oh”).
• M - Minute, with 00 pronounced as “o’clock.”
• N - Minute, with 00 pronounced as “hundred.” (US Military Time)
• P or p - AM or PM.
• Q - This is used for “today”, “yesterday”, or ABdY. (Note: this is not standard strftime)
• R - 24-hour time including minutes.

We already have some Voicemail timezones for eastern, central, central 24, military, and
European. An example of a Time Definition can be as follows.

• Eastern, Time Zone: America/New York - ‘vm-received’ Q ‘digits/at’ IMp
This reads in the GMT (-04:00) Timezone as “Voicemail Received Today at 12:45 PM”.
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Section 11, Lesson 8 - Cron Profiles
You might want to automate various scripts and operations within VitalPBX. For this, you can
create Cron Profiles. Cron profiles are cron jobs that are executed in a specific schedule to
automate different tasks within your VitalPBX server. To create a cron profile you must go to
PBX > Tools > Cron Profiles.

First, enter a Description to identify this cron profile.

Cron jobs can be a little complicated to wrap your mind around if you have never worked with
them before. This is why we have included a Template section to select some of the most
common schedules.

Cron jobs are usually defined in a row of five columns. These have been displayed in the
Settings section. The columns correspond to the Minutes, Hours, Day of the Month, Month,
and Day of the Week. You can enter any number or a star (*) for each field. The number will
correspond to its value for the field. For example, for 12:45 PM you enter 12 for the hours and
45 for the minutes. The same goes for the month, any number between 1-12, for the day of the
month 1-31, and for the day of the week 0-6. The star (*) means every interval of the field. For
example, a star next to the month field means every month, and the same goes for each field.
Keep in mind that the time is strictly in a 24-hour format.

For simplicity, we have also added a template for every field. This will have the most common
option for each field.

If we use the template called Daily, the settings will accommodate to run every day at 00:00
hours (midnight). It will look like in the following image. You can then click on Save and Apply
Changes.
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Image 11.8.2 - Example of a Cron Profile setting.



Section 11, Lesson 9 - Task Manager
Now that you have a cron profile created, we can use it in any module to run a task
automatically. We can also install the Task Manager add-on module. This is a free add-on
module you can install from the add-ons module under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once
the add-on is installed you can find it under PBX > Tools > Task Manager.

The Task Manager module will allow you to run any script you have created automatically using
a Cron Profile. First, you need to upload your script to the following path.

/var/lib/vitalpbx/scripts

Next, you go back to the Task Manager module, add a Description to identify this task, select
the Cron Profile you have created, and select the Script you uploaded. You can decide if the
task is Enabled or not. You can then Save and Apply Changes. Optionally, you can enable the
task in Silent Mode. This means that the task will run with any output it has suppressed.

The script you create can be anything that you want to perform from your VitalPBX server. This
would be a bash script that you would normally run from the Linux CLI, so this task is not
limited to affecting anything in VitalPBX per se, but it can deal with anything you want to
perform from this server.

For example, you can create a script that copies the call recordings from the recordings
directory to another one, or you can copy the backup files from the backups directory to
another one. Then, with the Task Manager, you can run this script under a schedule to
automate this function.
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Section 11, Lesson 10 - Music on Hold
An important aspect of a PBX system is to be able to control the Music on Hold. This allows
us to have a personalized experience for our callers, and give a more professional look to our
business. To configure our music on hold, we must go to Settings > Voice Prompts > Music
on Hold.

In this module, we create a Music on Hold Classes. A class is a playlist of sound files that will
play when Music on Hold is used. Music on Hold is usually abbreviated as MOH.

First, you must enter a Name to identify this Music on Hold Class. Then, we select the Mode
for this MOH, which can be either Files or Custom. Files will allow you to upload WAV files that
can play based on the Sort option you select. You can sort in a Linear fashion, so the Sound
Files play in the order they are uploaded, or in a Shuffle fashion and playback in a random
order.

The first file is uploaded when you click on Save. To upload more files, you must go back to
the MOH Class, select a new sound file, and click on Update. You will see the list of sound files
at the bottom of your MOH class. You can playback the sound files or delete them if necessary.

Additionally, you can set the MOH class as the Default MOH class. When you enable this
option, every module that uses an MOH class will use this MOH class instead of the default
music on hold that comes with VitalPBX. If you set a new MOH class as default, this will
disable the option for any other MOH class that had this enabled. You cannot have two default
MOH classes at once.

Once you have all your sound files uploaded, you can then Apply Changes.

The other mode available is Custom. This is an extended feature for the MOH module, where
you can use a streaming URL to playback instead of predetermined sound files.

To create a custom MOH class, you must enter a Name to identify it and select the Custom
mode. Then, you have the Application field. Here, you can select the application to playback
the streaming MOH. By default, we use the mpg123 application to playback the music, but you
can use any other and enter the parameters here. You can leave this field blank to use the
default values.
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Next, we have the Streaming URL. This is the URL that has the music stream to playback.
This can come from a streaming server or a streaming service that provides this URL.

Make sure that the streaming URL you use does not use HTTPS. This is due to Asterisk not
being able to process HTTPS URLs.

The Format field specifies the format option that the application will provide to Asterisk. The
options you can enter here are the formats that Asterisk can accept, like ulaw, alaw, wav, and
mp3. You can leave this field blank.

You can then Save and Apply Changes.

Note: With Debian 11, there is currently a bug (as of October 2023) with the
FFMPEG libraries that may playback static noise. This may be fixed in a future
version of Debian 11 or Debian 12.

When using a streaming service, make sure that you take into account Copyright based on
your local copyright laws, as well as the quality, reliability, and content of the streaming
music. Remember that any caller will be able to listen to this stream when reaching your
VitalPBX.

Section 11, Lesson 11 - Asterisk Sounds
As mentioned in a previous lesson, businesses nowadays may tend to users in multiple
languages. This means that you must be able to provide the voice prompts in the caller’s
language. With VitalPBX English and Spanish are available by default, but additional languages
can be added with the Asterisk Sounds module. This can be found under Settings > Voice
Prompts > Asterisk Sounds.
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Image 11.11.1 - Asterisk Sounds module.



The list of available voice prompt languages will appear blank in the beginning. To see the list
of the latest languages, click on the green Check Online button. Next to the available
language, you will find the Actions column. Here you can click the green Install button. This
will install the voice prompts for that language. Once installed, you will see a blue Reinstall
button, and a red Trash button to delete the voice prompt.

Once the language is installed, you can select more language options for voice prompts.

If you see that the voice prompts for a specific language are not available, we have created the
following article so you can translate the prompts directly, https://vitalpbx.com/blog/how-to-
translate-for-free-your-pbx-voice/.

In this article, we show you a small application we have created that uses Google© Translate™
to translate the voice prompts. You can then verify the translation and record the prompts, or
use the following article to use Microsoft© Azure’s™ Text-to-Speech to record these prompts,
https://vitalpbx.com/blog/free-voice-guide-with-azure-free/. In this other article, we use
another small application we have created to connect with Microsoft© Azure’s™ TTS
capabilities to record the prompts for us.

Afterward, you can send the translated recordings to us at sales@vitalpbx.com, and we will be
able to add them to a future version of VitalPBX.

Section 11, Lesson 12 - RTP Settings
Next, we will take a look at the RTP Settings. These are found under Settings > PBX Settings
> RTP Settings.
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If you require to change the RTP port range, these can be modified with the RTP Start and
End fields. By default, these go from port 10,000 to 20,000. If you change these ports, make
sure you also make the changes in the Firewall Services under Admin > Firewall > Firewall
Services.

These fields can be left with their default values. You can enable or disable Strict RTP, and
RTP Checksums. We recommend you leave Strict RTP on for security purposes. If it is
disabled, VitalPBX will not drop packets that come from any source that is not the source for
the RTP stream. If you are using a STUN or TURN server you can enter the necessary
information here.

Additionally, you can enable ICE Support in this module. If you are using an ICE server, you
can enter your settings under the ICE Host Settings. Where the Local Address is a LAN IP
Address, and the Advertised Address is a Public IP Address.

If you made any changes here, Save and Apply Changes.

Section 11, Lesson 13 - CEL Settings
If you have a Starter License or any of our Licensing Plans, you automatically obtain extended
features for your VitalPBX installation. One of these is the CEL events that you can see from the
CDR module. These events can be modified in the CEL Settings module. To get there, we
must go to Settings > PBX Settings > CEL Settings.

The first thing you will notice is that CEL will be disabled by default. This is why you might not
see CEL events in the CDR. You can enable them so you can start logging the events. We have
it disabled by default, since logging too many CEL events can fill your storage quickly if it is too
small.

Here you can select the APPs and Events you wish to log for the CEL events. You can also
change the Date Format using the strftime format.

You can then Save and Apply Changes.

With the CEL Events enabled, if you place a new call and check the CEL Events field in the
CDR reports, you will now see information being logged.
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Section 11, Lesson 14 - CDR Settings
If you are using a small server with a large number of calls per minute, alleviating the server
usage is key. So, various optimizations can be made so your server is not fully loaded in peak
time. One of these optimizations can be done with how the CDR operates with the CDR
Settings.

In this module, you can enable Batch Mode for the CDR. With batch mode, instead of logging
every call in the CDR as each call ends, the data will be stored in a buffer. The Max Batch Size
is how many calls are stored in the buffer, and the Max Batch Time is how often in seconds
the calls are transferred from the buffer to the CDR logs and Database.

Note: When Batch Mode is enabled, there is a risk of data loss after unsafe
Asterisk termination. For example, Power Loss, Software Crash, Kill -9, etc. So
keep this in mind when using this feature.

If you made any changes, you can Save and Apply Changes.

Section 11, Lesson 15 - Mini HTTP Server
With VitalPBX, you can host an additional web application using the Mini HTTP Server.
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Image 11.14.1 - CDR Settings module.

Image 11.15.1 - Mini HTTP Server module.



This module is typically used with WebRTC applications such as VitXi, so you can refer to the
VitXi manual for more information on its use with that add-on application.

By default, we use ports 8088 and 8089 for the HTTP and TLS Bind addresses. If you change
these, make sure you also change it in the Firewall Services under Admin > Firewall > Firewall
Services.

To use this mini HTTP server, you need to Enable HTTP, and if you are using a Certificate, you
need to Enable TLS. You can also change the Sessions Limit of how many WebSocket/HTTP
sessions can be connected at the same time, by default this is 1000 sessions.

If you made any changes here, Save and Apply Changes.

Conclusion
These General PBX Configurations allow you to have full control over the technical aspects of
your VitalPBX. It is important for you to know where these settings are located in the case
where you need to make changes. The configurations can be very technical, but we have
already provided the common defaults, so they would be mostly used on special occasions.

Additionally, tools like MOH and Asterisk Sounds make for a more professional appeal with
your VitalPBX Installation.
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SECTION 12 - MULTI-TENANT

Introduction
One of the most sought-after capabilities with VitalPBX is its Multi-Tenant add-on module. This
is a very powerful tool so you can make the most of your VitalPBX Server. In this section, we
will learn what Multi-Tenancy is and how you can use it to manage multiple companies with a
single VitalPBX installation.

Section 12, Lesson 1 - Multi-Tenancy as a Concept
First, we must understand what Multi-Tenancy is, and how we can take advantage of it for our
business.

Multi-Tenancy by definition is:

“A software architecture that allows a single instance to provide services for
multiple clients.”

In other words, it is a shared system between multiple clients but operates in a flexible way and
acts as if it is exclusive to a client. So, clients will feel as if they have a dedicated server for
their use, but in reality, they are a fraction of a bigger system.

Multi-Tenant systems such as VitalPBX utilize three key mechanisms to ensure a secure and
custom environment for each tenant.

• It provides a mechanism for resource distribution. This means it reduces hardware
costs as this mechanism will automatically allocate resources based on use. There is
no need to make calculations or assumptions about the hardware needs of each
tenant. Thus, you optimize the use of the server hardware, allowing you to integrate
more tenants in a single server.

• It utilizes a security isolation mechanism. This prevents invalid access and isolates
tenants from each other. This way, tenants cannot see or access another tenant’s
information or configurations.

• It has a customization mechanism. This provides a UI model for each tenant,
bringing back that theme of individuality between tenants. This supports access
control, processes, and data through management settings. In simple words, each
tenant will have their configurations presented in a personal format.

The advantages of using a Multi-Tenant system include the following.

• Economy - Once again, having a Multi-Tenant environment allows you to have a more
economic model for development and maintenance costs. Instead of deploying
multiple virtual machines locally or with VPS (Virtual Private Server) providers, you
distribute the cost of a single server among multiple customers.

• Easy to Update - In a Multi-Tenant environment, like the one VitalPBX provides, you
have easier administrative labor since it is a single instance, when you update the
main system, all of your tenants update as well. You only need to update a single
instance.
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• Information Security - Each tenant has their configurations and data secured as
each tenant has separate configuration files and are separated at a database level. No
tenant is able to access another tenant’s sensitive information or configurations.

• Server Resource Optimization - As mentioned previously, resources are optimized
so you can manage more tenants in a single server instance.

Now let’s make a clear comparison between Multi-Tenancy and Multi-Instancing. So, what is
Multi-Instance? By definition, it is as follows.

“Multi-Instance is a type of architecture that allows for multiple companies to run
on their own instance, with their own database, operating system, and
application stack on the same hardware platform.”

So, you can think of Multi-Instance as multiple miniature virtual machines or containers that run
as fully independent instances, hence the name Multi-Instance.

Some characteristics of Multi-Instancing can be as follows.

• Independent Logic Storage - This means that each instance is an independent
installation with its own allocated storage.

• Independent Operating Systems - As each instance is a full installation, they may
have their own operating system to run the application stack separately from other
instances.

• Independent Networking - Similar to the previous point, given they are independent
installations, each instance needs to have its own networking configuration.

• One Database Per System - Each instance will need to have its own database to
operate.

Some disadvantages of running a Multi-Instance environment can be:

• Too Individual - This means that management for the instances has to be provided
for each individual instance. This can become too tedious in bigger customer bases.

• Repetitive Actions - As each instance is its own full installation, you may need to
perform similar configurations repeatedly for each one.

• More Resource Expensive - Since you need to allocate hardware resources to
create each instance, you may overcompensate the amount of resources needed for
an instance to prevent any unusual peaks in usage.

Let’s look into Multi-Tenant with VitalPBX and how it works. VitalPBX adheres closely to the
true definition of Multi-Tenancy, where you have Shared Hardware Resources. So there’s no
need to allocate resources to tenants, and tenants will only use as many resources as they
need. It will all be managed in a single server. It is Easy to Update for All Clients, since by
updating VitalPBX from the main tenant/system with the Administrator account, all tenants are
updated as well. There can be Communication Between Tenants, as you can create special
trunks so tenants will be able to call each other, even if they have the same numbering plan.
Each tenant can have their Connectivity to their Own VoIP Provider, giving them more
freedom or a sense of individuality. Additionally, you can Centralize Trunking and Routes, so
instead of configuring trunks per tenant, if you provide them their numbers and routes, you can
share a main trunk and outbound routes from the main tenant/system. Finally, once again, Only
One Server or Virtual Machine is needed to manage multiple tenants.
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In this diagram, you can get a bird’s eye view of how Multi-Tenancy with VitalPBX works.

With the concept explained, you can see that a Multi-Tenant environment allows you to
manage multiple companies with great ease and effectiveness. Now, let’s start creating our
tenants in VitalPBX.

Section 12, Lesson 2 - Tenant Configuration
To start creating a Multi-Tenant environment with VitalPBX, you will first need to install the
Multi-Tenant module under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons.

Note: The Multi-Tenant module in VitalPBX is a commercial add-on. This means
that you need to purchase a license to be able to configure more than one
tenant. Licensing for the Multi-Tenant add-on can be purchased for a bundle of
tenants through the store on the VitalPBX website, or you can subscribe to the
Carrier Plus Licensing Plan so you can create as many tenants as your system
can handle.

If you use the Carrier Plus Licensing Plan, even though software-wise we don’t
limit the number of tenants, we recommend up to 100 tenants in a single server.
This is based on our recommended maximum hardware specifications.

• 16-core CPU at 3.2 Ghz

• At least 32 GB of Memory

• At least 4 TB of Storage

This is mostly an Asterisk limitation to the number of tenant configuration files it
can handle. If you go above this number of tenants you might start experiencing
a decrease in the quality experience for end users and administrators in terms of
system slowdowns, especially when applying changes.

Once the add-on is installed, you can refresh your browser, and you will have the Multi-Tenant
menu option under Admin > Multi-Tenant.
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Now, we must go to Admin > Multi-Tenant > Tenants. Here is where we will configure all of
our tenants.

Here you will first see the General Tab. This is where the main configurations of a tenant will
go. First, add a Name and a Description to identify this tenant. The name cannot have any
spaces or special characters, while the description can.

Next, we have the Prefix, which is a key element to how Multi-Tenancy works with VitalPBX.
The prefix is used throughout the tenant’s configurations to make their devices and trunks
unique. With the prefix, you can have the same numbering plan for every tenant without it
clashing between tenants. By taking advantage of how VitalPBX separates the extension
numbers and devices, you can have extension 1000 in tenant A and extension 1000 in tenant
B.

You can enable or disable a tenant at any time.

Next, we have the Tenant Administrator section. Here, you can create a new user that can
manage the tenant. This is similar to how you create a user in the Users module under Admin
> Admin > Users. You can select a User Profile, which has the Tenant Administrator profile by
default. You can make changes to this user profile or make a new one if you want to add or
remove access to certain modules in the VitalPBX Web UI. When creating a new Tenant
Administrator, you can send the Tenant Welcome Email. This uses the email template found
under Admin > Settings > Email Templates. This can be used to notify the Tenant
Administrator that a new tenant has been created for them and give them the credentials so
they can manage their new tenant. Optionally, you can change the Startup Dialog screen they
will see when they log in.

Next, we have the Privileges section. Here you can establish the number of items the tenant
will be able to create. You can set the number of Extensions, Trunks, Queues, IVRs,
Conference Bridges, Parking Lots, and VitalPBX Connect Devices (If the module is
installed).
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Afterward, you can Allow Recordings for the tenant. When allowing recordings on a tenant,
you will see the Recording Maintenance Settings. This uses our Maintenance add-on
module, which we will see more about later. Here, you can establish how long you are going to
keep Call Recordings, Voicemails, and CDR items. The fields accept any number of days you
wish to keep these items before they are deleted.

With the general settings set, we can now go to the Calls Routing tab.

Here is where you are going to manage the incoming and outgoing calls for this tenant.

With VitalPBX you can configure your Trunks and Outbound Routes on the Main Tenant/System
and share them with your tenants. This way, if you are managing the DID numbers and trunks
for your tenants, you don’t need to configure a trunk for each tenant and create the outbound
routes over and over.

For this, once you have your trunk and outbound routes configured on the main tenant, you
can use what we call Outbound Profiles to share them with your tenants. Outbound profiles
are basically Route Selections that contain the outbound routes you wish to share.

So, go to PBX > Class of Service > Route Selections. Create a Route Selection with your
outbound routes, and Save and Apply Changes.

Then, under the Outbound Profiles field, you can select the Route Selection you have created.
This way, the Route Selection is applied to the All Permissions Class of Service within the
tenant, and the tenant will be able to place outgoing calls.

Extensions within the tenant with this Class of Service, or any Class of Service with this Route
Selection will be able to place outgoing calls through the trunk in the main tenant. Any changes
you make from the main tenant to these routes or trunks will be automatically applied to all
tenants using it.

You can also set a Concurrent Calls Limit, to limit the number of concurrent outgoing calls the
tenant can have.
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For incoming calls, you can declare the DIDs you want to assign to the tenant under the
Inbound DIDs list. Whenever a call comes to the main tenant toward this DID, the call will be
automatically routed to the tenant, and within the tenant, you can create an inbound route to
route the call to any destination.

Next, you can define how to treat the outgoing CID (Caller ID) information with the Restrict CID
option. Here you can choose between the following.

• Disabled - This will allow the tenant to use any CID information they send for
outgoing calls.

• Default - This will use the values entered in the Default External CID fields.
• DIDs - This will allow outgoing calls only if the tenant uses any of the numbers

defined under the Inbound DIDs list. This will prevent tenants from using any CID
information that is not an assigned DID number.

Optionally, you can define specific Emergency Trunks, if these differ from the outbound
profiles. As well as Allowed Tenant Trunks to give the tenant the ability to create a trunk with
other tenants. We will see more about Tenant Trunks in the next lesson. Finally, the Allowed
Outbound Routes is an older way of assigning an outbound route from the Main Tenant to the
different tenants. This is not used as often anymore.

Finally, we have the Settings tab. Here we can define additional settings like a Time Zone for
this tenant, in case it is located in a different time zone to the main system. Select which
External add-ons from the Sonata Suite and VitXi you will allow the tenants to have access
from the User Menu in the upper right-hand corner.

Finally, you can Disable the Trunks Prefix, this will remove the prefix defined in the general tab
from the trunks created within the tenant. This can be useful if you need to create more than
one trunk in different tenants from the same provider using the Username Authentication
method.

Note: Disabling the Trunk Prefix for multiple tenants may lead to device name
duplicity, meaning that there are multiple trunks using the same Local Username.
This will eventually harm the performance of Asterisk, leading to an application
crash.

With all of these configurations set, you can now Save and Apply Changes.

As the Administrator of the Main Tenant, you can navigate between tenants easily. Refresh your
browser and in the upper left-hand corner under your user’s name, you will see that you now
have a drop-down menu.
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Here, you will find the list of the different tenants. You can also search for a specific tenant.

From here, if you click on the tenant, you will enter the tenant and be able to manage it.

As you can see, the dashboard is a little bit different from the Main Tenant’s dashboard, as it
contains information relevant to this tenant only. Otherwise, the modules and navigation are the
same as any other VitalPBX installation. Here, tenant administrators can start to configure their
extensions, IVRs, Queues, and more. Just as if they had their own VitalPBX installation.

If you log out and use the credentials for the Tenant Administrator you created, you will see this
same tenant dashboard and configurations, without the ability to access the Main Tenant. You
can assign multiple tenants to the same Tenant Administrator user account. When creating a
tenant, you can select Assign to Existing User, which will show you a list of available users.
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Image 12.2.6 - Assigning a Tenant to an existing user.



Additionally, you can go to Admin > Admin > Users, and when creating a user this way, you
can select which tenants this user has access to.

When a user has access to multiple tenants they will also have the tenant selection drop-down
menu to navigate between tenants.

Having the ability to assign multiple tenants to a single user gives you the ability to create a
Reseller Environment, where these Tenant Administrators can manage their tenants and sell
the PBX service to their customers. With all of this covered, you now have a full Multi-Tenant
environment with VitalPBX!

Section 12, Lesson 3 - Tenant Trunks (Inter-Tenant
Communications)
Let’s say you have a case where a customer has multiple branches and wants to have a tenant
for each branch, but also they want extensions from Branch A to be able to call extensions on
Branch B.

For this, we have the ability to create Tenant Trunks. Tenant Trunks allow us to create a direct
connection between tenants without having to go through the network under a traditional
PJSIP Trunk. Since both tenants are inside the same server, they can communicate directly
within the server. To use Tenant Trunks, you must have at least two tenants who need to
communicate with each other. Next, go to each tenant’s Calls Routing Tab and click on the
Allowed Tenant Trunks tab.
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Image 12.2.7 - Assigning a tenant to user in the Users module.

Image 12.3.1 - Allowed Tenant Trunks selection.



On each tenant, you must select the tenants with which they can have a tenant trunk. So,
based on our example, in Branch A add Branch B as an allowed tenant trunk, and in Branch B,
add Branch A as an Allowed Tenant Trunk.

Once you have configured the Allowed Tenant Trunk, Save and Apply Changes.

Now, navigate to each tenant and go to PBX > Calls Routing > Trunks.

Here, you will see that an additional technology option is now available with the option for
Tenant. When you select Tenant, an abridged selection of options will be available. We can
leave most of them by default. We add a Description to identify the Tenant Trunk, and we
select the Tenant with whom we will connect.

Then, we Save and Apply Changes.

Now we can head over to PBX > Calls Routing > Outbound Routes.

Here we are going to create an outbound route using the Tenant Trunk we have created.
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Image 12.3.2 - Configuring a Tenant Trunk within a Tenant.

Image 12.3.3 - Configuring an Outbound Route within a Tenant.



It is possible to have the same numbering plan for both tenants. Meaning, that you can have
extensions 1000-1100 in the tenant for Branch A, and extensions 1000-1100 in the tenant for
Branch B. So to be able to specify that you are calling Branch B from Branch A, we will use a
Prefix. In this example, we are using 5 as a prefix for calls going to the other branch’s tenant,
but you can use any other number you like.

For the Pattern, we will use the following value.

1XXX

With this, we can dial any number from 1000 to 1999. So to dial to the other branch’s tenant,
we dial something like this.

51000

The 5 is then dropped when calling the other tenant, and extension 1000 is reached. This way,
extension 1000 on Branch A can call extension 1000 on Branch B.

Additionally, we recommend you enable the Intra Company option, as this will use the Internal
Caller ID information, instead of the External Caller ID.

Remember, you need to create the Tenant Trunk and Outbound Route within each tenant. Once
you have configured both tenants, you are now able to place calls between each tenant using
the Tenant Trunks and dial using the prefix and pattern from the Outbound Routes.

Conclusion
With the understanding of Multi-Tenant as a concept and the tools that VitalPBX provides, you
now have a full Multi-Tenant environment you can use to provide a PBX as a service for your
customers. This way, you do not have to create a new VitalPBX installation for every customer,
allowing you to reduce your costs and maintenance.

Additionally, you can now share your Trunks and Outbound Routes with your tenants, so you
don’t have to perform repetitive tasks of creating a trunk and routes for each tenant. And every
time you update VitalPBX from the Main Tenant, all of your tenants will be up to date
automatically.

You now have a system to create a direct communication channel between each tenant using
Tenant Trunks. Allowing you to place calls between tenants with ease.

As you can see, managing multiple tenants with a single VitalPBX instance is easy, and
beneficial if you are looking to provide a PBX as a service for your customers, or manage
multiple branches.
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SECTION 13 - HIGH AVAILABILITY

Introduction
With VitalPBX we have researched a couple of options for High Availability. With these
options, you can create a redundancy system for your VitalPBX installations. So if a VitalPBX
server fails for any reason, a secondary server comes online to take its place.

Section 13, Lesson 1 - High Availability Using DRBD
Let’s take a look at the first option, which creates a high availability environment between two
VitalPBX instances.

In this High Availability environment, we will be using DRBD or Distributed Replicated Block
Device. This involves ensuring critical systems and services are available with minimal
downtime in case of a failure. DRBD enables real-time data replication between nodes to
ensure data availability and integrity.

First, let’s look into the requirements for this type of High Availability.

• Physical Infrastructure and Networking - Two or more identical nodes (servers) to
implement redundancy. These need to have the same hardware specifications and
VitalPBX licensing. This means that if you are using a Carrier Plus license, each server
will need its own license. This will ensure that both servers have the same permissions
when the configurations are being replicated. We also need a reliable and low-latency
network connection between the nodes. This can be a dedicated replication network
(preferred) or a shared network if it’s of high quality.

• Operating System / VitalPBX version - Nodes should run the same operating
system using the same version and the same version of VitalPBX.

• Disk Partitioning - The storage device to be replicated should be partitioned and
accessible on both nodes. Each node should have sufficient storage space to
accommodate replication and data.

• Network Configuration - Each node should have static IP addresses and resolve
correctly in the local DNS system or in the /etc/hosts file of the other node. Host
names should be consistent across nodes.
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Image 13.1.1 - VitalPBX DRBD High Availability Concept Diagram.



• DRBD - Install and configure DRBD on both nodes. Configure DRBD resources that
define which devices will be replicated and how replication will be established. At the
time of installation leave the largest amount of space on the hard drive to store the
variable data on both servers. Define node roles: primary and secondary nodes.

With these requirements met and understood, we can start by installing Debian and VitalPBX
on two servers. You can start by following the Installation Section for this guide. When you
get to the partitions part of the installation, you must select Guided - use the entire disk.

Next, select the option All files in one partition (recommended for new users).
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Image 13.1.2 - Debian installation disk partition wizard.

Image 13.1.3 - Debian installation disk partition disk selection.

Image 13.1.4 - Debian installation disk partition partitioning scheme.



On the next screen select the #1 Primary partition to delete it.

Delete the partition #1 Primary partition to create Free Space.

With the partition deleted, we select the pri/log FREE SPACE option.
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Image 13.1.5 - Debian installation disk partition partition selection.

Image 13.1.6 - Debian installation disk partition deletion.

Image 13.1.7 - Debian installation disk partition free space selection.



You will now select how to use the free space. Select the Create a new partition option.

Now, change the capacity of this partition to 20GB. This partition is solely for the OS and its
applications. We make sure that it has enough space for the future. As a rule of thumb, this
partition must be at least 20GB or 10% of your total storage space. So if you have a 1TB drive,
you would allocate 100GB, for example.
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Image 13.1.8 - Debian installation creating a new partition.

Image 13.1.9 - Debian installation partition size.

Image 13.1.10 - Debian installation partition type.



We then define this partition as a Primary Partition. Afterward, we will select the location for
this partition to be the Beginning.

With this set, we will be shown a summary of the changes to this partition. Select the option
Done setting up the partition.

Next, we are shown the partitions to be set on the drive. Select the option Finish partitioning
and write changes to disk.

Later we will be using the rest of the FREE SPACE that is available.
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Image 13.1.11 - Debian installation partition location.

Image 13.1.12 - Debian installation partition summary.

Image 13.1.13 - Debian installation disk partitions.



Finally, we are shown a summary of the changes to be made on the drive. Select Yes to the
question: Write the changes to disks.

You can then proceed with the installation as normal, you can follow the steps in the Installation
Section for this guide. This includes the installation of VitalPBX using the VPS installation
script.

Remember, the installation process with the partitioning needs to be done twice. One for each
server in our high-availability environment.

With the installation done, we can start configuring our servers. It is a good idea to write down
the networking information beforehand so we can work more orderly in our high-availability
environment. For this guide, we will be using the following information.

Next, we will allow remote access using the root user on both servers. This will allow us to
SSH login with the root user.

From the CLI, we will use nano to edit the sshd_config file.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/ssh/sshd_config

Change the following line.

#PermitRootLogin prohibit-password

Name Primary Server Secondary Server

Hostname vitalpbx-primary.local vitalpbx-secondary.local

IP Address 192.168.10.31 192.168.10.32

Netmask 255.255.255.0 255.255.255.0

Gateway 192.168.10.1 192.168.10.1

Primary DNS 8.8.8.8 8.8.8.8

Secondary DNS 8.8.4.4 8.8.4.4
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Image 13.1.14 - Debian installation drive changes summary.



With the following.

PermitRootLogIn yes

Save the changes and exit nano. Then, restart the sshd service.

root@debian:~# systemctl restart sshd

With this, you can now SSH login with the root user and password. This will make it easier to
copy and paste the commands from this guide. Remember, this has to be done on both
servers.

Once you are logged in with an SSH connection, we will set the static IP addresses for both
servers. For this, we will use nano to modify the interfaces configuration file.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/network/interfaces

Here, change the following lines.

# The primary network interface

allow-hotplug eth0

iface eth0 inet dchp

For the Primary Server, enter the following.

# The primary network interface

allow-hotplug eth0

iface eth0 inet static

address 192.168.10.31

netmask 255.255.255.0

gateway 192.168.10.1

For the Secondary Server, enter the following.

# The primary network interface

allow-hotplug eth0

iface eth0 inet static

address 192.168.10.32

netmask 255.255.255.0

gateway 192.168.10.1

Now, reboot both servers and log in via SSH.
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Note: Your installation may have a different name for the primary network
interface. Make sure that you are using the correct name for your interface.

Next, we will install dependencies on both servers.

root@debian:~# apt -y install drbd-utils corosync pacemaker pcs chrony xfsprogs

With the dependencies installed, we must set the hostnames for both VitalPBX servers. For
this, we go to Admin > System Settings > Network Settings in the VitalPBX Web UI.

After setting the hostname, click the green Save button. With the hostname set from the Web
UI, we will now configure the hostnames in the hosts file for each server.

Set the hostname on the Primary Server with the following command.

root@debian:~# hostname vitalpbx-primary.local

And in the Secondary Server as follows.

root@debian:~# hostname vitalpbx-secondary.local

Afterward, on both servers modify the hosts file using nano.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/hosts
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Image 13.1.15 - Primary Server hostname.

Image 13.1.16 - Secondary Server hostname.



Add the following lines.

192.168.10.31 vitalpbx-primary.local

192.168.10.32 vitalpbx-secondary.local

This way, both servers will be able to see each other using their hostnames.

Now, we will create a new partition to allocate the rest of the available space for both servers.
For this, we will use the fdisk command.

root@debian:~# fdisk /dev/sda

Answer as follows on the presented prompts.

Command (m for help): n

Partition type:

p primary (3 primary, 0 extended, 1 free)

e extended

Select (default e): p

Selected partition 3 (take note of the assigned partition number as we will need it later)

First sector (35155968-266338303, default 35155968): [Enter]

Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G} (35155968-266338303, default 266338303): [Enter]

Using default value 266338303

Partition 4 of type Linux and of size 110.2 GiB is set

Command (m for help): t

Partition number (1-4, default 4): 3

Hex code (type L to list all codes): 8e

Changed type of partition 'Linux' to 'Linux LVM'

Command (m for help): w

Then restart both servers so that the new table is available.

root@debian:~# reboot

With the servers rebooted, we will proceed with the HA (High Availability) cluster
configuration.

Now, we will create an authorization key for the access between both servers. This way, we
can access both servers without entering credentials every time.
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Create an authorization key in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# ssh-keygen -f /root/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa -N '' >/dev/null

root@debian:~# ssh-copy-id root@192.168.10.32

Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no/[fingerprint])? yes

root@192.168.10.32's password: (remote server root’s password)

Number of key(s) added: 1

Now try logging into the machine, with: "ssh 'root@192.168.10.32'"

and check to make sure that only the key(s) you wanted were added.

root@debian:~#

Next, create an authorization key in the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# ssh-keygen -f /root/.ssh/id_rsa -t rsa -N '' >/dev/null

root@debian:~# ssh-copy-id root@192.168.10.31

Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no/[fingerprint])? yes

root@192.168.10.31's password: (remote server root’s password)

Number of key(s) added: 1

Now try logging into the machine, with: "ssh 'root@192.168.10.31'"

and check to make sure that only the key(s) you wanted were added.

root@debian:~#

Now, we can proceed in two ways. One is using a script we made, or you can follow the
manual step-by-step. If you proceed with the following script, you can skip all the steps until
you reach the add-on installation in the lesson.

Afterward, you can download and run the following script from the Primary Server, using these
commands.

root@debian:~# mkdir /usr/share/vitalpbx/ha

root@debian:~# cd /usr/share/vitalpbx/ha

root@debian:~# wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/VitalPBX/vitalpbx4_drbd_ha/main/vpbxha.sh

root@debian:~# chmod +x vpbxha.sh

root@debian:~# ./vpbxha.sh
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You will then be prompted to enter the information for the servers in the cluster.

************************************************************

* Welcome to the VitalPBX high availability installation *

* All options are mandatory *

************************************************************

IP Server1 .................................................................  > 192.168.10.31

IP Server2 .................................................................  > 192.168.10.32

Floating IP ................................................................  > 192.168.10.30

Floating IP Mask (SIDR).. > 24

Disk (sdax) .........................................................................  > sda3

hacluster password ............................................................  > MyPassword

************************************************************

* Check Information *

* Make sure you have an internet connection on both servers*

************************************************************

Are you sure to continue with these settings? (yes, no) > yes

Note: The hacluster password can be anything of your liking. It does not have to
be an existing password for any user in any node.

Note: Before doing any high-availability testing, make sure that the data has
finished synchronizing. To do this, use the cat /proc/drbd command.

The script will start configuring the HA cluster for you. CONGRATULATIONS! You now have a
high-availability environment with VitalPBX 4!

The following steps are if you want to proceed with the cluster configuration manually, rather
than using the provided script. You can skip these steps if you decide to use the script and
proceed to the add-on installation in the next lesson.
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To configure the HA cluster manually, first, we need to configure the Firewall. This can be done
by adding the services and rules from the VitalPBX Web UI. Here is the list of services we will
configure. This needs to be configured in both servers.

In the VitalPBX Web UI for both servers go to Admin > Firewall > Services. Add the services
from the table above by clicking the Add Service button.

Protocol Port Description

TCP 2224 This protocol is needed by the pcsd Web UI and required for node-to-node
communication.
It is crucial to open port 2224 in such a way that pcs from any node can talk to all
nodes in the cluster, including itself. When using the Booth cluster ticket manager
or a quorum device you must open port 2224 on all related hosts, such as Booth
arbiters or the quorum device host.

TCP 3121 Pacemaker’s crmd daemon on the full cluster nodes will contact the
pacemaker_remoted daemon on Pacemaker Remote nodes at port 3121. If a
separate interface is used for cluster communication, the port only needs to be
open on that interface. At a minimum, the port should open on Pacemaker Remote
nodes to full cluster nodes. Because users may convert a host between a full node
and a remote node, or run a remote node inside a container using the host’s
network, it can be useful to open the port to all nodes. It is not necessary to open
the port to any hosts other than nodes.

TCP 5403 Required on the quorum device host when using a quorum device with corosync-
qnetd. The default value can be changed with the -p option of the corosync-qnetd
command.

UDP 5404 Required on corosync nodes if corosync is configured for multicast UDP.

UDP 5405 Required on all corosync nodes (needed by corosync)

TCP 21064 Required on all nodes if the cluster contains any resources requiring DLM (such as
clvm or GFS2)

TCP, UDP 9929 Required to be open on all cluster nodes and booth arbitrator nodes to
connections from any of those same nodes when the Booth ticket manager is used
to establish a multi-site cluster.

TCP 7789 Required by DRBD to synchronize information.
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Image 13.1.17 - Adding HA cluster services to VitalPBX’s Firewall.



With all the services added, Apply Changes.

Next, we go to Admin > Firewall > Rules to add the rules to ACCEPT all the services we just
created.

With all the rules added, Apply Changes. Remember, you need to add the services and rules
to both servers’ firewalls.

Now, Let’s create a directory where we are going to mount the volume with all the information
to be replicated in both servers.

root@debian:~# mkdir /vpbx_data

Afterward, we will format the new partition we made in both servers using the following
commands.

root@debian:~# mke2fs -j /dev/sda3

root@debian:~# dd if=/dev/zero bs=1M count=500 of=/dev/sda3; sync

With all of this done, we can proceed to configure DRBD on both servers. Start by loading the
module and enabling the service in both nodes using the following command.

root@debian:~# modprobe drbd

root@debian:~# systemctl enable drbd.service

Then, create a new global_common.conf file in both servers.

root@debian:~# mv /etc/drbd.d/global_common.conf /etc/drbd.d/global_common.conf.orig

root@debian:~# nano /etc/drbd.d/global_common.conf
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Image 13.1.18 - Adding HA cluster rules to VitalPBX’s Firewall.



Add the following content.

global {

usage-count no;

}

common {

net {

protocol C;

}

}

Save and Exit nano. Next, create a new configuration file called drbd0.res for the new
resource named drbd0 in both servers using nano.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/drbd.d/drbd0.res

Add the following content.

resource drbd0 {

startup {

wfc-timeout 5;

outdated-wfc-timeout 3;

degr-wfc-timeout 3;

outdated-wfc-timeout 2;

}

syncer {

rate 10M;

verify-alg md5;

}

net {

after-sb-0pri discard-older-primary;

after-sb-1pri discard-secondary;

after-sb-2pri call-pri-lost-after-sb;

}

handlers {

pri-lost-after-sb "/sbin/reboot";

}
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on vitalpbx-primary.local {

device /dev/drbd0;

disk /dev/sda3;

address 192.168.10.31:7789;

meta-disk internal;

}

on vitalpbx-secondary.local {

device /dev/drbd0;

disk /dev/sda3;

address 192.168.10.32:7789;

meta-disk internal;

}

}

Save and Exit nano.

Note: Although the access interfaces can be used, which in this case is ETH0. It
is recommended to use an interface (i.e. ETH1) for synchronization, this interface
must be directly connected between both servers.

Now, initialize the metadata storage in each node by executing the following command in both
servers.

root@debian:~# drbdadm create-md drbd0

Writing meta data...

New drbd meta data block successfully created.

Afterward, define the Primary Server as the DRBD primary node first.

root@debian:~# drbdadm up drbd0

root@debian:~# drbdadm primary drbd0 --force

Then, on the Secondary Server, run the following command to start the drbd0.

root@debian:~# drbdadm up drbd0

You can check the current status of the synchronization while it is being performed, using the
following command.

root@debian:~# cat /proc/drbd
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Here is an example of the output of this command.

In order to test the DRBD functionality, we must create a file system, mount the volume, write
some data in the Primary Server, and finally switch the primary node to the Secondary Server.

Run the following commands in the Primary Server to create an XFS file system in the /dev/
drbd0 directory, and mount it to the /vpbx_data directory.

root@debian:~# mkfs.xfs /dev/drbd0

root@debian:~# mount /dev/drbd0 /vpbx_data

Create some data using the following command in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# touch /vpbx_data/file{1..5}

Run the following command to list the content of the /vpbx_data directory.

root@debian:~# ls -l /vpbx_data

The command will return the following list.

total 0

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file1

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file2

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file3

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file4

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file5

Now, let’s switch the primary node “Primary Server” to the secondary node “Secondary
Server” to check if the data replication works.

We will need to unmount the volume drbd0 in the Primary Server and change it from the
primary node to the secondary node, and we will turn the Secondary Server into the primary
node.

In the Primary Server, run the following commands.

root@debian:~# umount /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# drbdadm secondary drbd0
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Change the secondary node to the primary node, by running this command on the Secondary
Server.

root@debian:~# drbdadm primary drbd0 --force

In the Secondary Server, mount the volume and check if the data is available with the following
command.

root@debian:~# mount /dev/drbd0 /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# ls -l /vpbx_data

The command should return something like this.

total 0

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file1

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file2

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file3

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file4

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 0 Nov 17 11:28 file5

As you can see the data is being replicated, since these files were created in the Primary
Server, and we are seeing them in the Secondary Server.

Now, let’s normalize the Secondary Server. Unmount the volume drbd0 and set it as the
secondary node. In the Secondary Server, run the following commands.

root@debian:~# umount /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# drbdadm secondary drbd0

Then, normalize the Primary Server. Turn it into the primary node, and mount the drbd0 volume
to the /vpbx_data directory. In the Primary Server, run the following commands.

root@debian:~# drbdadm primary drbd0

root@debian:~# mount /dev/drbd0 /vpbx_data

With the replication working, let’s configure the cluster for high availability. Create a password
for the hacluster user on both servers.

root@debian:~# echo hacluster:Mypassword | chpasswd

Note: The hacluster password can be anything of your liking. This does not have
to be a password for the root or any other user.
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Then, start the PCS service on both servers, using the following command.

root@debian:~# systemctl start pcsd

We must enable the PCS, Corosync, and Pacemaker services to start on both servers, with
the following commands.

root@debian:~# systemctl enable pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl enable corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl enable pacemaker.service

Now, let’s authenticate as the hacluster user using PCS Auth in the Primary Server. Enter the
following commands.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster destroy

root@debian:~# pcs host auth vitalpbx-primary.local vitalpbx-secondary.local -u hacluster -p Mypassword

The command should return the following.

vitalpbx-primary.local: Authorized

vitalpbx-secondary.local: Authorized

Next, use the PCS cluster setup command in the Primary Server to generate and synchronize
the corosync configuration.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster setup cluster_vitalpbx vitalpbx-primary.local vitalpbx-
secondary.local --force

Start the cluster in the Primary Server, with the following commands.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster start --all

root@debian:~# pcs cluster enable --all

root@debian:~# pcs property set stonith-enabled=false

root@debian:~# pcs property set no-quorum-policy=ignore

Note: It’s recommended to prevent resources from moving after recovery. In
most circumstances, it is highly desirable to prevent healthy resources from
being moved around the cluster. Moving resources always requires a period of
downtime. For complex services such as databases, this period can be quite
long.

To prevent resources from moving after recovery, run this command in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs resource defaults update resource-stickiness=INFINITY
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Now, create the resource for the use of a Floating IP Address, with the following commands in
the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create ClusterIP ocf:heartbeat:IPaddr2 ip=192.168.10.30
cidr_netmask=24 op monitor interval=30s on-fail=restart

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib drbd_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push drbd_cfg --config

Then, create the resource to use DRBD. use the following commands in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib drbd_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs -f drbd_cfg resource create DrbdData ocf:linbit:drbd drbd_resource=drbd0
op monitor interval=60s

root@debian:~# pcs -f drbd_cfg resource promotable DrbdData promoted-max=1 promoted-node-
max=1 clone-max=2 clone-node-max=1 notify=true

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push drbd_cfg --config

Next, create the file system for the automated mount point, using the following commands in
the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg resource create DrbdFS Filesystem device="/dev/drbd0"
directory="/vpbx_data" fstype="xfs"

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add DrbdFS with DrbdData-clone INFINITY
with-rsc-role=Master

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order promote DrbdData-clone then start DrbdFS

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add DrbdFS with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order DrbdData-clone then DrbdFS

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

Stop and disable all services on both servers, using the following commands.

root@debian:~# systemctl stop mariadb

root@debian:~# systemctl disable mariadb

root@debian:~# systemctl stop fail2ban

root@debian:~# systemctl disable fail2ban

root@debian:~# systemctl stop asterisk

root@debian:~# systemctl disable asterisk

root@debian:~# systemctl stop vpbx-monitor

root@debian:~# systemctl disable vpbx-monitor
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Create the resource for the use of MariaDB in the Primary Server, using the following
commands.

root@debian:~# mkdir /vpbx_data/mysql

root@debian:~# mkdir /vpbx_data/mysql/data

root@debian:~# cp -aR /var/lib/mysql/* /vpbx_data/mysql/data

root@debian:~# chown -R mysql:mysql /vpbx_data/mysql

root@debian:~# sed -i 's/var\/lib\/mysql/vpbx_data\/mysql\/data/g' /etc/mysql/mariadb.conf.d/
50-server.cnf

Change the MariaDB Path on the Secondary Server as well, using the following command.

root@debian:~# sed -i 's/var\/lib\/mysql/vpbx_data\/mysql\/data/g' /etc/mysql/mariadb.conf.d/
50-server.cnf

Now, run the following commands in the Primary Server to create the MariaDB resource.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create mysql service:mariadb op monitor interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add mysql with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order DrbdFS then mysql

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

Set the paths for the Asterisk service in both servers, using the following commands.

root@debian:~# sed -i 's/RestartSec=10/RestartSec=1/g' /usr/lib/systemd/system/
asterisk.service

root@debian:~# sed -i 's/Wants=mariadb.service/#Wants=mariadb.service/g' /usr/lib/systemd/
system/asterisk.service

root@debian:~# sed -i 's/After=mariadb.service/#After=mariadb.service/g' /usr/lib/systemd/
system/asterisk.service
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Next, create the resource for Asterisk in the Primary Server, using the following commands.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create asterisk service:asterisk op monitor interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add asterisk with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order mysql then asterisk

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs resource update asterisk op stop timeout=120s

root@debian:~# pcs resource update asterisk op start timeout=120s

root@debian:~# pcs resource update asterisk op restart timeout=120s

Copy the Asterisk and VitalPBX folders and files to the DRBD partition in the Primary Server
using the following commands.

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf var-asterisk.tgz /var/log/asterisk

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf var-lib-asterisk.tgz /var/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf var-lib-vitalpbx.tgz /var/lib/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf etc-vitalpbx.tgz /etc/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf usr-lib-asterisk.tgz /usr/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf var-spool-asterisk.tgz /var/spool/asterisk

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf etc-asterisk.tgz /etc/asterisk

root@debian:~# tar xvfz var-asterisk.tgz -C /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# tar xvfz var-lib-asterisk.tgz -C /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# tar xvfz var-lib-vitalpbx.tgz -C /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# tar xvfz etc-vitalpbx.tgz -C /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# tar xvfz usr-lib-asterisk.tgz -C /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# tar xvfz var-spool-asterisk.tgz -C /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# tar xvfz etc-asterisk.tgz -C /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# chmod -R 775 /vpbx_data/var/log/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/log/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/lib/asterisk
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root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/spool/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/log/asterisk /var/log/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/asterisk /var/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/vitalpbx /var/lib/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/vitalpbx /etc/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/lib/asterisk /usr/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/spool/asterisk /var/spool/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/asterisk /etc/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf var-asterisk.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf var-lib-asterisk.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf var-lib-vitalpbx.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf etc-vitalpbx.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf usr-lib-asterisk.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf var-spool-asterisk.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf etc-asterisk.tgz

Now, configure the symbolic links on the Secondary Server with the following commands.

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/log/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/spool/asterisk

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/log/asterisk /var/log/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/asterisk /var/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/vitalpbx /var/lib/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/vitalpbx /etc/vitalpbx

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/lib/asterisk /usr/lib/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/spool/asterisk /var/spool/asterisk

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/asterisk /etc/asterisk
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Then, create the VitalPBX Service in the Primary Server, using the following commands.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create vpbx-monitor service:vpbx-monitor op monitor interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add vpbx-monitor with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order asterisk then vpbx-monitor

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

Create the Fail2Ban Service in the Primary Server, using the following commands.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create fail2ban service:fail2ban op monitor interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add fail2ban with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order asterisk then fail2ban

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

Initialize the Corosync and Pacemaker services in the Secondary Server with the following
commands.

root@debian:~# systemctl restart corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl restart pacemaker.service

Note: All configurations are stored in the /var/lib/pacemaker/cib/cib.xml file.

Now let’s see the cluster status by running the following command in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs status resources
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This command will return the following.

* ClusterIP(ocf::heartbeat:IPaddr2): Started vitalpbx-primary.local

* Clone Set: DrbdData-clone [DrbdData] (promotable):

* Masters: [ vitalpbx-primary.local ]

* Slaves: [ vitalpbx-secondary.local ]

* DrbdFS (ocf::heartbeat:Filesystem): Started vitalpbx-primary.local

* mysql (service:mysql): Started vitalpbx-primary.local

* asterisk (service:asterisk): Started vitalpbx-primary.local

* vpbx-monitor (service:vpbx-monitor): Started vitalpbx-primary.local

* fail2ban (service:fail2ban): Started vitalpbx-primary.local

Note: Before doing any high availability testing, make sure that the data has
finished synchronizing. To do this, use the cat /proc/drbd command.

With our cluster configured, we now must configure the bind address. Managing the bind
address is critical when using multiple IP addresses on the same NIC (Network Interface Card).
This is our case when using a Floating IP address in this HA cluster. In this circumstance,
Asterisk has a habit of listening for SIP/IAX on the virtual IP address, but replying on the base
address of the NIC, causing phones and trunks to fail to register.

In the Primary Server, go to Settings > Technology Settings >PJSIP Settings, and configure
the Floating IP address in the Bind and TLS Bind fields.

Now that the Bind address is set. We will create the Bascul command in both servers. This
command will allow us to easily move the services between nodes. This will essentially allow
us to move between the Primary and Secondary Servers.

To start creating the bascul command, we can begin by downloading the following file using
wget on both servers.

root@debian:~# wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/VitalPBX/vitalpbx4_drbd_ha/main/bascul
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Or we can create it from scratch using nano on both servers.

root@debian:~# nano bascul

And add the following content.

#!/bin/bash

# This code is the property of VitalPBX, LLC

# License: Proprietary

# Date: 1-Aug-2023

# Change the status of the servers, the Master goes to Standby and the Standby becomes
Master.

#Function to draw a progress bar

#You must pass as an argument the number of seconds that the progress bar will run

#progress-bar 10 --> It will generate a progress bar that will run per 10 seconds

set -e

progress-bar() {

local duration=${1}

already_done() { for ((done=0; done<$elapsed; done++)); do printf ">"; done }

remaining() { for ((remain=$elapsed; remain<$duration; remain++)); do printf " ";
done }

percentage() { printf "| %s%%" $(( (($elapsed)*100)/($duration)*100/100 )); }

clean_line() { printf "\r"; }

for (( elapsed=1; elapsed<=$duration; elapsed++ )); do

already_done; remaining; percentage

sleep 1

clean_line

done

clean_line

}

server_a=`pcs status | awk 'NR==11 {print $4}'`

server_b=`pcs status | awk 'NR==11 {print $5}'`

server_master=`pcs status resources | awk 'NR==1 {print $5}'`

#Perform validations

if [ "${server_a}" = "" ] || [ "${server_b}" = "" ]

then
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echo -e "\e[41m There are problems with high availability, please check with the command
*pcs status* (we recommend applying the command *pcs cluster unstandby* in both servers) \e[0m"

exit;

fi

if [[ "${server_master}" = "${server_a}" ]]; then

host_master=$server_a

host_standby=$server_b

else

host_master=$server_b

host_standby=$server_a

fi

arg=$1

if [ "$arg" = 'yes' ] ;then

perform_bascul='yes'

fi

# Print a warning message and ask the user if they want to continue

echo -e "************************************************************"

echo -e "* Change the roles of servers in high availability *"

echo -e "*\e[41m WARNING-WARNING-WARNING-WARNING-WARNING-WARNING-WARNING \e[0m*"

echo -e "*All calls in progress will be lost and the system will be *"

echo -e "* be in an unavailable state for a few seconds. *"

echo -e "************************************************************"

#Perform a loop until the users confirm if they want to proceed or not

while [[ $perform_bascul != yes && $perform_bascul != no ]]; do

read -p "Are you sure to switch from $host_master to $host_standby? (yes, no) > "
perform_bascul

done

if [[ "${perform_bascul}" = "yes" ]]; then

#Unstandby both nodes

pcs node unstandby $host_master

pcs node unstandby $host_standby

#Do a loop per resource

pcs status resources | awk '{print $2}' | while read -r resource ; do

#Skip moving the ClusterIP resource, it will be moved at the end
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if [[ "${resource}" != "ClusterIP" ]] && [[ "${resource}" != "Clone" ]] && [[
"${resource}" != "Masters:" ]] && [[ "${resource}" != "Slaves:" ]]; then

echo "Moving ${resource} from ${host_master} to ${host_standby}"

pcs resource move ${resource} ${host_standby}

fi

done

sleep 5 && pcs node standby $host_master & #Standby current Master node after five
seconds

sleep 20 && pcs node unstandby $host_master & #Automatically Unstandby current Master
node after$

#Move the ClusterIP resource to the standby node

echo "Moving ClusterIP from ${host_master} to ${host_standby}"

pcs resource move ClusterIP ${host_standby}

#End the script

echo "Turning ${host_standby} to Master"

progress-bar 10

echo "Done"

else

echo "Nothing to do, bye, bye"

fi

sleep 15

role

Save and Exit nano. Next, add permissions and move to the /usr/local/bin directory using the
following commands in both servers.

root@debian:~# chmod +x bascul

root@debian:~# mv bascul /usr/local/bin

Now, create the Role command in both servers. You can download the following file using
wget.

root@debian:~# wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/VitalPBX/vitalpbx4_drbd_ha/main/role

Or you can create the file using nano on both servers.

root@debian:~# nano role
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Add the following content.

#!/bin/bash

# This code is the property of VitalPBX, LLC

# License: Proprietary

# Date: 10-oct-2022

# Show the Role of the Server.

#Bash Color Codes

green="\033[00;32m"

txtrst="\033[00;0m"

linux_ver=`cat /etc/os-release | grep -e PRETTY_NAME | awk -F '=' '{print $2}' | xargs`

vpbx_version=`aptitude versions vitalpbx | awk '{ print $2 }'`

server_master=`pcs status resources | awk 'NR==1 {print $5}'`

host=`hostname`

if [[ "${server_master}" = "${host}" ]]; then

server_mode="Master"

else

server_mode="Standby"

fi

logo='

_ _ _ _ ______ ______ _ _

| | | (_)_ | (_____ (____ \ \ / /

| | | |_| |_ ____| |_____) )___) ) \/ /

\ \/ /| | _)/ _ | | ____/ __ ( ) (

\ / | | |_( ( | | | | | |__) ) /\ \\

\/ |_|\___)_||_|_|_| |______/_/ \_\\

'

echo -e "

${green}

${logo}

${txtrst}

Role : $server_mode

Version : ${vpbx_version//[[:space:]]}

Asterisk : `asterisk -rx "core show version" 2>/dev/null| grep -ohe 'Asterisk
[0-9.]*'`
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Linux Version : ${linux_ver}

Welcome to : `hostname`

Uptime : `uptime | grep -ohe 'up .*' | sed 's/up //g' | awk -F "," '{print $1}'`

Load : `uptime | grep -ohe 'load average[s:][: ].*' | awk '{ print "Last Minute: "
$3" Last 5 Minutes: "$4" Last 15 Minutes "$5 }'`

Users : `uptime | grep -ohe '[0-9.*] user[s,]'`

IP Address : ${green}`ip addr | sed -En 's/127.0.0.1//;s/.*inet (addr:)?(([0-9]*\.){3}
[0-9]*).*/\2/p' | xargs `${txtrst}

Clock :`timedatectl | sed -n '/Local time/ s/^[ \t]*Local time:\(.*$\)/\1/p'`

NTP Sync. :`timedatectl |awk -F: '/NTP service/ {print $2}'`

"

echo -e ""

echo -e "************************************************************"

echo -e "* Servers Status *"

echo -e "************************************************************"

echo -e "Master"

pcs status resources

echo -e ""

echo -e "Servers Status"

pcs cluster pcsd-status

Save and Exit nano. Next, we copy it to the /etc/profile.d/ and permissions directory using the
following commands on both servers.

root@debian:~# cp -rf role /etc/profile.d/vitalwelcome.sh

root@debian:~# chmod 755 /etc/profile.d/vitalwelcome.sh

Now, add execution permissions and move to the /usr/local/bin directory using the following
commands on both servers.

root@debian:~# chmod +x role

root@debian:~# mv role /usr/local/bin

Afterward, we will create the drbdsplit command in both servers. Split-Brain can be caused
by intervention by cluster management software or human error during a period of failure for
network links between cluster nodes, causing both nodes to switch to the primary role while
disconnected. Split-brain occurs when both high availability nodes switch into the primary role
while disconnected. This behavior can allow data to be modified on either node without being
replicated on the peer, leading to two diverging sets of data on each node, which can be
difficult to merge. The drbdsplit command allows us to recover from split-brain in case it ever
happens to us.
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To create the drbdsplit command, we can download the following file using the wget command
on both servers.

root@debian:~# wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/VitalPBX/vitalpbx4_drbd_ha/main/
drbdsplit

Or we can create it from scratch using nano on both servers.

root@debian:~# nano drbdsplit

Add the following content.

#!/bin/bash

set -e

# This code is the property of VitalPBX, LLC

# License: Proprietary

# Date: 1-Agu-2023

# DRBD split-brain recovery

#

drbdadm secondary drbd0

drbdadm disconnect drbd0

drbdadm -- --discard-my-data connect drbd0

echo "Disk Status"

drbdadm status

Save and Exit nano. Now, add permissions and move it to the /usr/local/bin directory using
the following commands on both servers.

root@debian:~# chmod +x drbdsplit

root@debian:~# mv drbdsplit /usr/local/bin

With this, you have a full high availability environment! CONGRATULATIONS, you now have
high availability with VitalPBX 4.

Section 13, Lesson 2 - Installing Add-Ons in High Availability
Now we can see how to install add-ons in a high-availability environment. We will take an
in-depth look into the process of adding add-ons that have a service running on the servers.
This includes the Sonata Suite, VitXi, OpenVPN, and Maintenance add-on modules. These
add-ons require special steps for installation in high-availability environments.
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Let’s begin with the Sonata Suite. The first application of Sonata Suite we will look into
installing is Sonata Switchboard.

Before proceeding, make sure that the Primary Server is set as a Master. You can use the role
command to verify this.

First, go to the Floating IP Address on your browser. There, install Sonata Switchboard as
normal from Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Then, go to the Sonata Switchboard URL, which
is https://FloatingIPAddress/switchboard by default. Follow the installation wizard and finish
installing Sonata Switchboard.

Next, copy the files that we are going to replicate from the Primary Server to the Secondary
Server. Run the following commands in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf switchboard-settings.tgz /etc/switchboard/settings.conf

root@debian:~# tar xvfz switchboard-settings.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/switchboard/settings.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/switchboard/settings.conf /etc/switchboard/settings.conf

root@debian:~# rm -rf switchboard-settings.tgz

Afterward, run the bascul command on the Primary Server to turn the Secondary Server into
the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Now, go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser. You will now be navigating on the
Secondary Server. Here, install Sonata Switchboard as you did in the Primary Server by
installing the add-on and following the Wizard.

Then, create the symbolic link for the settings.conf file in the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/switchboard/settings.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/switchboard/settings.conf /etc/switchboard/settings.conf

Finally, execute the bascul command once again from the Primary Server to return the cluster
back to normal where the Primary Server is set as the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

With this, you now have Sonata Switchboard installed in your high-availability environment.

Let’s move on to Sonata Recordings. The process will be very similar to the Sonata
Switchboard. With the difference of adding the Sonata Recordings service automation at the
end.

First, go to the Floating IP Address on your browser. Here, install Sonata Recordings from the
add-ons module under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once installed, go to the Sonata
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Recordings URL, which is https://FloatingIPAddress/recordings by default. There, follow the
wizard to finish with the installation.

Next, copy the files that we are going to replicate from the Primary Server to the Secondary
Server. Run the following commands on the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf recording-settings.tgz /etc/rec-manager/settings.conf

root@debian:~# tar xvfz recording-settings.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/rec-manager/settings.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/rec-manager/settings.conf /etc/rec-manager/settings.conf

root@debian:~# rm -rf recording-settings.tgz

Now, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to turn the Secondary Server into
the Master.

root@vitalpbx-master:~# bascul

Afterward, go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser. You will now be navigating the
Secondary Server. Here, install Sonata Recordings as you did on the Primary Server.

Then, create the symbolic link for the settings.conf file on the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/rec-manager/settings.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/rec-manager/settings.conf /etc/rec-manager/settings.conf

Now, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to return the cluster to normal
where the Primary Server is the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Finally, add the Sonata Recordings service automation. Run the following commands on
both servers.

root@debian:~# systemctl stop recordings

root@debian:~# systemctl disable recordings
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Then, run the following commands on the Primary Server

root@debian:~# pcs resource create sonata-recordings service:recordings op monitor
interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add sonata-recordings with ClusterIP
INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order vpbx-monitor then sonata-recordings

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

With this, you now have Sonata Recordings installed in your high-availability environment.

Let’s move towards Sonata Billing. The process will be exactly the same as the Sonata
Switchboard.

First, go to the Floating IP Address and install Sonata Billing from the add-ons module under
Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once installed, go to the Sonata Billing URL, which is https://
FloatingIPAddress/billing by default. There, follow the wizard and finish the installation.

Next, copy the files that we are going to replicate from the Primary Server to the Secondary
Server. Run the following commands on the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf billing-settings.tgz /etc/billing/settings.conf

root@debian:~# tar xvfz billing-settings.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/billing/settings.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/billing/settings.conf /etc/billing/settings.conf

root@debian:~# rm -rf billing-settings.tgz

Now, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to turn the Secondary Server into
the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser. You will now be navigating the
Secondary Server. Here, install Sonata Billing as you did in the Primary Server.

Then, create the symbolic link for the settings.conf file on the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/billing/settings.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/billing/settings.conf /etc/billing/settings.conf
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Finally, execute the bascul command once again from the Primary Server to return the cluster
back to normal where the Primary Server is set as the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

With this, you now have Sonata Billing installed in your high-availability environment.

Let’s continue with Sonata Stats. This process is similar to Sonata Recordings but has some
additional files to copy.

First, go to the Floating IP Address on your browser and install Sonata Stats from the add-ons
module under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Then, go to the Sonata Stats URL which is
https://FloatingIPAddress/stats by default. There, follow the wizard to finish with the
installation.

Next, copy the files that we are going to replicate from the Primary Server to the Secondary
Server. Run the following commands on the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf stats-env.tgz /usr/share/queues-stats/backend/.env

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf stats-wizard.tgz /var/lib/sonata/stats/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# tar xvfz stats-env.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# tar xvfz stats-wizard.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/share/queues-stats/backend/.env

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/share/queues-stats/backend/.env /usr/share/queues-stats/
backend/.env

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/sonata/stats/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/sonata/stats/wizard.conf /var/lib/sonata/stats/
wizard.conf

root@debian:~# rm -rf stats-env.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf stats-wizard.tgz

Now, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to turn the Secondary Server into
the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser. You will now be navigating the
Secondary Server. Here, install Sonata Stats as you did in the Primary Server.
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Then, create the symbolic link for the .env file on the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/share/queues-stats/backend/.env

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/share/queues-stats/backend/.env /usr/share/queues-stats/
backend/.env

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/sonata/stats/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/sonata/stats/wizard.conf /var/lib/sonata/stats/
wizard.conf

root@debian:~# cd /usr/share/queues-stats/backend/

root@debian:~# php artisan config:cache && php artisan route:cache && php artisan view:cache

Now, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to return the cluster to normal
where the Primary Server is the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Finally, add the Sonata Stats service automation. Run the following commands on both
servers.

root@debian:~# systemctl stop sonata-stats

root@debian:~# systemctl disable sonata-stats

Then, run the following commands in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create sonata-stats service:sonata-stats op monitor interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add sonata-stats with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order vpbx-monitor then sonata-stats

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

With this, you now have Sonata Billing installed in your high-availability environment.

Let’s finish with the Sonata Suite with Sonata Dialer. The process is similar to the Sonata
Stats.

First, go to the Floating IP Address on your browser, and install Sonata Dialer from the add-
ons module under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once installed, go to the Sonata Dialer URL
which is https://FloatingIPAddress/dialer by default. There, follow the wizard to finish the
installation.
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Next, copy the files that we are going to replicate from the Primary Server to the Secondary
Server. Run the following commands on the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf dialer-env.tgz /usr/share/dialer/backend/.env

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf dialer-wizard.tgz /var/lib/sonata/dialer/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# tar xvfz dialer-env.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# tar xvfz dialer-wizard.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/share/dialer/backend/.env

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/share/dialer/backend/.env /usr/share/dialer/backend/.env

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/sonata/dialer/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/sonata/dialer/wizard.conf /var/lib/sonata/dialer/
wizard.conf

root@debian:~# rm -rf dialer-env.tgz

Now, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to turn the Secondary Server into
the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser. You will now be navigating the
Secondary Server. Here, install Sonata Stats as you did in the Primary Server.

Then, create the symbolic links for the .env file on the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/share/dialer/backend/.env

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/share/dialer/backend/.env /usr/share/dialer/backend/.env

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/sonata/dialer/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/sonata/dialer/wizard.conf /var/lib/sonata/dialer/
wizard.conf

root@debian:~# cd /usr/share/dialer/backend/

root@debian:~# php artisan config:cache && php artisan route:cache && php artisan view:cache

Now, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to return the cluster to normal
where the Primary Server is the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Finally, add the Sonata Dialer service automation. Run the following commands on both
servers.

root@debian:~# systemctl stop sonata-dialer

root@debian:~# systemctl disable sonata-dialer
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Then, run the following commands in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create sonata-dialer service:sonata-dialer op monitor
interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add sonata-dialer with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order vpbx-monitor then sonata-dialer

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

With this, you now have Sonata Dialer installed in your high-availability environment. Now all of
the Sonata Suite is up and running in your high-availability environment!

Let’s move towards VitXi, our WebRTC solution.

Beforehand, make sure that your cluster is normalized with the Primary Server set as the
Master. You can use the role command to verify this.

First, go to the Floating IP Address on your browser, and follow the installation procedure for
VitXi from VitXi’s manual. VitXi installation requires you to install the add-on from Admin >
Add-Ons > Add-ons, make various VitalPBX configurations, and follow the installation wizard
from VitXi’s URL which is https://FloatingIPAddress/webrtc by default. This process is
detailed in VitXi’s manual.

With VitXi completely installed and VitalPBX configured, copy the files that we are going to
replicate from the Primary Server to the Secondary Server. Run the following commands on the
Primary Server.

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf vitxi-env.tgz /usr/share/vitxi/backend/.env

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf vitxi-storage.tgz /usr/share/vitxi/backend/storage

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf vitxi-wizard.tgz /var/lib/vitxi/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# tar xvfz vitxi-env.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# tar xvfz vitxi-storage.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# tar xvfz vitxi-wizard.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/share/vitxi/backend/.env

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/share/vitxi/backend/storage

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/vitxi/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/share/vitxi/backend/.env /usr/share/vitxi/backend/.env

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/share/vitxi/backend/storage /usr/share/vitxi/backend/
storage

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/vitxi/wizard.conf /var/lib/vitxi/wizard.conf
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root@debian:~# rm -rf vitxi-env.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf vitxi-storage.tgz

root@debian:~# rm -rf vitxi-wizard.tgz

Run the bascul command on the Primary Server to turn the Secondary Server into the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser. You will now be navigating the
Secondary Server. Here, install Sonata Stats as you did in the Primary Server.

Then, create the symbolic links for the .env file on the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/share/vitxi/backend/.env

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/share/vitxi/backend/.env /usr/share/vitxi/backend/.env

root@debian:~# rm -rf /var/lib/vitxi/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/var/lib/vitxi/wizard.conf /var/lib/vitxi/wizard.conf

root@debian:~# rm -rf /usr/share/vitxi/backend/storage

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/usr/share/vitxi/backend/storage /usr/share/vitxi/backend/
storage

root@debian:~# cd /usr/share/vitxi/backend/

root@debian:~# php artisan config:cache && php artisan route:cache && php artisan view:cache

Now, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to return the cluster to normal
where the Primary Server is the Master.

Finally, add the Sonata Dialer service automation. Run the following commands on both
servers.

root@debian:~# systemctl stop vitxi

root@debian:~# systemctl disable vitxi

Then, run the following commands in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create vitxi service:vitxi op monitor interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add vitxi with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order vpbx-monitor then vitxi

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

With this, you now have VitXi installed in your high-availability environment!
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We can now move towards the OpenVPN add-on module.

First, go to the Floating IP Address on your browser, and install the OpenVPN add-on from the
add-ons module under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons.

Once installed, copy the files that we are going to replicate from the Primary Server to the
Secondary Server. Run the following commands on the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# tar -zcvf etc-openvpn.tgz /etc/openvpn

root@debian:~# tar xvfz etc-openvpn.tgz -C /vpbx_data/

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/openvpn

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/openvpn /etc/openvpn

root@debian:~# rm -rf etc-openvpn.tgz

Run the bascul command on the Primary Server to turn the Secondary Server into the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser. You will now be navigating the
Secondary Server. Here, install the OpenVPN add-on as you did in the Primary Server.

Then, create the symbolic link for the OpenVPN Path on the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# rm -rf /etc/openvpn

root@debian:~# ln -s /vpbx_data/etc/openvpn /etc/openvpn

Finally, add the OpenVPN service automation. Run the following commands on both servers.

root@debian:~# systemctl stop openvpn

root@debian:~# systemctl disable openvpn

Then, run the following commands in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create openvpn service:openvpn op monitor interval=30s

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib fs_cfg

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint colocation add openvpn with ClusterIP INFINITY

root@debian:~# pcs -f fs_cfg constraint order vpbx-monitor then openvpn

root@debian:~# pcs cluster cib-push fs_cfg --config

With this, you now have OpenVPN installed in your high-availability environment!
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Let’s move toward the Maintenance add-on. This is the final add-on that requires special
steps for installation in a high-availability environment.

First, go to the Floating IP Address on your browser and install the Maintenance add-on
module from the add-ons module under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons.

Once installed, execute the bascul command on the Primary Server to turn the Secondary
server into the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser. You will now be navigating the
Secondary Server. Install the Maintenance add-on as you did on the Primary Server.

Afterward, run the bascul command on the Primary Server once again to return the cluster to
normal, where the Primary Server is set as the Master.

root@debian:~# bascul

Because the Maintenance cron file is copied to a shared directory at /etc/cron.d/
vpbx_maintenace that has other system cron services active, we recommend first creating the
Maintenance on the Primary Server first, then using the bascul command to switch the server
roles, and finally create the same maintenance on the Secondary Server.

Since the databases are synchronized, it is only necessary to go to Admin > Tools >
Maintenance and click on Save and Apply Changes.

With this, you now have the Maintenance add-on installed in a high-availability environment.

These are all the add-ons that require special attention and steps for installation in a High
Availability environment. The rest of the add-ons can be installed similarly to how the
Maintenance add-on was installed. The general steps for the rest of the add-ons are as follows.

1. Verify that the server cluster is normalized where the Primary Server is set as the
Master. This can be verified with the role command.

2. Go to the Floating IP Address on your browser.
3. Install the add-on on the Primary Server from the add-ons module under Admin >

Add-Ons > Add-Ons.
4. Use the bascul command to switch the servers’ roles.
5. Install the add-on on the Secondary Server from the add-ons module under Admin

> Add-Ons > Add-Ons.
6. Use the bascul command again to normalize the server cluster and have the

Primary Server as the Master.

With this done, you now have a full high-availability environment with add-ons in VitalPBX 4!
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Section 13, Lesson 3 - DRBD High-Availability Monitoring and
Updates
Now, let’s take a look into additional configurations and processes you can do to troubleshoot
your high-availability environment using DRBD.

Let’s look into a custom context that will allow us to monitor the current state of the high-
availability environment from any registered extension.

First, we will create a new context using nano. Run the following command from the Primary
Server.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/asterisk/vitalpbx/extensions__61-ha-test.conf

Add the following content.

[cos-all](+)

exten => *777,1,NoOp(Say Asterisk IP Address)

same => n,Answer()

same => n,Set(ASTERISK_IP=${SHELL(/usr/bin/hostname -I | awk -F " " '{print $1}')})

same => n,NoOp(IP Address: ${ASTERISK_IP})

same => n,SayDigits(${CUT(ASTERISK_IP,.,1)})

same => n,Playback(letters/dot)

same => n,SayDigits(${CUT(ASTERISK_IP,.,2)})

same => n,Playback(letters/dot)

same => n,SayDigits(${CUT(ASTERISK_IP,.,3)})

same => n,Playback(letters/dot)

same => n,SayDigits(${CUT(ASTERISK_IP,.,4)})

same => n,PlayBack(silence/1&vm-goodbye)

same => n,Hangup()

Instead of *777, you can use any other code of your liking that doesn’t interfere with your
numbering plan.

For us to be able to use this context, we must restart the Asterisk Dial Plan. Run the
following command from the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# asterisk -rx"dialplan reload”

To test the custom context, dial *777 or your code of choosing from any registered extension.
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Note: as a Warning, if you must turn off the servers for any reason, when
turning them back on always try to start with the Primary Server. Wait for the
Primary Server to fully start, and then turn on the Secondary Server.

Let’s look into updating VitalPBX or any Add-On. The steps for updating VitalPBX or any add-
on are as follows.

1. Go to the Floating IP Address on your browser, and log in as the administrator.
2. Update VitalPBX from the Web UI. Under the user menu in the upper right-hand

corner, click on Check for Updates.
3. Run the bascul command on the Primary Server. This will turn the Secondary

Server into the Master.
4. Go back to the Floating IP Address on your browser, and log in as the

administrator.
5. Update VitalPBX from the Web UI.
6. Run the bascul command again to normalize the server cluster where the Primary

Server is the Master.

With this, you will have updated both servers. Basically, you update the Primary Server first,
then switch to the Secondary Server and update it next. Then, you normalize the cluster.

Section 13, Lesson 4 - Changing One of the Servers in DRBD
High Availability
There could be occasions where you need to change one of the servers. This can be due to
one of them getting damaged or hardware modification.

Let’s look into changing the Secondary Server.

First, we will proceed to destroy the cluster on the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster stop

root@debian:~# pcs cluster destroy

root@debian:~# systemctl disable pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl disable corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl disable pacemaker.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop pacemaker.service
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Next, if we still have access to the Secondary Server, we destroy the cluster as well on the
Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster stop --force

root@debian:~# pcs cluster destroy

root@debian:~# systemctl disable pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl disable corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl disable pacemaker.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop pacemaker.service

Since when destroying the cluster the DRBD volume is unmounted, in the Primary Server we
must mount it again manually to avoid interrupting the normal operation of our services. Run
the following commands on the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# drbdadm up drbd0

root@debian:~# drbdadm primary drbd0 --force

root@debian:~# mount /dev/drbd0 /vpbx_data

Now, enable the services on the Primary Server to make sure our server continues to work as
normal.

root@debian:~# systemctl enable asterisk

root@debian:~# systemctl restart asterisk

root@debian:~# systemctl enable mariadb

root@debian:~# systemctl restart mariadb

root@debian:~# systemctl enable fail2ban

root@debian:~# systemctl restart fail2ban

root@debian:~# systemctl enable vpbx-monitor

root@debian:~# systemctl restart vpbx-monitor

At this moment, the Primary Server is now working as normal. We must now configure the
replica with our new server.

First, prepare the new server following the steps for the installation in Section 13, Lesson 1,
with the disk partition and the free space. Then enable remote access with the root user.
Change the IP address to a static IP address. Install the dependencies. Change the hostname
in the Web UI and CLI using the same hostname as the old Secondary Server. Create the sda3
partition using the fdisk command. And finally, configure the firewall with the ports established
in the table from lesson 1. These are the steps for the manual HA setup presented in lesson 1.
This should only be configured in the new Secondary Server.
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Now, we will proceed to format the new partition on the new Secondary Server using the
following commands.

root@debian:~# mkdir /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# mke2fs -j /dev/sda3

root@debian:~# dd if=/dev/zero bs=1M count=500 of=/dev/sda3; sync

Load the DRBD module and enable the service on the new Secondary Server using the
following commands.

root@debian:~# modprobe drbd

root@debian:~# systemctl enable drbd.service

Next, we must create new configuration files called drbd0.res in the /etc/drbd.d directory on
the new Secondary Server for the new resource named drbd0.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/drbd.d/drbd0.res

Add the following content.

resource drbd0 {

startup {

wfc-timeout 5;

outdated-wfc-timeout 3;

degr-wfc-timeout 3;

outdated-wfc-timeout 2;

}

syncer {

rate 10M;

verify-alg md5;

}

net {

after-sb-0pri discard-older-primary;

after-sb-1pri discard-secondary;

after-sb-2pri call-pri-lost-after-sb;

}

handlers {

pri-lost-after-sb "/sbin/reboot";

}
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on vitalpbx-primary.local {

device /dev/drbd0;

disk /dev/sda3;

address 192.168.10.31:7789;

meta-disk internal;

}

on vitalpbx-secondary.local {

device /dev/drbd0;

disk /dev/sda3;

address 192.168.10.32:7789;

meta-disk internal;

}

}

Note: Although the access interfaces can be used, which in this case is ETH0. It
is recommended to use an interface (ETH1) for synchronization, this interface
must be directly connected between both servers.

Initialize the metadata storage on each server by executing the following command on the new
Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# drbdadm create-md drbd0

Writing meta data...

New drbd meta data block successfully created.

Run the following command on the new Secondary Server to start the drbd0.

root@debian:~# drbdadm up drbd0

You can check the current status of the synchronization using the cat /proc/drbd command.

Once the synchronization is done, you can follow the steps from Section 13, Lesson 1 for
configuring the cluster starting with the hacluster user and password up to the creation of
the fail2ban service. Then, follow the steps for creating the bascul command and the
creation of the role command. All of this is for the new Secondary Server.

After this, you will now have replaced the old Secondary Server with a new one!

Now, let’s look into changing the Primary Server. This method differs from changing the
Secondary Server.
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First, we proceed to destroy the cluster in the Primary Server if we still can. Run the following
commands in the Primary Server.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster stop

root@debian:~# pcs cluster destroy

root@debian:~# systemctl disable pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl disable corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl disable pacemaker.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop pacemaker.service

Next, we do the same in the Secondary Server with the following commands.

root@debian:~# pcs cluster stop --force

root@debian:~# pcs cluster destroy

root@debian:~# systemctl disable pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl disable corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl disable pacemaker.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop pcsd.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop corosync.service

root@debian:~# systemctl stop pacemaker.service

Since by destroying the cluster the DRBD unit is unmounted, in the Secondary Server, we must
mount it again manually to avoid interrupting the normal operation of our services. Run the
following commands in the Secondary Server.

root@debian:~# drbdadm up drbd0

root@debian:~# drbdadm primary drbd0 --force

root@debian:~# mount /dev/drbd0 /vpbx_data

Now, enable the services on the Secondary Server to make sure that our server continues to
work as normal.

root@debian:~# systemctl enable asterisk

root@debian:~# systemctl restart asterisk

root@debian:~# systemctl enable mariadb

root@debian:~# systemctl restart mariadb

root@debian:~# systemctl enable fail2ban
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root@debian:~# systemctl restart fail2ban

root@debian:~# systemctl enable vpbx-monitor

root@debian:~# systemctl restart vpbx-monitor

With this, our Secondary Server is now working as normal. We now proceed to configure the
replica with our new server.

First, prepare the new server following the steps for the installation in Section 13, Lesson 1,
with the disk partition and the free space. Then enable remote access with the root user.
Change the IP address to a static IP address. Install the dependencies. Change the hostname
in the Web UI and CLI using the same hostname as the old Primary Server. Create the sda3
partition using the fdisk command. And finally, configure the firewall with the ports established
in the table from lesson 1. These are the steps for the manual HA setup presented in lesson 1.
This should only be configured in the new Primary Server.

Now, proceed to format the new partition on the new Primary Server using these commands.

root@debian:~# mkdir /vpbx_data

root@debian:~# mke2fs -j /dev/sda3

root@debian:~# dd if=/dev/zero bs=1M count=500 of=/dev/sda3; sync

Then, load the module on the new Primary Server and enable the service with the following
commands.

root@debian:~# modprobe drbd

root@debian:~# systemctl enable drbd.service

Next, back up the original global_common.conf file, and create a new one using nano on the
Primary Server. Use the following commands on the new Primary Server.

root@debian:~# mv /etc/drbd.d/global_common.conf /etc/drbd.d/global_common.conf.orig

root@debian:~# nano /etc/drbd.d/global_common.conf

Add the following content.

global {

usage-count no;

}

common {

net {

protocol C;

}

}
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Next, we must create new configuration files called drbd0.res in the /etc/drbd.d directory on
the new Primary Server for the new resource named drbd0.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/drbd.d/drbd0.res

Add the following content.

resource drbd0 {

startup {

wfc-timeout 5;

outdated-wfc-timeout 3;

degr-wfc-timeout 3;

outdated-wfc-timeout 2;

}

syncer {

rate 10M;

verify-alg md5;

}

net {

after-sb-0pri discard-older-primary;

after-sb-1pri discard-secondary;

after-sb-2pri call-pri-lost-after-sb;

}

handlers {

pri-lost-after-sb "/sbin/reboot";

}

on vitalpbx-primary.local {

device /dev/drbd0;

disk /dev/sda3;

address 192.168.10.31:7789;

meta-disk internal;

}
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on vitalpbx-secondary.local {

device /dev/drbd0;

disk /dev/sda3;

address 192.168.10.32:7789;

meta-disk internal;

}

}

Note: Although the access interfaces can be used, which in this case is ETH0. It
is recommended to use an interface (ETH1) for synchronization, this interface
must be directly connected between both servers.

Initialize the metadata storage on each server by executing the following command on the new
Primary Server.

root@debian:~# drbdadm create-md drbd0

Writing meta data...

New drbd meta data block successfully created.

On the new Primary Server, run the following command to start the drbd0.

root@debian:~# drbdadm up drbd0

You can check the current status of the synchronization while it’s being performed. The cat /
proc/drbd command displays the creation and synchronization progress of the resource.

Once the synchronization is done, you can follow the steps from Section 13, Lesson 1 for
configuring the cluster starting with the hacluster user and password up to the creation of
the fail2ban service. Then, follow the steps for creating the bascul command and the
creation of the role command. All of this is for the new Primary Server.

After this, you will now have replaced the old Primary Server with a new one!

With this, you now have the necessary tools to run VitalPBX in a high-availability environment.
Allowing you to rest assured that you have two servers working together for minimal to no
downtime.
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Section 13, Lesson 5 - DRBD High Availability Useful
Commands

root@debian:~# bascul

This command is used to change roles between high-availability servers. If all is well, a
confirmation question should appear if we wish to execute the action. The bascul command
permanently moves services from one server to another. If you want to return the services to
the main server you must execute the command again.

root@debian:~# role

This command shows the status of the current server.

root@debian:~# pcs resource refresh --full

This command is used to poll all resources even if the status is unknown.

root@debian:~# pcs node standby host

This command stops the server node where it is running. The node status is stopped.

root@debian:~# pcs node unstandby host

In some cases, the bascul command does not finish tilting, which causes one of the servers to
be on standby (stopped), with this command the state is restored to normal.

root@debian:~# pcs resource delete

This command removes the resource so it can be created.

root@debian:~# pcs resource create

This command creates the resource.

root@debian:~# corosync-cfgtool -s

This command is used to check whether cluster communication is happy.

root@debian:~# ps axf

This command confirms that Corosync is functional, we can check the rest of the stack. The
pacemaker has already been started, so verify the necessary processes are running.

root@debian:~# pcs status

This command allows you to check the pcs status output.
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root@debian:~# crm_verify -L -V

This command allows you to check the validity of the configuration.

root@debian:~# drbdadm status

This command shows the integrity status of the disks that are being shared between both
servers in high availability. If for some reason the status of Connecting or Standalone returns to
us, wait a while and if the state remains it is because there are synchronization problems
between both servers, and you should execute the drbdsplit command.

root@debian:~# cat /proc/drbd

This command shows you the state of your device is kept in /proc/drbd.

root@debian:~# drbdadm connect drbd0

This command shows you the status on the other node (the split brain survivor), if its
connection state is also StandAlone, you will need to enter.

root@debian:~# drbdadm role drbd0

This command is another way to check the role of the block device.

root@debian:~# drbdadm primary drbd0

This command allows you to switch the DRBD block device to Primary using drbdadm.

root@debian:~# drbdadm secondary drbd0

This command allows you to switch the DRBD block device to Secondary using drbdadm.

root@debian:~# /usr/share/vitalpbx/ha/ ./vpbxha.sh

This script creates the cluster automatically.

root@debian:~# /usr/share/vitalpbx/ha/ ./destroy.sh

This script will completely destroy the cluster, leaving the DRBD intact.

root@debian:~# /usr/share/vitalpbx/ha/ ./rebuild.sh

This script recreates the cluster starting from the fact that the DRBD is already configured on
both servers.
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Section 13, Lesson 6 - High Availability using Proxmox™
Another way to have a high-availability environment we have studied is using Proxmox™ VE.
Proxmox VE is a complete open-source server management platform for enterprise
virtualization. It tightly integrates the KVM hypervisor and Linux Containers (LXC), software-
defined storage, and networking functionality, into a single platform. With the built-in web-
based user interface, you can manage virtual machines and containers, high availability for
clusters, or the built-in disaster recovery tools with ease. You can explore Proxmox as an
option to create your VitalPBX instances in your local data center infrastructure.

To start using Proxmox VE for an HA environment, there are some prerequisites that need to be
fulfilled.

• System Requirements
For production servers, high-quality server equipment is needed. Proxmox VE
supports clustering, which means that multiple installations of Proxmox VE
can be centrally managed thanks to the built-in cluster functionality. Proxmox
VE can use local storage such as (DAS), SAN, and NAS, as well as shared and
distributed storage (Ceph).

• Recommended Hardware
• CPU - Intel EMT64 or AMD64 with Intel VT/AMD-V CPUs running at 3.5 GHz.
• Memory - At least 4 GB for OS services and Proxmox VE. More memory

needs to be designated for guests. For Ceph or ZFS additional memory is
required, approximately 1GB of memory for every TB of storage used.

• Fast and redundant storage - Better results with SSD drives.
• OS storage - Hardware RAID with battery-protected write cache

("BBU") or non-RAID with ZFS cache and SSD.
• VM storage - For local storage, use hardware RAID with battery-

backed write cache (BBU) or no RAID for ZFS. Neither ZFS nor Ceph
supports a hardware RAID controller. Shared and distributed storage is
also possible.

• Redundant Gigabit NICs - Additional NICs depending on preferred storage
technology and cluster configuration: 10 Gbit and higher are also supported.

• For PCI(e) pass-through - a CPU with CPU flag VT-d/AMD-d is required.

• For Testing (Minimal Hardware for Testing Only)
• CPU - 64-bit (Intel EMT64 or AMD64)
• Motherboard - Intel VT/AMD-V compatible CPU/motherboard (for full KVM

virtualization support)
• Memory - Minimum 2 GB of RAM
• Storage - 500GB HDD
• Network - One Gigabit NIC

Additionally, we are going to need an NFS Storage system. For this, in this example, we are
going to be using another server to work as a NAS server.

With these prerequisites fulfilled, we can proceed to install Proxmox VE.

Proxmox needs a clean hard drive because it will remove all partitions and data from the hard
drive during installation.
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First, download Proxmox VE’s ISO image from Proxmox’s official website, https://
proxmox.com/en/downloads/category/iso-images-pve.

If you are going to install it on physical hardware, you must flash the ISO image on a USB drive
of at least 8GB. We recommend the Balena Etcher software, https://www.balena.io/etcher/.

Afterward, we can install Proxmox VE on dedicated hardware using the USB drive. Once we
boot into the image we will be greeted with the following screen.

Select the Install Proxmox VE option, and press Enter. After a few seconds, the EULA will
appear. Click on the I agree button.
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Image 13.6.2 - Proxmox EULA screen.



Afterward, you must select the hard disk where you want to install Proxmox. Once selected,
click on Next.

On the next screen, enter your location, time zone, and language. Then click on Next.

Now you must enter the password for the root user which is used both in the Proxmox web
interface and in the server console via SSH. Since this is a very sensitive user, we recommend
a fairly complex password.
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Image 13.6.3 - Proxmox hard disk selection screen.

Image 13.6.4 - Proxmox location and time zone selection screen.



For the Email address, you can use any email address of your liking. Click on Next.

Afterward, we must enter our Networking configurations.
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• Management Interface - Select the interface through which we will manage
Proxmox.

• Hostname (FQDN) - A valid FQDN is recommended. For local testing, we will use
a .local domain.

• IP Address (CIDR) - Enter the IP address for the Proxmox server, using the CIDR
format for the netmask.

• Gateway - Enter the default gateway for the Proxmox server.
• DNS Server - Enter the IP address for a DNS server to solve for server names. i.e.

8.8.8.8

Once the network has been configured, click on Next.

Finally, you will be presented with a summary of your installation configurations. Verify the
information and click on Install.

The installation will proceed and may take a few minutes depending on your hardware.

Once the installation is done, enter the IP Address plus the port 8006 on your browser, i.e.
192.168.20.220:8006.
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Another option to install Proxmox is by installing a minimal installation of Debian. For this, you
can follow the Debian installation instructions in Section 1, Lesson 1. During the installation,
set the hostname for your Proxmox installation. Later we will show you the scheme we used
for our example.

Once you have Debian installed, make sure you have SSH and WGET installed.

root@debian:~# apt-install -y ssh wget

Then, make the root user available to log in via SSH, using nano.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/ssh/sshd_config

Go to the following line.

#PermitRootLogin prohibit-password

Change it to

PermitRootLogin yes

Save and Exit nano.

Next, we must set the static IP address for this server using nano.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/network/interfaces

Go to the following line.

iface eth0 inet dhcp

Change it to the following content.

iface eth0 inet static

address 192.168.20.220

netmask 255.255.255.0

gateway 192.168.20.1

dns-nameservers 8.8.8.8 8.8.4.4 1.1.1.1 1.1.0.0

Save and Exit nano.

Note: Your interface name and IP Address will vary from these instructions. This
information is based on the scheme we present later. Make sure that you are
using the interface name and appropriate IP Address for your environment.
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Now, we must make changes to the hosts file so the hostname resolves the server IP Address.
Use nano to modify the hosts file.

root@debian:~# nano /etc/hosts

Go to the following line.

127.0.1.1 prox1.vitalpbx.local prox1

Change it to the following.

192.168.20.220 prox1.vitalpbx.local prox1

Save and Exit nano. You can check your configurations with the following command.

root@debian:~# hostname --ip-address

With this setup, we must add the Proxmox VE repositories. Run the following command.

root@debian:~# echo "deb [arch=amd64] http://download.proxmox.com/debian/pve bullseye pve-no-
subscription" > /etc/apt/sources.list.d/pve-install-repo.list

Next, add the Proxmox repository key as root.

For Debian 11.

root@debian:~# wget https://enterprise.proxmox.com/debian/proxmox-release-bullseye.gpg -O /
etc/apt/trusted.gpg.d/proxmox-release-bullseye.gpg

# verify

sha512sum /etc/apt/trusted.gpg.d/proxmox-release-bullseye.gpg

7fb03ec8a1675723d2853b84aa4fdb49a46a3bb72b9951361488bfd19b29aab0a789a4f8c7406e71a69aabbc727c9
36d3549731c4659ffa1a08f44db8fdcebfa /etc/apt/trusted.gpg.d/proxmox-release-bullseye.gpg

For Debian 12.

root@debian:~# wget https://enterprise.proxmox.com/debian/proxmox-release-bookworm.gpg -O /
etc/apt/trusted.gpg.d/proxmox-release-bookworm.gpg

# verify

sha512sum /etc/apt/trusted.gpg.d/proxmox-release-bookworm.gpg

7da6fe34168adc6e479327ba517796d4702fa2f8b4f0a9833f5ea6e6b48f6507a6da403a274fe201595edc86a8446
3d50383d07f64bdde2e3658108db7d6dc87 /etc/apt/trusted.gpg.d/proxmox-release-bookworm.gpg

Afterward, update the repository and system by running the following command.

root@debian:~# apt update && apt full-upgrade
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Then, install the Proxmox kernel.

For Debian 11.

root@debian:~# apt install pve-kernel-5.15

For Debian 12.

root@debian:~# apt install pve-kernel-6.2

Reboot the system.

root@debian:~# systemctl reboot

Once the system has rebooted, install the Proxmox packages using the following command.
For Debian 11.

root@debian:~# apt install proxmox-ve postfix open-iscsi

For Debian 12.

root@debian:~# apt install proxmox-ve postfix open-iscsi chrony

Then, remove the original Linux Kernel.

For Debian 11.

root@debian:~# apt remove linux-image-amd64 ‘linux-image-5.10*'

For Debian 12.

root@debian:~# apt remove linux-image-amd64 ‘linux-image-6.1*'

Afterward, update the GRUB.

root@debian:~# update-grub
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The os-prober package will scan all the partitions to create dual-boot GRUB entries. This can
include the ones assigned to virtual machines, which we don’t want to add a boot entry. If you
didn’t install Proxmox as a dual-boot with another OS, it is recommended to remove the os-
prober package using the following command.

root@debian:~# apt remove os-prober

Finally, reboot the system using the following command.

root@debian:~# reboot

Once the system reboots, go to the Proxmox IP Address using port 8006 on your browser,
i.e. 192.168.20.220:8006. Here, login using the root user and password.

Go to Datacenter > Your Proxmox node > System > Network, and click Create. Here, create
a Linux Bridge and call it vmbr0. Add the IP Address of your server with the netmask in
CIDR format, the gateway, and enter the network interface name under the Bridge port.
Then click OK.

Note: During this step, you may have to remove the IP address from the Network
interface listed here as well. For this, you must click the interface, and then
click on Edit. There, you can remove the IP Address and Gateway. Then, click
OK.
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After the installation, you will see a message saying “You do not have a valid subscription for
this server.” To remove this message, you will need to purchase a valid subscription. For this,
you can go to the following link, https://www.proxmox.com/en/proxmox-ve/pricing.

For High Availability, you must complete this process three times on three separate servers.
Ideally with similar hardware specifications. This is due to us needing what is called a quorum.
The cluster of Proxmox servers will vote on which server the virtual machines will be
transferred to.

For the latest instructions on how to install Proxmox in Debian, you can check the Proxmox
wiki at https://pve.proxmox.com/wiki/Category:Installation.
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For this example, we will be creating and using the following.

• 3 Physical Servers with similar hardware specifications.
• 16GB of Memory
• 256GB of Storage
• 4-Core CPU

• A NAS Server with enough capacity to store all the Virtual Machines we are going to
create.

We will be using the following scheme.

• Server 1
• Name: prox1.vitalpbx.local
• IP Address: 192.168.20.220

• Server 2
• Name: prox2.vitalpbx.local
• IP Address: 192.168.20.221

• Server 3
• Name: prox3.vitalpbx.local
• IP Address: 192.168.20.222

• NFS Server
• Name: truenas.vitalpbx.local
• IP Address: 192.168.20.219

This diagram shows the infrastructure we are going to be building. We have the three Proxmox
servers and an NFS server where we are going to be storing our Virtual Machines.
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The next step is to configure our NFS storage. For this example, we will be using a TrueNAS
server to create our NFS shares. You can use any NAS server that allows you to create an NFS
share.

Since this part will vary based on the NAS or Storage Server you choose to use, we will go
briefly on what needs to be configured.

On our TrueNAS installation, we will first create a new user and password that we are going to
use to log into our NFS share. We go to Accounts > Users.

Here, a new group has been created as well that we have named proxmox. You can verify this
under Accounts > Groups.
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Image 13.6.11 - TrueNAS group.



With the user and group created, we then created a new Pool with a Dataset where we are
going to be storing our Virtual Machines. For this, we go to Storage > Pools.

Then, we edit the permissions for the dataset we named data, add our group, and modify the
Access Mode to allow us to read and write data to the dataset. Remember to check the Apply
Group box before clicking on Save.
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Image 13.6.15 - TrueNAS dataset permissions.



Next, we go to Sharing > Unix Shares (NFS) to create our NFS share. We point this share to
the dataset we created previously.

Finally, remember to have the networking configured so you can reach this server from our
Proxmox nodes. Under Network > Global Configurations, we configure our DNS servers,
hostname, and Default Gateway.
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Image 13.6.18 - TrueNAS Network Global configurations.



And under Network > Interfaces, we configure the static IP Address for our server.

With this, you now have an NFS share available to store your Virtual Machines in Proxmox.

Now that we have three Proxmox servers and our NAS server with the NFS shares configured,
we can configure our connection to the NAS server and create our cluster for High Availability
using Proxmox.

Go to the first Proxmox node and go to Datacenter > Storage. Click Add and select NFS.
Here, we configure the ID to identify this NFS share, add the server IP address, set the path
for our data set under Export, and select the content we want to include in this storage.

Under node, you will only see the current proxmox node available. You can go to every node
and add the NFS share using the same ID. You can also come back to this Share on the first
node after we create the cluster, and add the other two nodes afterward.

Next, we configure our Cluster. On the first node, go to Datacenter > Cluster and click on
Create Cluster. Once you enter the Cluster Name, click on Create.
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Image 13.6.21 - Cluster creation in Proxmox.



Go back to Datacenter > Cluster, and click on Join Information. This will show you the
information we need to add to the other two nodes. Click on Copy Information.

Go to the second Proxmox node go to Datacenter > Cluster and click Join Cluster. Here, you
will need to enter the Join Information for the first node.

You will need to enter the root password for the first Proxmox node here. Click on Join
‘proxmox-cluster’. After a few minutes, the second node is added to the cluster.

Repeat these two steps on the third Proxmox node, by adding the Join Information and root
password from the first node. Then click on Join ‘proxmox-cluster’ and wait a few minutes.

You will now see that all your Proxmox nodes are listed under Datacenter. From here, if you
have not added the second and third nodes to the NFS storage configured under Datacenter
> Storage. Go back to that share, and edit it to add the second and third nodes.
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Image 13.6.23 - Cluster Join in Proxmox, as seen on the second node.

Image 13.6.24 - All Proxmox nodes in a cluster, as seen on the first node.



Now, we will create a VitalPBX instance. On the first Proxmox node, go to Datacenter > prox1
> truenas (prox1). Here, click on CT Templates and then click on debian-11-standard. Then,
click on Download.

With this, we can now create a container where we are going to install VitalPBX 4. Go back to
Datacenter > prox1 > truenas (prox1) and click on Create CT in the upper right-hand corner.

First, in the General tab, we are going to add the Hostname and root Password.
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Image 13.6.25 - Downloading a Debian 11 container template in Proxmox.

Image 13.6.26 - Creating LXC Container in Proxmox. General tab.



Next, on the Template tab, select the NFS Storage we created and the Template we
downloaded.

Then, on the Disks tab, select the NFS Storage and enter the Disk size in GiB for the Virtual
Machine.
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Image 13.6.27 - Creating LCX Container in Proxmox. Template tab.

Image 13.6.28 - Creating LCX Container in Proxmox. Disks tab.



Afterward, on the CPU tab, enter the number of cores you want to give to this Virtual Machine.

Under the Memory tab, enter the amount of Memory and Swap in MiB you wish to give to
this Virtual Machine.
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Image 13.6.29 - Creating LCX Container in Proxmox. CPU tab.

Image 13.6.30 - Creating LCX Container in Proxmox. Memory tab.



Then, on the Network tab, enter a static IP address and Gateway for the Virtual Machine.

Under the DNS tab, you can configure the DNS servers the Virtual Machine will use. You can
leave these fields blank to use the host settings.
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Image 13.6.31 - Creating LCX Container in Proxmox. Network tab.

Image 13.6.32 - Creating LCX Container in Proxmox. DNS tab.



Finally, you can verify the configurations under the Confirm tab.

Click on Finish, and wait a few minutes. The instance with Debian 11 is now ready.

With the Debian 11 instance created, we can install VitalPBX 4 on it. On the left navigation
menu, you will now see the instance listed. Right-click the instance, and click on Start.

Once started, a console window will pop up. Run the following commands to install VitalPBX.

root@debian:~# apt update

root@debian:~# apt -y upgrade

root@debian:~# wget https://repo.vitalpbx.com/vitalpbx/v4/apt/install_vpbx4.sh

root@debian:~# chmod +x install_vpbx4.sh

root@debian:~# ./install_vpbx4.sh

After a few minutes, VitalPBX will have been installed and the Virtual Machine will reboot. You
now have a VitalPBX instance on your Proxmox server!
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Image 13.6.33 - Creating LCX Container in Proxmox. Confirm tab.

Image 13.6.34 - Starting container instance in Proxmox.



With the instance created, you can now migrate it around the cluster between nodes. You can
do this Hot (With the server ON) or Cold (With the server OFF).

To perform a Cold Migration, turn off the VitalPBX instance, by running a poweroff command
from the console.

Right-click the instance, and click Migrate. You will be presented with a prompt selecting
where you want to migrate the instance.

Once the migration is complete, you will see the following message.

The instance will now be in the second Proxmox node.

For a Hot Migration, while the VitalPBX instance is turned on in the first Proxmox node, right-
click on it and click Migrate.
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Image 13.6.35 - Cold migration of an instance between nodes in Proxmox.

Image 13.6.36 - Cold migration of an instance between nodes OK in Proxmox.

Image 13.6.37 - Hot migration of an instance between nodes in Proxmox.



You will see that the mode now says Restart Mode. This means that the server will be
restarted once it has migrated.

After the migration, you will see the following message.

With the migration done, the instance is now on the second Proxmox node already started.

Now that we have a VitalPBX instance that we can migrate between nodes, we can set up our
cluster to work in High Availability in Proxmox.

Go to Datacenter > HA > Resources and click Add. Here, enter the VitalPBX instance’s ID
number and click Add.

You will see that the cluster has the quorum OK and that the VitalPBX instance is now a
resource for High Availability.

To test the High Availability, you can turn off the first Proxmox node and after some time the
VitalPBX instance will automatically move from the first node to another one.

The time it takes to move the instance will depend on your server hardware and network
speed.
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Image 13.6.38 - Hot migration of an instance between nodes OK in Proxmox.

Image 13.6.39 - Adding the Virtual Machine instance as a resource for HA.



When turning the first Proxmox node off, you will need to access the cluster from the second
or third node to manage the cluster.

With this done, you now have a full High Availability Environment using Proxmox!

One thing that differs between HA with Proxmox and using DRBD is that with Proxmox, there is
no need to have multiple VitalPBX licenses. Since in this case, it is the same machine that is
migrated over multiple Proxmox nodes, the licensing is moved alongside the virtual machine.

Section 13, Lesson 7 - Multi-Instance with Proxmox
We saw previously how you can have a Multi-Tenant environment with VitalPBX. Now, let’s look
at the other side of the coin, deploying a Multi-Instance server using Proxmox. This is quite
simple as Proxmox VE is a virtual machine environment.

For this, you can follow the steps from the previous lesson to create a container. Once you
have your container, install VitalPBX. With VitalPBX installed, you can now power off the
container/virtual machine, and right-click the instance on the Proxmox navigation menu on the
left. This will show you the Create Template action. By creating a template, you can easily
deploy a new VitalPBX instance to your liking and as your server supports it.
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Image 13.6.40 - First Proxmox node is down, and the instance migrated to the
second node.



Now, you can have many VitalPBX instances running. Keep in mind, when running multiple
instances, you need to keep in mind the resources allocated. Each VitalPBX instance will be
completely independent and each will need its own license. As such, each instance will need to
be updated on its own.

With the template created, to deploy a new instance, you can right-click the instance again and
click Clone.

When creating a CT template, you can no longer start that machine. So you can use this first
instance only to clone it into new instances. Once cloned, the new instance will have the IP
address set on the original template. So we recommend you first set the network address for
the new cloned CT or VM first thing. As well as using different hostnames when you create a
new instance.

Conclusion
With a High Availability Environment, you can ensure that your downtime will be minimal or
close to zero. This is a good way to gain peace of mind for you and your customers.

Following the steps that were used throughout this section, you can have a complex system to
help you get this high-availability.
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Image 13.7.1 - Clone action for an instance in Proxmox.



SECTION 14 - SECURITY

Introduction
VitalPBX possesses an inherent toolset for the best security practices on a PBX system. In this
section, we will take a look at how you can take advantage of these tools to make your system
more secure.

We will see the best practices we recommend, how to secure your calls with encryption, and
some commercial add-ons to increment the security of your VitalPBX installation.

Section 14, Lesson 1 - Best Security Practices
First, let’s look at various recommendations we present to make your VitalPBX installation more
secure.

This section can work as a checklist of various configurations you can follow when setting up
your VitalPBX installation.

1. Never use the same username and password on your extensions.
• It is quite common to see instances where the username and password for

extensions are the same as the extension number. This might make
remembering the usernames and passwords easier when setting up your
devices, but it is the easiest way to get bad actors registering on your PBX
system. The bad actors can then start placing a massive number of phone
calls.

• What we recommend, and taking advantage of VitalPBX’s separation of the
Extension number and devices, is to use unique usernames and strong
passwords for your extensions. You can make the device’s user anything you
like, instead of the extension number. VitalPBX also generates a random strong
password automatically, so we recommend using this instead of a repeating
password for all your devices.

2. Use the “Permit” and “Deny” options for your devices.
• If possible, you should limit the networks that can reach the registration for

your devices. In the case you know that a device will only register from a
specific network address, you can use the Permit and Deny options when
configuring your devices. Permit will only allow devices from the defined
network address or segment to register. Deny will disallow devices from the
defined segment to register.

3. Limit extension registration using a Bind Address.
• The Bind Address option will also limit who can register to your extensions.

With this option, you can limit the network addresses or segments that can
register to your extension devices.
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4. Change the default ports for the services you are using.
• Default ports are one of the most common ways to have your system attacked

by online scanners. By changing these ports to another value, bot scanners
will have a harder time detecting open spots in your VitalPBX Server. You can
change these ports on the VitalPBX firewall. Remember that you also need to
change the ports on the Technology Settings module for PJSIP and IAX2. The
most common ports to change are PJSIP, IAX2, and SSH.

5. Disable the ports you are not using.
• Speaking of ports, if you are not using a service, disabling the port is a better

option than changing it to something else. For example, if you are not using
IAX2, disable the port on the VitalPBX firewall. This is one less way to detect
an open spot by bot scanners.

6. Don’t route inbound calls to very permissive contexts.
• When routing incoming calls make sure that you are limiting the incoming calls

to only the intended destinations. Using the right Class of Service can help you
limit the destination options that someone can reach in a context. For
example, don’t have an IVR with a permissive Class of Service. Create one
that limits the options to the destinations you intend. If you are using a Custom
Context, only allow dialing to a specific destination.

7. Always have the Firewall active and try to place your PBX behind a Firewall
and/or SBC.

• The firewall included in VitalPBX is set to block unwanted access to your PBX.
Having it enabled at all times will deter attempts to breach the server. Having
an external firewall is another good way to manage the network routes and
permissions at a network level to limit access to the VitalPBX server. Finally, an
SBC or Session Border Controller is a good way to externally filter registration
and other type of events from reaching your VitalPBX server.

8. Use Fail2Ban to automatically detect malicious attempts to enter your PBX.
• Using the Fail2Ban application allows you to easily jail malicious attempts

towards your VitalPBX server. Fail2Ban will block the connection from an IP
Address after multiple failed attempts to access the server. This can be
through SSH, PJSIP/IAX2 Registration, or web login. You can set the number
of failed attempts and for how long the IP address will be blocked.

Following these suggestions will allow you to have a more secure server and keep your data
and work safely. These are ways that you can secure your server out of the box. In the
following lessons, we will look into more ways to make your server even safer.
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Section 14, Lesson 2 - Secure Calls (TLS)
Keeping your conversations private is key for secure communications. With VitalPBX you can
configure your calls to be encrypted, so they are secure from end to end. For this, we are going
to be using TLS or Transported Layer Security.

The first thing we need to do is to create a new Device Profile for PJSIP. Go to Settings >
Technology Settings > Device Profiles.

Here, we will select the PJSIP Profile Type. Then, enter a Name and Description to identify
this device profile. Under Network, we will set the Transport to TLS. And under Media, we will
set the Media Encryption to SDES.

Then click on Save, and then Apply Changes.

Next, we will create a new SSL Certificate. Go to Admin > System Settings > Certificates. In
this example, we will be creating a Let’s Encrypt certificate. In this module, you can create
self-signed certificates and custom SSL certificates you may acquire with an SSL Certificate
vendor. Self-signed may be used in local network environments, but they are not
recommended as many browsers consider sites using self-signed certificates risky.

For the Let’s Encrypt certificate, we need to enter a Description to identify the certificate, enter
the Hostname for the VitalPBX server, and enter the Owner’s Email address.
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Image 14.1.1 - TLS PJSIP device profile.

Image 14.1.2 - Let’s Encrypt certificate in the Certificates module.



When creating a Let’s Encrypt certificate, we support Sub-Domains. This means that under
hostname, you can enter the main valid FQDN. Then, you can enter a sub-domain, i.e.
sip.mydomain.com, that you can use to access the VitalPBX installation if you use this
certificate for an HTTPS connection. You can enter multiple sub-domains in this section. This is
helpful if you want to separate different tenants by sub-domain, and still use a single VitalPBX
instance.

With the fields configured, click Save.

Now, go to Settings > Technology Settings > PJSIP Settings. Under Certificate select the
certificate we just created. If you are using multiple sub-domains, you must also enable the
Allow Wildcard Certs option. Then, click on Save and then Apply Changes.

Afterward, we will need to assign the device profile we created to the devices we want to use
TLS encryption with. Go to PBX > Extensions > Extensions, and under the device section on
the Profile field, select the device profile we created.

All that is left is to register the extensions using the TLS port instead of the default port for
PJSIP. By default, this is port 5061. Some devices will require you to enable encrypted calls so
you are able to use TLS for the voice packets and change the signaling from UDP to TLS. With
this, your devices will have their calls encrypted, making their conversations even more private
and secure.
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Image 14.1.3 - Setting the Certificate on PJSIP settings for TLS.

Image 14.1.4 - Device profile assigned to an extension device.



Section 14, Lesson 3 - OpenVPN
Sometimes, you might need to have remote access and registration for your VitalPBX
installation. This might be a local installation that you don’t want to fully expose to the internet.
For this, we have the OpenVPN commercial add-on that allows you to turn your VitalPBX
server into a VPN server.

The OpenVPN add-on is a commercial add-on module, meaning that you will need to purchase
an individual license for this module, or any of our licensing plans.

First, install the add-on from the add-ons module at Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once
installed, refresh your browser and go to Admin > Network > OpenVPN Server.

Next, you must Enable the service. By default, the module comes with Port 1194 configured.
You can change this to anything of your liking. Remember, this needs to be changed on the
Firewall services as well under Admin > Firewall > Services. You can set a range of IP
addresses to be assigned to the clients by entering a network with the appropriate netmask
for the number of clients you wish to create.

Afterward, you must enter the Public Host. This will be the Public IP Address to reach your
VitalPBX installation or an FQDN that points to this server.

Then, set the DNS servers to use. By default, Google’s© DNS servers are used. Lastly, we
recommend setting the compression to comp-lzo. Click Save and then Apply Changes.

Optionally, you can set the following options.

• Keep Alive - This option sends a ping-like message through the connection to see if
the connection with the client is still active. You can set the minimum and maximum
times for this ping in seconds.

• Cipher Method - This is the cipher algorithm to encrypt the data.
• Redirect Gateway - If this option is enabled, all network traffic will go through the

OpenVPN server. This is good if you want to use the outbound connection and public
IP address of the VitalPBX Server. Keep this in mind based on your server’s
bandwidth’s limits.

• Max Clients - This is the maximum number of concurrently connected clients.
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Image 14.3.1 - OpenVPN Server module.



With the service enabled, and reachable through the Public Host, you can start creating the
certificates for your clients. For this, click the Add Client button in the lower left-hand corner.

Here, you must enter a Description to identify this certificate for the client. Optionally, you can
enter a Fixed IP address that will be assigned to the client. You can Enable or Disable this
client at any time. Finally, you must select the type of certificate you want to create for this
client. You can chose between the following options.

• Generic - This is best for devices like computers or mobile phones. You can use the
OpenVPN Connect application to upload the certificate and connect to this VPN
server.

• Grandstream - This is a special certificate created for Grandstream devices.
• Fanvil - This is a special certificate created for Fanvil devices.
• Yealink - This is a special certificate created for Yealink devices.
• VitalPBX - This is a special certificate for other VitalPBX installations you want to

connect to this OpenVPN server.

Once you have configured these fields, click Save and Apply Changes.

Under the Clients tab, you will see the different Clients you have created.

Here you can see relevant information about the client’s connection, as well as their type, and
whether or not they are enabled. In the last column, you will see some actions you can take
over the clients. You can delete or edit the client, as well as download the certificate files.

The files will differ based on the type of client you selected. You can then upload the certificate
to the appropriate device based on the client type.

The device will then connect to the OpenVPN server we have just configured.
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Image 14.3.2 - Adding an OpenVPN client.

14.3.3 - OpenVPN Server Clients.



One of the client types we saw at the OpenVPN server module, was the VitalPBX client type.
This can be uploaded on other VitalPBX installations with internet access to connect to this
VPN. To use this, on the remote VitalPBX server, we must go to Admin > Network > OpenVPN
Client. Here, you can upload the VPN Configuration, which is the certificate we created at the
OpenVPN Server. Once selected, click the green Upload Configuration button in the lower
right-hand corner.

Once uploaded, the remote VitalPBX installation will connect to the OpenVPN server and have
an IP address assigned. This is very useful when you have a VitalPBX server in a remote
location with no public IP address available. You will now have a secure encrypted tunnel
between the remote VitalPBX server and the one with the OpenVPN server. Through this tunnel,
you can create trunks to connect both systems in a secure manner.

Section 14, Lesson 4 - Geo-Firewall
When you set up your VitalPBX installation publicly available through the internet, we have
seen various ways to deter bot scanners from trying to attack your VitalPBX. Additionally to
this, we can apply the Geo-Firewall commercial add-on. This is a simple add-on you can
install that blocks incoming connection attempts from entire countries. As this is a commercial
add-on, you need to purchase individual licensing or any of our licensing plans. Once the add-
on is installed, refresh your browser and go to Admin > Firewall > Geo-Firewall.
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Image 14.3.4 - OpenVPN client module connected.

Image 14.4.1 - Geo-Firewall add-on module.



By default, all countries are unblocked. You can block a country by clicking it on the map, or by
going to the list of countries in the upper right-hand corner. When you click the country name,
it will turn from green to red on the map.

You can also Select or Unselect all countries from the buttons in the lower left-hand corner.
The Geo-Firewall can be enabled or disabled as a whole from here as well.

Once you have the countries you want blocked, click Save and then Apply Changes. With
this, you have now set up the Geo-Firewall.

Conclusion
As you can see, we take the security of your system very seriously. Using the
recommendations provided, you can rest assured your communications remain private and
safe. Your communications will remain encrypted, and you will deter any possibility of an attack
on your VitalPBX installation.

SECTION 15 - ADD-ONS

Introduction
Throughout this section, we will cover the rest of the add-ons we have yet to see. This will
cover add-on modules like Custom Contexts for higher control over the dial plan, Maintenance
for your storage, Branding to make VitalPBX yours, SMS, CRM, and Virtual Faxes.

Section 15, Lesson 1 - SMS
With VitalPBX 4 we have introduced the SMS add-on module. This module allows you to
connect with homologated vendors to be able to send and receive SMS messages. To start
using the module you need to install it under the add-ons module at Admin > Add-Ons > Add-
Ons. The SMS add-on module is a commercial module, meaning you need a license to use it.
The SMS module is only available through any of our licensing plans.

Once the add-on is installed, refresh your browser and you will find a new section in the PBX
navigation menu.
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Image 15.1.1 - SMS module Messaging Providers



For this module, we have homologated multiple VoIP vendors that provide an SMS service. The
first step to using SMS with VitalPBX is to create a connection with one of the homologated
vendors with your VitalPBX installation. The number of vendors is constantly growing and we
can’t cover all of them in this guide. For detailed articles covering each vendor, you can head
over to our blog at our website, https://vitalpbx.com/?s=SMS.

Depending on the vendor, the fields you will find under PBX > SMS > Messaging Providers
will vary.

When you establish a connection, a Web-hook URL is generated. This can be used with the
vendor to receive messages and get information on the status of sent messages.

Under SMS Numbers, you will see the numbers you have acquired with the vendor to send
and receive SMS messages. You can add the numbers manually by clicking Add Number.

To add a number enter the number with the appropriate format for your vendor, and a
description to identify this number. Some vendors allow you to retrieve the numbers through
the API, so you can use the Get Numbers from API button.

When sending an SMS message, you will need to enter the recipient in the To field, and the
message in the Message field. The format of the number is validated, so you need to enter the
recipient with the correct format supported by the vendor. Usually, you need to use E.164
format.
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Image 15.1.2 - SMS Messaging Provider set.

Image 15.1.3 - Adding an SMS number modal.



When you have the numbers available, you can edit or delete them from the Actions column.
You also have the ability to send an SMS message from a number on the list. This allows you
to test that you can send SMS messages from VitalPBX.

Once you have your connection with your preferred vendor, you can now use SMS messaging
with VitalPBX in multiple ways. The first one is the Messaging Notifications feature. Go to PBX
> SMS > Messaging Notifications.

This module allows you to create an automatic SMS message as a destination in your
VitalPBX. Whenever a caller is calling from a mobile device or from a phone number that
supports SMS, an SMS message is automatically sent.

To configure a Messaging Notification, you need to enter a Description to identify the
notification. You can then select the phone number from which the SMS is sent.
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Image 15.1.4 - SMS Messaging Notifications module.

Image 15.1.4 - Sending a test SMS from the Messaging Providers module.



Then, set the Message you wish to send. You can then establish a Final Destination to send
the caller to after the SMS message is sent.

Click Save and then Apply Changes.

Optionally, you can define a static recipient for the SMS message in the To field. This way,
when a caller reaches this notification, the SMS message is sent to this phone number. This is
useful if you want to send an SMS message to a particular user or service as part of your
incoming call chain. You can add a Prefix if this is needed as part of your Dial Plan.

Next, you can see your Messaging Logs. This is like a CDR for SMS messages. Here, you can
see the history of all the SMS messages sent and received from your VitalPBX. This allows you
to keep track of all messages sent and received.

You can set a date range to filter for specific messages, search by number or message
content, and delete message entries.

With the SMS module configured, you can now assign the numbers directly to any extension.
Go to PBX > Extensions > Extensions. Here, select any extension and go to the Advanced
Tab.
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Image 15.1.5 - SMS Messaging Logs.

Image 15.1.6 - Setting an SMS number to an extension.



Here, you can set an SMS Number assigned to this extension. This way, any device with this
extension registered that supports PJSIP messaging can send and receive messages as a
PJSIP message. Whenever you send a PJSIP message to an E.164 number this will be sent as
an SMS message. When an SMS message is sent to the number assigned to the extension, it
will be converted to a PJSIP message, and forwarded to the registered devices for the
extension.

With this set, you can now use SMS with VitalPBX.

Section 15, Lesson 2 - Authentication Codes
Now, let’s look into the Authentication Codes add-on module. This free add-on allows you to
route an incoming call based on a valid code entered by the calling party. This is perfect if you
need to route calls based on customer IDs, reference numbers, and more. To use the
authentication codes add-on, you need to install it through the add-ons module at Admin >
Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once the add-on is installed, you can refresh your browser and go to
PBX > Incoming Call Tools > Authentication Codes.

To add authentication codes, you will first need to add a Description to identify the codes.
Afterward, you can select an Instruction Message you have uploaded to Settings > Voice
Prompts > Recordings Management.

Afterward, you must upload a CSV file containing the codes to consider. The format can be
downloaded by clicking the Download CSV Format button in the lower left-hand corner. You
can edit this CSV file in any number processing application.

Once you have the CSV file with the codes selected, you can define the Destination When the
codes Match and when they Don’t. This way, whenever the calling party enters a code that
exists in your codes list, they will be taken to a specific destination.

Finally, you can click on Save and then Apply Changes.

The Authentication Codes can be set as a destination at any part of your call flow pipeline. This
way, you have a more dynamic way to route your incoming calls.
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Image 15.2.1 - Authentication codes module.



Section 15, Lesson 3 - CRM Connector
With VitalPBX 4 we have introduced the CRM Connector add-on. This allows you to integrate
VitalPBX with a CRM application. As there is a growing list of CRM applications that we are
integrating with this add-on, you can see specific guides for the CRM applications through this
link, https://vitalpbx.com/?s=CRM.

The CRM Connector add-on is a commercial add-on module available with any of our licensing
plans. You will need to have a Licensing Plan subscription to be able to use this commercial
add-on.

To start using the CRM Connector add-on, you will need to install it through the add-ons
module at Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once the add-on is installed, refresh your browser.
You will now see a new section in the navigation menu to the left called Apps. Go to Apps >
CRM > Integrations.

At the moment of writing, only Zoho and Salesforce CRM integration is available. Once again,
you can go to the following link to find articles with more recent CRM integration guides,
https://vitalpbx.com/?s=CRM. Depending on the CRM you choose to use, the connection
instructions may vary, follow the instructions from the guides for your specific CRM to
continue.
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Image 15.3.1 - CRM Integrations module.

Image 15.3.2 - CRM Connector module with an authenticated connection.



With the CRM Connector now connected you can now Enable or Disable the connection. You
will also have the ability to Enable Call Journaling. With this, calls will start to get logged in
your CRM.

Under the Contacts Settings, we define how the calls get logged in your CRM. You can
choose whether to Sync your Contacts from your CRM Contacts, Leads, or Accounts. And
whether or not you wish to enable this feature. This will create a Phonebook with our
Phonebooks add-on module that will contain your contacts. This can later be used with our
CID Lookup feature to apply the CID Name to incoming calls and be able to identify the callers.

Next, you can select whether you create New Contacts From Inbound or Outbound calls.
This feature can also be Enabled or Disabled. With this, whenever your synced users place or
receive a call, a new contact will be created. Finally, you can select whether this new contact is
created as a Contact, Lead, or Account. In this case, we will leave the default options on, so
new calls are created as contacts.

Lastly, you will have the Users section. Here you will be able to synchronize the different users
that you have created in your CRM. To synchronize them, click on the green Sync Users
button.

With the users synchronized, you will now have a button to Auto Assign Extensions. For this
option to work, you must make sure that the extensions have the same email addresses
assigned to your CRM users. Click on this button to assign the extensions. Otherwise, you can
always edit the user by clicking the blue Edit button next to them.
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Image 15.3.3 - Synchronized users in the CRM Connector module.

Image 15.3.4 - Editing User in the CRM Connector Module.



Here you can assign the Extension number that belongs to the user. Afterward, you can click
on Update.

With your users and their extensions assigned, you can start placing or receiving calls. These
will now appear in your CRM. For this article, since our contacts are created and synced as
Contacts, you will find the activities inside the contacts.

Here, you can see information on the call itself. When it was created, its duration, the user that
is involved in this call, as well as the Call Recording. It is important to note that the call
recording option is only available with ZOHO CRM at the moment.

For this feature to work, your VitalPBX installation needs to be accessible via the internet with
either a Public IP Address or ideally an FQDN. This will allow ZOHO CRM with your permission
to point toward the URL of the call recording.

And with this, you now have a full connection between your VitalPBX installation and ZOHO
CRM. The process was straightforward, and you can now log your calls with your Contacts,
Leads, or Accounts.

This makes the tracking of the activity with your customers easier and more manageable.
Resulting in a better management experience and customer relationships.
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Image 15.3.6 - Call Activity in the CRM contact.



Section 15, Lesson 4 - Microsoft© Teams™ Connector
One of the most popular tools in Enterprise businesses nowadays is Microsoft© Teams™.
Since this is a popular collaborative tool, we have created an add-on that integrates your
Teams users with VitalPBX. This brings multiple benefits, including the ability to place
outbound calls from Teams to a VoIP provider, have Teams users call regular Extension devices
and more.

The MS Teams Connector add-on is a commercial add-on that is licensed separately from
any VitalPBX Licensing Plan. You will need to purchase a separate license to be able to declare
more channels with MS Teams extensions. Without any licensing, you can declare 2 MS Teams
extensions that can be called through VitalPBX.

Here are some recommendations before we start configuring the connection with Microsoft©
Teams™.

• In this manual, we are going to create a Trial account to have access to MS Teams
with Voice plan.

• We use the latest version available of VitalPBX.
• We must have a valid domain (FQDN) that we have access to configure at a DNS

level.
• We must work from Windows™ since we are going to use PowerShell™ for some

configurations and module installations. Although there are also versions of
PowerShell™ for MacOS™.

When using your own SIP Trunk (BYOT) in combination with a VitalPBX to set up Direct
Routing to Microsoft© Teams™ you will need to make some firewall rules.

Note: This applies to Microsoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC tenants.

When configuring Direct Routing you will need to setup 3 FQDNs for signaling.

• sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com
• sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com
• sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com

The first one will be located by location and performance metrics. If your location is EMEA,
your 2nd location will be the US and the 3rd ASIA.

These FQDNs resolve to the following IP Address ranges.

• 52.112.0.0/14
• 52.120.0.0/14

Primary DC sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com EMEA NOAM ASIA

Secondary DC sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com US EU US

Tertiary DC sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com ASIA ASIA EU
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In the list below you will find the extracted IP Address Ranges.

• 52.112.0.0/16
• 52.113.0.0/16
• 52.114.0.0/16
• 52.115.0.0/16
• 52.120.0.0/16
• 52.121.0.0/16
• 52.122.0.0/16
• 52.123.0.0/16

When we talk about media ports (not in media Bypass mode 2) the following ranges are used.
Media is using a separate service in the Microsoft© cloud, these are called Media Processors.

Locations where both SIP proxy and media processor components are deployed.

• US (two in US West and US East data centers)
• Europe (Amsterdam and Dublin data centers)
• Asia (Singapore and Hong Kong data centers)

Locations where only media processors are deployed (SIP flows via the closest data center
listed above).

• Japan (JP East and West data centers)
• Australia (AU East and Southeast data centers)

The following ranges are being used.

• 52.112.0.0/14
• 52.122.0.0/15

This information will help you configure your Firewall to prevent having these IP Addresses
blocked.

With all these recommendations, we can proceed to configure VitalPBX with MS Teams.
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First, we go to the Microsoft© page and create an Office 365 E5 Trial account which already
comes with MS Teams and the Phone System plan enabled. As Microsoft© constantly changes
the links, we recommend going to microsoft.com and searching for the appropriate location for
the Office 365™ plans.

Note: If in your country this type of plan is not available yet, and you want to
choose the US. You must make sure that you have a cell phone number from the
US so you can receive the codes they will send you by SMS.

It is also possible to use the Office 365™ E1 Plan or Microsoft 365™ Business Basic, but we
would have to purchase the Phone System plugin separately.

During the account creation, we select the domain that contains mydomain.onmicrosoft.com.
In this example, we will be using vitxi.onmicrosoft.com. Later, we will create a new domain
that is the one that will be configured in our VitalPBX Server.

Once the account is created, we must take into consideration the following.

• Microsoft© 365 admin center - This is where we create users, domains, groups, etc.
• https://admin.microsoft.com/

• Microsoft© Teams™ administration - This is where we are going to configure the
interconnection with VitalPBX.

• https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/

• Microsoft© Teams™ - This is where we will be able to make calls, conferences, chat,
etc.

• https://teams.microsoft.com/
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Now, we must go to the Microsoft© 365 admin center. Enter the username and password you
used at the time of registration.

Go to User > Active Users. Here, you can manage the users you have created or create a new
one. Here, we verify that our users have the appropriate licensing.

Now, go to Settings > Domains on the left-hand side navigation menu. You might have to click
on Show All to see the settings option. Here, you will see the domain that was created during
the initial configuration of your account creation. We can also create a new domain from here.

Next, we create a domain that matches the domain that we are going to connect our trunk to
through Direct Routing of MS Teams. For this, click the + Add Domain button. This must be a
domain that we have full control of, as we will be asked to make some changes to our DNS
configurations, to prove our ownership of the domain. Once the domain is created, you will
see it as follows.
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Image 15.4.2 - Active users in the Microsoft© 365 admin center.

Image 15.4.3 - Domains module in Microsoft© 365 admin center.



In this example, we are using vitxi.com. Take into consideration that our VitalPBX does not
necessarily have to be in the domain itself, but it can be in a sub-domain of it, i.e.
msteams.vitxi.com.

Note: The domain on the user’s email must match the domain for the VitalPBX
installation we are connecting with.

Afterward, we will need to connect to Microsoft© Teams™ using PowerShell™. Run
PowerShell™ as an Administrator.

Then, run the following commands from PowerShell™.

PS C:\Windows\system32> Install-Module MicrosoftTeams

PS C:\Windows\system32> Import-Module MicrosoftTeams

Next, run the following commands which will prompt for the Office 365™ administrator
credentials. Enter the user and password you created previously.

PS C:\Windows\system32> $credential = Get-Credential

cmdlet Get-Credential at command pipeline position 1

Supply values for the following parameters:

CredentialPS
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C:\Windows\system32> Connect-MicrosoftTeams

Account Environment Tenant TenantId

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rcuadra@vitxi.onmicrosoft.com AzureCloud 5c199xxx-c629-4475-8fxx-a3edxxxxa92 5c199xxx-
c629-4475-8xxa-a3edxxxea92

PS C:\Windows\system32> Get-Command *onlinePSTNGateway*

CommandType Name Version Source

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Get-CsOnlinePSTNGateway 5.5.0 MicrosoftTeams

Function New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway 5.5.0 MicrosoftTeams

Function Remove-CsOnlinePSTNGateway 5.5.0 MicrosoftTeams

Function Set-CsOnlinePSTNGateway 5.5.0 MicrosoftTeams

This shows that the connection was successful and the commands are now available. Now, we
will proceed to create the Direct Routing. We run the following command on PowerShell™ to
do so. Remember to change the domain to the domain you have created previously.

PS C:\Windows\system32> New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway -Fqdn mydomain.com -SipSignalingPort 5061
-MaxConcurrentSessions 10 -Enabled $true

$trueIdentity : mydomain.com

InboundTeamsNumberTranslationRules : {}

InboundPstnNumberTranslationRules : {}

OutboundTeamsNumberTranslationRules : {}

OutboundPstnNumberTranslationRules : {}

Fqdn : mydomain.com

SipSignalingPort : 5061

FailoverTimeSeconds : 10

ForwardCallHistory : False

ForwardPai : False

SendSipOptions : True

MaxConcurrentSessions : 10
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Enabled : True

MediaBypass : False

GatewaySiteId :

GatewaySiteLbrEnabled : False

GatewayLbrEnabledUserOverride : False

FailoverResponseCodes : 408,503,504

PidfLoSupported : False

MediaRelayRoutingLocationOverride :

ProxySbc :

BypassMode : None

Description :

Afterward, we create the Incoming Call Routing. To configure the routing of incoming calls
within MS Teams, you must configure in MS Teams which phone number will be associated
with it. To do this, execute the following commands on PowerShell™. Remember to change
the user to the user you created previously.

PS C:\Windows\system32> Set-CsPhoneNumberAssignment -Identity myemail@mydomain.com
-EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true

PS C:\Windows\system32> Set-CsPhoneNumberAssignment -Identity myemail@mydomain.com
-PhoneNumber “3000” -PhoneNumberType DirectRouting

With these commands, we have assigned the number 3000 to our user. This would be similar
to assigning an extension number. This must be different from the numbering plan on your
VitalPBX installation, so we can have easier routing when configuring our VitalPBX.

Now, we must configure the Outgoing Call Routing. For this run the following command on
PowerShell™. Remember to change the domain to the domain you have added previously.

PS C:\Windows\system32> Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Identity Global -Usage @{Add=”Default”}

PS C:\Windows\system32> New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity “All” -NumberPattern “.*”
-OnlinePstnGatewayList mydomain.com -Priority 0 -OnlinePstnUsages “Default”

Identity : All

Priority : 0

Description :

NumberPattern : .*

OnlinePstnUsages : {Default}

OnlinePstnGatewayList : {mydomain.com}

BridgeSourcePhoneNumber :

Name : All
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Now, we will create an Auto-Attendant so we can later test our calling.

First, we will create a Resource account. Go to the Teams Admin Center, and go to Voice >
Resource Accounts. We must create this account with our original domain using the
onmicrosoft.com domain. Click on + Add, then add a Display Name to identify the resource,
a Username, and set the Resource Account Type to Auto Attendant. Then click on Save.

Once the resource is created it will look like this.

Now we go to the Microsoft© 365™ admin center and assign a license that contains Voice. For
this, we go to Users > Active users, select the resource account user we just created, and edit
it to assign the Office 365 E5 license.
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Image 15.4.5 - Create a Resource Account in Microsoft© Teams™.

Image 15.4.6 - Resource account created in Microsoft© Teams™ admin center.



Since we have created the new resource with the voice permissions, we must go to
PowerShell™ and execute the following command, where +3100 is the number that we are
going to dial to access the Auto Attendant.

Note: It may take up to 30 minutes for the new resource to recognize the license,
so if you get a license error, wait for a moment.

PS C:\Windows\system32> Set-CsOnlineApplicationInstance -Identity
“auto@vitxi.onmicrosoft.com” -OnpremPhoneNumber +3100

RunspaceId : 738753bc-e7e9-4948-9d56-6a29b633920e

ObjectId : 9142a4f7-cf90-4058-afa2-1e0311dbf825

TenantId : 5c199f18-c629-4475-8f1a-a3ed1644ea92

UserPrincipalName : auto@mydomain.com

ApplicationId : ce933385-9390-45d1-9512-c8d228074e07

DisplayName : auto

PhoneNumber :

Then, on the MS Teams admin center go to Voice > Auto Attendants, and follow the
instructions. Verify that the extension was configured by entering the resource, which should
look like this.
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Image 15.4.7 - Assigning an E5 license to the Resource Account in the MS admin
center.

Image 15.4.7 - Resource account with a Phone Number assigned.



Now we are going to create our Auto Attendant, for which we go to the MS Teams admin
center, then to Voice > Auto Attendants. Click on the + Add button.

Under the General Info tab, give the auto-attendant a name to identify it. Then, leave the
Operator option as is, set the time zone to your time zone, and select the language you are
going to use. Click on Next.

Under the Call Flow tab, for the First Play a Greeting Message option, you can type in a
greeting message if you don’t have an audio file.

Next, under the Then Route The Call option, we will configure the dialing instructions so the
caller can reach the desired destination.
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Image 15.4.8 - General Info tab creating an Auto-Attendant in MS Teams admin
center.

Image 15.4.8 - Play a greeting message in Call Flow for MS Teams Auto-
Attendant.



In our example, we have other users with the telephony plugin added to their accounts. If you
only have one account, you will only be able to add that account as a menu option.

Afterward, there is the option to add a schedule, but we will leave it as is.

With this, we now have an auto-attendant resource in Microsoft© Teams™ that we can dial
from any MS Teams user.

Now, we must verify the configurations in the Microsoft© Teams™ admin center. Go to Voice >
Direct Routing, and verify that the trunk towards our VitalPBX has been created. An error might
appear at the beginning since we have not configured VitalPBX’s side, but after configuring
VitalPBX, we will see the following screen.

Now, we can go ahead and configure VitalPBX for the MS Teams connection.
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Image 15.4.10 - Direct Routing configuration in MS Teams admin center.



Before we proceed, remember that your VitalPBX installation must have a valid FQDN pointing
to it using the same domain that you added to the Microsoft© admin center. This FQDN
domain must have a valid SSL certificate, which can be created under Admin > System
Settings > Certificates using Let’s Encrypt or a Custom Certificate. This will not work with
self-signed certificates.

The certificate will then need to be assigned to the VitalPBX installation under Admin >
System Settings > HTTP Server under the Certificate field, and Force HTTPS must be
enabled.

Now, install the Microsoft© Teams™ Connector add-on under Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons.
Once the add-on has been installed, refresh your browser and go to Settings > PBX Settings
> Microsoft© Teams™.

Here, you can declare the users and phone numbers we created in Microsoft© Teams™. This
way, we can call them and receive their calls on VitalPBX. To add the users, you can click the
Add button under Allowed Numbers.

You can enter a description to identify the user and the number associated with this user.
Remember to add the plus (+) sign at the beginning of the number. Then click on Save. If you
have multiple users, you can import a CSV file with all the user data. A template is available
under the Download CSV Format button in the lower left-hand corner. Once the file is added
to the CSV field, you can click on Import in the lower right-hand corner. With the users created
or imported, you can see them listed under Allowed Numbers, and edit or delete them.
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Image 15.4.11 - Microsoft© Teams™ add-on module in VitalPBX.

Image 15.4.12 - Adding a Microsoft© Teams™ user to the MS Teams add-on.



The next step will be to configure the PJSIP settings. Go to Settings > Technology Settings >
PJSIP Settings. You will now see a new field for MS Teams under NAT Settings, where you
must declare the MS Teams Domain.

Additionally, we must set the Certificate we have created previously, set the SSL Method to
tlsv1_2, add the External Media and Signal Addresses, and add the Local Net (optional, if
available). Click on Save and then Apply Changes.

Now, we must create a new PJSIP Device Profile. Go to Settings > Technology Settings >
Device Profiles.

Here, add a Name and Description to identify the profile. Under Network, change the
Transport to TLS, set the Qualify Frequency to 60, and the Qualify Timeout to 3. Then, make
sure that Force rport, Rewrite Contact, Remove Existing, RTP Symmetric, and Send
Diversion Header are enabled. The rest of the options will be left as default and the yes/no
options will be disabled. Under Media, make sure Media Encryption is set to SDES. Then,
only Direct Media is enabled, and the other yes/no options are disabled. You can leave the
rest of the options with the default options. Click on Save and then Apply Changes.
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Image 15.4.14 - PJSIP Device profile for MSTeams connection.



Now, we will configure the PJSIP Trunk between VitalPBX and Microsoft© Teams™. Go to
PBX > Call Routing > Trunks.

Here, we select PJSIP as the technology. Then, set the Profile to the device profile we just
created. Set the Codecs to ulaw, alaw, gsm, and the silk codecs. Under General
Configurations, add any name without spaces to the Local Username. This will be used only
to identify this trunk. Set the Transport to TLS + MS Teams. This transport is created when
installing the MS Teams Connector add-on. For the Contacts enter
sip:sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com, this is provided by Microsoft©. Under Match enter sip-
all.pstnhub.microsoft.com, this is also provided by Microsoft©. Finally, under From Domain,
enter the domain for your VitalPBX installation.

Then click on Save and then Apply Changes.

Next, we must configure our Outbound Routes. For this, go to PBX > Calls Routing >
Outbound Routes.
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15.4.15 - MS Teams PJSIP Trunk in VitalPBX.

Image 15.4.16 - Outbound Route using the MS Teams PJSIP Trunk.



Here, add a Description to identify the outbound route. Enable Intra-Company to use the
internal CID information of extensions. Under Dial Patterns, we must Prepend a plus (+) sign to
our Pattern since MS Teams only sends and receives calls with E.164 formatting. Since our
MS Teams extensions start with a 3, we add the 3XXX pattern, but this may vary based on
your configurations. Click on Save and then Apply Changes.

Now, we must configure our Inbound Routes. For this, go to PBX > Calls Routing > Inbound
Routes.

For this, we will create an inbound route using a DID Range as the Routing Method. We then
add a description to identify this inbound route. Under the DID Pattern we enter +20XX, as
MS Teams will send the DID information with a plus (+) sign in front, and our extensions go
from 2000 to 2099, in our example. This may vary based on your configurations. Under Range
Parameters, we set the Digits to Take to 4, as we are interested in the number dialed without
the plus sign. This will essentially, remove the plus sign to find the appropriate extension. We
can leave the rest of the options as default. Click on Save and then Apply Changes.

With this, you can now try calling a Microsoft© Teams™ user from a VitalPBX extension or
calling the Auto-Attendant we have configured.

You have now successfully connected Microsoft© Teams™ with your VitalPBX installation.

Section 15, Lesson 5 - Custom Contexts
Now, let’s explore how you can make customizations to the Asterisk dial plan, and set them as
destinations in VitalPBX with the Custom Contexts add-on module. This is a free add-on
module you can use to declare a custom Asterisk Context you create as a destination within
VitalPBX.

With a custom context, you have the freedom to integrate any external service with VitalPBX at
a deep level. Custom Contexts will allow you to interface between the Asterisk dial plan,
VitalPBX, and any external service or application. You are expected to have Asterisk knowledge
to use this feature within VitalPBX. Throughout this lesson, we will be showing one example of
using Custom Contexts, but your imagination and Asterisk knowledge are your only limits.
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Image 15.4.17 - Inbound Route for calls coming from MS Teams.



Before using the Custom Contexts add-on, we need to have a context created. In this
example, will be creating a service to playback the public IP Address of our server to callers
that dial a special code. For this, we will be using the services of ipinfo.io and the CURL
application for Asterisk.

Now, log in via SSH to your VitalPBX server, ideally as the root user. Use the following
command to go to where the .conf files are located in VitalPBX.

root@debian:~# cd /etc/asterisk/vitalpbx

You will notice that all of the .conf files here have a number. This is used to maintain a
sequence order of how the files are read. You can create a new .conf file using the following
structure: extensions__{ANYNUMBER}-{DESCRIPTION}.conf, where {ANYNUMBER} is a
consecutive number that represents the order that Asterisk will read the files, and the
{DESCRIPTION} is any string used to identify what the file contains. So for our example, we
will run the following command to create a new .conf file for our custom context using nano.

root@debian:/etc/asterisk/vitalpbx# nano extensions__90-custom.conf

With this, we make sure that our custom context is considered after the extensions’s contexts.

Inside the extensions__90-custom.conf file, we add the following content as our context.

[say-public-ip]

exten => s,1,NoOp(Say Public IP Address)

same => n,Answer()

same => n,Set(PUBLIC_IP=${CURL(http://ipinfo.io/ip)})

same => n,Playback(your-public-ip-is)

same => n,SayDigits(${CUT(PUBLIC_IP,.,1)})

same => n,Playback(letters/dot)

same => n,SayDigits(${CUT(PUBLIC_IP,.,2)})

same => n,Playback(letters/dot)

same => n,SayDigits(${CUT(PUBLIC_IP,.,3)})

same => n,Playback(letters/dot)

same => n,SayDigits(${CUT(PUBLIC_IP,.,4)})

same => n,PlayBack(silence/1&vm-goodbye)

same => n,Hangup()

Then we Save and Exit nano. Then, we reload the Asterisk Dial Plan using the following
command.

root@debian:/etc/asterisk/vitalpbx# asterisk -rx "dialplan reload"
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Note: When creating the new .conf file, notice that there are 2 underscores(_)
after extensions. So it is extensions__90-custom.conf, not extensions_90-
custom.conf.

You may notice the your-public-ip-is sound file that does not come with VitalPBX by default.
This sound can be downloaded and added to your system using the following command.

root@debian:~# wget -P /var/lib/asterisk/sounds/en/ https://github.com/VitalPBX/custom-
contexts/raw/master/sounds/your-public-ip-is.wav

With the context created, you must install the add-on from Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons.
Once the add-on has been installed, refresh your browser, and go to PBX > Applications >
Custom Contexts.

Here, you must add a Description to identify this context. Then under Context, enter the name
of the context without the square brackets. Optionally, you can specify the Extension and
Priority of the context. Under Destination, you can set a destination where you will take the
user after they reach the custom context. Click on Save and then Apply Changes.

To test the custom context, we will create a custom application so we can have a code to dial
the custom context. Go to PBX > Applications > Custom Applications.

Add a Code to dial, set a Name to identify this custom application, and add the custom
context as the destination. Then, Save and then Apply Changes. Now when you dial this
code, you will go to your custom context.
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Image 15.5.2 - Custom Application using a Custom Context as a destination.



Section 15, Lesson 6 - Maintenance
Now let’s look at the Maintenance add-on. The Maintenance add-on is designed to save
space on your VitalPBX server storage. With this add-on you control how long you keep voice
recordings and voicemails, as well as converting the audio files from WAV to MP3 files.

The Maintenance add-on is a commercial add-on that requires a license to work to its full
potential. You can acquire a license separately just for the Maintenance add-on, or it also
comes included with any of our licensing plan subscriptions.

To start using the Maintenance add-on, you must install it through the add-ons module under
Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once the add-on is installed, refresh your browser and go to
Admin > Tools > Maintenance. If you installed the Multi-Tenant add-on module, the
Maintenance add-on is automatically installed.

Here you can Enable the Maintenance for specific Tenants and the Main System. You can
configure the time in days to Delete the Oldest CDR, Recordings, Voicemails, and SMS
messages. So all call recordings, voicemails, CDR records, and SMS messages will be deleted
if they are equal to or older than the set amount of days. You can set the time in seconds to
consider the deletion of short call recordings. So call recordings shorter or equal to the
specified time in seconds will be deleted. You can change the Audio Quality and Convert
Recordings from WAV to MP3 files.

The maintenance can be run manually by clicking the Execute Now button in the lower left-
hand corner, or you can Schedule the maintenance to run automatically using a Cron Profile.
Once again, Cron Profiles can be created under PBX > Tools > Cron Profiles.

Once you have the maintenance set as you would like, click on Save and then Apply
Changes.

Section 15, Lesson 7 - Branding
You can make your VitalPBX installation your own with the Branding add-on module. This add-
on module will allow you to upload your logos, change the application name, change the base
color, login design, and much more.
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Image 15.6.1 - Maintenance add-on module.



The Branding add-on is a commercial add-on that requires a license to work to its full potential.
You can acquire a license separately just for the Branding add-on, or it also comes included
with any of our licensing plan subscriptions.

To start using the Branding add-on, you must install it through the add-ons module under
Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once the add-on is installed, refresh your browser and go to
Admin > Tools > Branding.

On the General tab, you can change the Base Color for the whole interface, so lettering,
highlights, and accented items will use this color instead of the base green. It is also possible
to change the APP Title and Name, so there is no mention of VitalPBX on your application.
This is perfect if you are using the Multi-Tenant add-on to provide a PBX on the cloud service
to your customers. You can change the Slogan and Social media links that are displayed on
the login screen, as well as the Login Footer. You can upload your Logos for Desktop and
Mobile view for Light and Dark Mode. The mobile logo is also used for the Favicon. You can
quickly disable the branding to revert to the default VitalPBX branding at any time. This is
useful to check the differences or if an uploaded logo does not fit on the first try.

There is also a Meet URL option. This option will change the base URL for the video
conferencing link under PBX > Extras > Video Conferencing. By default, we offer a courtesy
server we host based on Jitsi™. You can learn how to set up a Jitsi™-based server in this
article we made at https://vitalpbx.com/blog/jitsi-videoconference-with-vitalpbx/. With the
Meet URL option, you can change the base URL to your meeting server.

Next, we have the GUI tab.
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Image 15.7.1 - Branding add-on module general tab.

Image 15.7.2 - GUI tab for the Branding add-on module.



Here, you can change multiple colors found on the VitalPBX Web UI. Giving you more
customization options for the Top Navigation Bar and Main Menu on the left-hand side.

Afterward, we have the Login Design tab.

Here, you can change various colors for elements on the Login Screen. As well as the
Background Image and Logo used on the Login Screen. You can also disable the
background image if you want to use a solid color instead.

Finally, if you have a Carrier Plus Licensing Plan Subscription, you get the Branding Plus
extended feature. This will add the AddOns tab. In this tab, you can change the Application
Name and URL Prefix for the Sonata Suite and VitXi applications. This will also allow Sonata
Suite and VitXi to use the same logos you uploaded on the general tab.

Once you are happy with your changes, you can click on Save in the lower right-hand corner. If
you are not happy with the styles you have given to your VitalPBX, you can always click on
Reset in the lower left-hand corner, reset all the values to their default, and start over.

With the Branding module, you can give your VitalPBX your personal touch and have it align
with your company’s brand. Giving your customers a more professional look to the services
you provide.
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Image 15.7.3 - Login Design tab for the Branding add-on module.

Image 15.7.4 - AddOns tab for the Branding Plus add-on module.



Section 15, Lesson 8 - Virtual Faxes
Now let’s go through how you can send and receive Faxes from your VitalPBX, using the
Virtual Faxes add-on module. Even though faxing may sound like a very old way of
communication (and it is), it is still widely used in various fields like the law or medical fields.

The Virtual Faxes add-on is a commercial add-on that requires a license to work to its full
potential. You can acquire a license separately just for the Virtual Faxes add-on, or it also
comes included with any of our licensing plan subscriptions.

To start using the Virtual Faxes add-on, you must install it through the add-ons module under
Admin > Add-Ons > Add-Ons. Once the add-on is installed, refresh your browser and go to
PBX > Virtual Faxes > Fax Devices.

First, you must create a Fax Device. This is like having a fax machine inside of VitalPBX. This is
a device we will use to send and receive faxes. You will need to add a Description to identify
the device. Then, add the Associated Email(s), as these will be used when receiving a fax, so
it is sent to the email addresses set here. You can enter as many email addresses as you need.
You must have the Email Client set up to use the Fax to Email feature. You must set a Caller
ID Name and Number, as this is the CID information that will be used when sending a Fax.
Finally, set an appropriate Class of Service, so the device can send faxes to their destinations.

With the fields configured, you can Save and then Apply Changes.
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Image 15.8.1 - Virtual Faxes’s Fax Devices module.



To Send a Fax from the VitalPBX Web Interface, you must go to PBX > Virtual Faxes > Fax
Sending.

Here, you must enter the Recipients to whom you are sending the fax. You can enter multiple
phone numbers in this field. Make sure that you enter the number exactly as you would dial it,
including any prefixes if needed. Then, select the Fax Device you wish to use. Afterward, you
will need to attach the file you wish to send. This must be a TIFF, TXT, or PDF file. You can
select the Resolution in which you wish to send it. You can set the number of Max Retries to
try and send the fax, as well as the Retry Time between each try. Once you have filled out the
fields, click on Send in the bottom right-hand corner.

When you receive a fax, you will have it sent to the email addresses set on the Fax Device, but
you can also view faxes from the VitalPBX Web Interface. Go to PBX > Virtual Faxes > Fax
Viewer.

Here, you can see the faxes for a specific Fax Device, set the type to All Types, Incoming, or
Outgoing, and set a Start and End Date to filter the faxes you wish to see. You can click the
Search button in the lower right-hand corner to apply your filters.
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Image 15.8.2 - Virtual Faxes’s Fax Sending module.

Image 15.8.3 - Virtual Faxes's Fax Viewer module.



Your faxes will be listed on the Faxes List, and you will see information on when they were sent
or received, by whom, and the fax content information. Under the Actions column, you can
download the Fax Content, and delete any faxes.

With this, you can now send and receive as many faxes as you need directly from your
VitalPBX. Allowing you to digitize your faxing abilities.

Conclusion
With this, we have now covered all of the add-ons available at this time. As you can see, you
can expand your VitalPBX installation’s features with various powerful tools to make the most
of your VitalPBX. We have covered other add-ons throughout this guide, so you can find them
in their respective lessons. Once again, all of the commercial add-ons can also be installed on
the Community version of VitalPBX, allowing you to test all of the features without worrying
about any time or feature limits. The only limitation without a license, is the number of items
you can create or monitor in the commercial add-on.

SECTION 16 - TOOLS

Introduction
In this section, we will be taking a look into some additional tools that will aid you with your
VitalPBX installation. You will be able to create a backup you can restore in case you reinstall
VitalPBX in a separate server or on the same one if anything goes wrong. You will learn how to
find weak passwords, read the logs from the WebUI, and add numbers to a blacklist so they
don’t reach your main routes.

Section 16, Lesson 1 - Backup and Restore
With all of the configurations you have made to your VitalPBX, we must be able to save them in
case we want to migrate to another server or restore our current server to an older set of
configurations. For this, we have a Backup and Restore module in VitalPBX. Go to Admin >
Tools > Backup and Restore.
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Image 16.1.1 - Backup and Restore module.



Here, you can create multiple Backup Profiles, that will generate backup files you can export
and use on your VitalPBX installation. For this, enter a Name to identify the Backup Profile. You
can add a brief comment to describe what the backup includes. You can select if you want to
back up the configurations for any Sonata Suite and VitXi add-on application. Then, you can
select to include the CDR Records, Call Recordings, Voicemails, and/or Faxes. Since this is
a profile you can run multiple times, you can set a limit on how many backups you wish to
keep stored on your server at any time. You can automate the backup creation process by
setting a Cron Profile on the Run Automatically option. With your settings configured, click
on Save.

You will now find the Backup Profile on the list in the upper right-hand corner. If you enter your
Backup Profile again, you can edit what the profile contains, and run the backup manually by
clicking on Run Backup Now! in the lower left-hand corner.

Whenever you run a backup, you will see the backup files listed on the Backups List. Here,
you will see information on when the backup was created, the backup file name, the
VitalPBX version of the backup, and some actions. From the actions column, you can
download the backup, delete it, or restore from the backup.

Note: You must make sure your server has enough storage to store the backup
files. Especially, if you are backing up your call recordings. As call recordings can
take a lot of space, we recommend you back them up in a separate server, by
either mounting a NAS or SAN server to the call recording directory at /var/
spool/asterisk/monitor or using an SCP or SFTP application to download the
call recordings directly. You can then upload them to the VitalPBX server after
you restore from your backup.

To restore from a backup that you created in a separate server, you must go back to Admin >
Tools > Backup and Restore, and click on Import Backup in the lower left-hand corner. This
will allow you to select a backup file you have on your system, and select what you want to
import from the backup file.
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Image 16.1.2 - Backup Profile with backup files.



Once you have selected the backup file, and what you wish to import from the backup file,
click on the Restore button in the lower right-hand corner.

With this, you are now able to backup and restore your VitalPBX configurations.

Section 16, Lesson 2 - Asterisk CLI (Web)
Part of allowing you to monitor your VitalPBX installation is the ability to view the Asterisk CLI.
Even though we recommend doing this through an SSH connection to your server and running
the following command.

root@debian:~# asterisk -rvvvvvvv

Or simply

root@debian:~# a

With VitalPBX you can view the Asterisk CLI from the Web UI, allowing for a quick look. Go to
PBX > Tools > PBX CLI.
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Image 16.1.3 - Import Backup feature from the Backup and Restore module.

Image 16.2.1 - PBX CLI module.



Here you can run any Asterisk command from the Web UI. This will allow you to monitor your
VitalPBX’s Asterisk layer easily from the web.

Commands can be entered from the text field on the top. As you type them, suggestions for
the command string will appear. To run the command, click on the Enter Arrow at the end of
the text field.

The outcome of the command will be displayed in the black box below the text field.

With this, you can run any Asterisk command from the web interface.

Section 16, Lesson 3 - Blacklist
Sometimes, you may want to block entire callers from dialing your VitalPBX. As an additional
security layer, you can block numbers using our Blacklist module. Go to PBX > Tools >
Blacklist.

This is a simple module to use. To blacklist a number, enter their Caller ID number and add a
description to identify this blacklisted number. You can specify a destination to take these
blacklisted numbers if you want. This is optional as the default action is to playback the
Blacklist sound file set under Settings > PBX Settings > System General > System Prompts.
If you don’t want the caller to know they’re blacklisted, you can simply set the Destination to
terminate the call and hang up.

Once you set the blacklisted number, click on Save in the bottom right-hand corner. You can
see a list of numbers that have been blacklisted in the upper right-hand corner. You can
Enable and Disable a blacklisting at any time you like without having to delete the entry, only
saving the change.

Another way to blacklist a number is by using the feature code *30 and following the prompts
to add a number you wish to blacklist, or *32 which will blacklist the last caller on your
extension’s call history. You can use the code *31 to remove a number from the blacklist.

Now, you can use this feature to make your VitalPBX more secure and block any unnecessary
or disturbing callers from your VitalPBX installation.
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Section 16, Lesson 4 - Log Files and Log File Viewer
Another part of allowing you to monitor your VitalPBX is to be able to see the log files for
different aspects of your system. For this, we have the Log Files and Log File Viewer modules
in VitalPBX.

First, let’s take a look at the Log Files module. Go to Settings > PBX Settings > Log Files.

Here, you can define the log files that can be viewed from the Log File Viewer. You can
change the Date Format using the standard strftime format string. On Log Rotation you can
choose between the following.

• Sequential - Renames the log files in order. This means that the file that has the
highest number is the most recent one.

• Timestamp - This uses a timestamp rather than a sequential number when the logger
rotate task is executed.

• Rotate - This rotates all the log files. This means that the log file with the lowest
number is the most recent one. This is the expected behavior for Unix users.

You can choose to append the hostname as well. This will append the hostname to the log
files. Below, you will see the list of Log Files and the type of events you want to include. You
can add additional log files by specifying the path and log file name. Once done, you can click
on Save.
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Image 16.4.1 - Log Files module.



To view the Log Files, we must go to PBX > Tools > Log File Viewer.

Here, you can select the Log File from the ones we have available, enter the number of lines
you want to see, and you can filter for a specific keyword or phrase.

The File will be output in the black box below with color coding for easy viewing. You can click
on the Refresh button in the lower right-hand corner to view the most recent information
based on the filters you apply.

All of the log files we have by default are located under the /var/log directory. So you can view
them from the Linux CLI as well. You can apply CAT filters to them from the CLI to make the
search as custom as you need.

Section 16, Lesson 5 - Weak Passwords
As you create multiple users and passwords for device registration, you want to make sure that
you don’t have any weak passwords on your system. For this, we have the Weak Passwords
module. Go to PBX > Tools > Weak Passwords.

This is a simple module that will list all devices that have a weak password. You can see the
Extension number, the Device for this extension, the Password, and the Password Level.
This will help you identify the devices on your system that are weak so you can address them.
We recommend using auto-generated passwords for devices to keep them secure.
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Image 16.4.2 - Log File Viewer module.

Image 16.5.1 - Weak Passwords module.



Conclusion
With these additional tools, you can monitor your VitalPBX to see that everything is set up
correctly and securely. Allowing you to monitor various aspects of your VitalPBX from the Web
UI, for a quick and easy checkup.

SECTION 17 - API AND AMI

Introduction
You can integrate third-party applications with VitalPBX. For this, we have our API and AMI
(Asterisk Management Interface) capabilities. Here, we will show you how to create the users
and keys so you can integrate third-party applications with VitalPBX.

Section 17, Lesson 1 - API
VitalPBX has an API that allows you to retrieve information from VitalPBX and any of its
tenants. The VitalPBX is constantly growing and more features are added constantly. You can
see our full API documentation in the following link.

https://documenter.getpostman.com/view/5481262/2s935hQmgP

To create your API Key to use with third-party applications, go to Admin > Admin > Application
Keys.

Here, you just need to enter a description to identify the key and select which tenant you wish
to have the API connection with. You can choose a specific tenant, or select Any Tenant to be
able to get API calls from any tenant.

You can enable or disable the API Key at any moment. Once done, click on Save. This will
generate the API Key. If you go back to the Key you created, in the list button in the upper
right-hand corner, you will see the API key you can copy and use with your third-party
application.
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Image 17.1.1 - VitalPBX Application Keys module.



Section 17, Lesson 2 - AMI (Asterisk Management Interface)
Another way to integrate third-party applications is using the AMI or Asterisk Management
Interface. This way, you can connect directly to the Asterisk layer VitalPBX uses and monitor
and manage Asterisk directly. This is useful if you require real-time information to trigger events
or monitor information on a third-party application.

You can see the full AMI documentation on the following link.

https://docs.asterisk.org/Configuration/Interfaces/Asterisk-Manager-Interface-AMI/

To create an AMI user in VitalPBX, go to Settings > PBX Settings > AMI Users. Here, you will
create the AMI users that will connect directly with Asterisk.

You will need to define an AMI User and Secret. We generate a random password, and we
recommend you use this randomly generated password for the best security. You will also need
to enter a description to identify this user.

We also require you to use the Deny and Permit options for this user. With these fields, you
specify the IP address or Network segment that can access Asterisk using this AMI user. It is
important that you only allow the specific IP addresses that can connect to Asterisk using this
AMI user as this is an extremely permissive user. An AMI user can affect your Asterisk directly,
so we need to take all the precautions necessary.

You can also limit the read and write permissions, so the AMI users are only able to perform the
tasks you need for your third-party application integration.

With everything set, you can Save and then Apply Changes.

With this, you are now able to connect directly with Asterisk and monitor and manage the
Asterisk layer for VitalPBX from a third-party application.
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Image 17.2.1 - VitalPBX AMI users module.



SECTION 18 - TROUBLESHOOTING

Introduction
Up to now, we have covered every single module VitalPBX offers. We don’t always have
smooth sailing as we can make mistakes during the configuration process. Here are some of
the most common and useful ways to troubleshoot your VitalPBX installation.

Section 18, Lesson 1 - Fail2Ban Commands
Sometimes you might get blocked by the Intrusion Detection system. This can be due to a
device using the wrong password to register, and this blocks you out. Or, the wrong password
is entered too many times through the Web UI. We recommend you whitelist your known IP
addresses through the Firewall Whitelist. But in the case, you have been blocked and you have
access to the Linux terminal, here are some commands for Fail2Ban that you can use to
manage the intrusion detection system from a command line level.

To see the possible Fail2Ban commands, run the following command from the Linux Command
Line.

root@debian:~# man fail2ban-client

To see the clients that have been banned due to too many failed attempts through SSH, run the
following command.

root@debian:~# fail2ban-client status sshd

To see the clients that have been banned due to too many failed attempts to register through
Asterisk, run the following command.

root@debian:~# fail2ban-client status asterisk

To unban an IP Address, run the following command.

root@debian:~# fail2ban-client set sshd unbanip {IP_ADDRESS}

Where {IP_ADDRESS} is the exact IP address to unban. Do not include the curly braces.

To ban an IP address, run the following command.

root@debian:~# fail2ban-client set sshd banip {IP_ADDRESS}

Where {IP_ADDRESS} is the exact IP address to ban. Do not include the curly braces.

To block an IP address using IPTables, run the following command.

root@debian:~# iptables -I INPUT 1 -s IPAddress -j DROP
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To unblock an IP address using IPTables, run the following command.

root@debian:~# iptables -D INPUT -s IPAddress -j DROP

Using these commands you can manage the Intrusion Detection system directly through the
Linux Command Line.

Section 18, Lesson 2 - Call Filter
When troubleshooting a call process we always go to the Asterisk CLI first to see if we are
receiving the calls and trace the call to see what is the outcome that we get. We use the
following command to get to the Asterisk CLI.

root@debian:~# asterisk -rvvvvvvvvv

Or simply

root@debian:~# a

However, monitoring the Asterisk CLI with high verbosity while the system is under production
can show us a lot of information at a very fast pace. For this, we can filter out the Full log for
Asterisk to trace actions that affect a particular call only.

We start by running the following command.

root@debian:~# tail -f /var/log/asterisk/full | grep {PHONE_NUMBER}

Where {PHONE_NUMBER} is a particular phone number you want to trace within the full log.
Remember that you don’t have to include the curly braces. For example, you will enter
something like this.

root@debian:~# tail -f /var/log/asterisk/full | grep 15554846868

In the beginning, you may see nothing if information including this number has not been set.
Once any activity starts that includes this phone number you will start to see anything related
to it.

This phone number you monitor can be an external number calling into your VitalPBX and you
want to see the route it uses. Or it can be a DID on your system and you want to see that it is
used appropriately for your inbound routes. This can help you monitor how your VoIP provider
sends your DID information so you can enter it correctly on your Inbound Routes. It can also be
a specific Extension Number you want to monitor their current call. Use this option to make
your call troubleshooting easier during active hours on your VitalPBX.

Section 18, Lesson 3 - SNGrep
A more advanced way to trace events on your VitalPBX is using SNGrep. SNGrep is a tool that
allows you to monitor SIP/PJSIP events on your VitalPBX. Here, you can see detailed
information for your registrations, RTP traffic, and notices of devices and trunks connected to
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your VitalPBX. SNGrep is installed as one of the dependencies for VitalPBX. You can run the
following command to see the available attributes on the application.

root@debian:~# sngrep --help

To run SNGrep simply enter the following command.

root@debian:~# sngrep

This will show you the SNGrep interface.

Here, you will see a list of events occurring on your VitalPBX. You can navigate the list of
events using the arrow keys. You can enter an event by pressing the Enter key on your
keyboard. This will show you all the details of the event. You can navigate the stages using the
arrow keys.

This will help you get direct information on the current status of your devices, calls, and
registration.
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Image 18.3.1 - SNGrep Interface.

Image 18.3.2 - Example of an event in SNGrep.



You will see that we will have a lot of information that is constantly being sent on the main list
of events. For this, we can filter our list to see only the events we are interested in. So, on the
main page for SNGrep, press the F7 key on your keyboard. This will show you a prompt where
you can filter the events by the SIP From and To, Source and Destination, and Payload. You
can also apply a filter by the type of event you want to monitor.

With your filters set, navigate with the arrow keys to Filter and press Enter on your keyboard.

You will see that the list of events will now show the events related to your filter.

This is a great tool for you to troubleshoot the SIP/PJSIP events on your VitalPBX. To quit the
SNGrep interface press the Escape key on your keyboard and then select Exit by pressing the
Enter key on your keyboard.
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Image 18.3.3 - SNGrep filter options.

Image 18.3.4 - SNGrep SIP messages flow viewer with a filter applied.



Section 18, Lesson 4 - VitalPBX Commands
With VitalPBX, we have created multiple commands you can run from the Linux CLI, that can
help you manage and stabilize your VitalPBX installation. Here are all the VitalPBX Commands
you can run.

To see the list of available commands, run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx --help

To reset the password for any Web UI user, run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx reset-pwd [username]

Where [username] is the user you wish to change the password.

To rebuild the VitalPBX database, run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx build-db

This will execute a series of scripts to build the VitalPBX database.

To generate the Asterisk configurations and rebuild the Asterisk database for the main tenant
only, we run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx gen-conf

To generate the Asterisk configurations and rebuild the Asterisk database for all tenants, we
run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx fully-gen-conf

To check for any issues regarding directories/files and their permissions and owners, we run
the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx check-integrity

To apply the changes made on the Firewall module on VitalPBX, we run the following
command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx apply-firewall
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You can manually restore from a backup file you have uploaded manually by running the
following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx restore-backup path/to/file.tar

This is especially useful when the backup file is too big to upload from the web interface. You
can upload it manually using an SCP or SFTP application to your VitalPBX, then run the
command and specify the path to the backup file to restore the system from it.

To reset the SSL certificates and disable the force HTTPS option, run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx reset-apache-conf

This will help you in case your SSL certificate expires or you don’t have access to your server
via HTTPS.

To optimize the performance of MariaDB/MySQL, you can run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx optimize-mariadb

Keep in mind that this will restart MariaDB.

To optimize the Apache configurations on your VitalPBX, run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx optimize-apache

To disable 2FA for a user, run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx disable-2FA [username or email address]

With this, you can disable 2FA for a specific user in case they lose access to their 2FA
application. You can use either their username or email address.

To update VitalPBX and all its dependencies, run the following command.

root@debian:~# vitalpbx update

With this, you can control your VitalPBX installation from the command line and troubleshoot
any issues you may have.

Conclusion
With these tips and tricks, you can monitor and manage your VitalPBX instance and
troubleshoot for any errors. By following this manual, you know where to tackle any issue if you
find what is happening during the situation.
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GRAND CONCLUSION

Congratulations! With this, we come to an end with the VitalPBX Complete Guide and Manual.
The manual covered everything you need to know about VitalPBX, how to configure it, and
have your VitalPBX completely set up. We appreciate you choosing VitalPBX for your business
endeavors, and we hope to hear more about you.

If you ever have any comments or questions, send us an email to sales@vitalpbx.com and we
will gladly guide you to the right place.

APPENDIX

Resources
• VitalPBX Wiki - https://wiki.vitalpbx.com/
• VoIP Info - https://voip-info.org
• Asterisk - https://asterisk.org
• Asterisk AMI - https://docs.asterisk.org/Configuration/Interfaces/Asterisk-Manager-

Interface-AMI/
• LINBIT creators of DRBD - linbit.com/en/
• Pacemaker - clusterlabs.org/pacemaker
• VitalPBX Github - https://github.com/VitalPBX
• strftime documentation - https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man3/strftime.3.html
• VitalPBX Commercial FAQ - https://wiki.vitalpbx.com/wiki-category/commercial-faq/
• VitalPBX Technical FAQ - https://wiki.vitalpbx.com/wiki-category/faq/
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